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Introduction 
 

Tumor progression involves modulation of cell adhesion, differentiation, division, 
apoptosis, angiogenesis as well as migration and metastasis. We have been studying a gene 
family we term SIBLINGs (for Small Integrin-Binding Ligand N-linked Glycoproteins) that are 
induced by certain neoplasms. Members of the SIBLING family include bone sialoprotein 
(BSP), osteopontin (OPN), dentin matrix protein (DMP1), dentin sialophosphoprotein (DSPP), 
and matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE). Our published work has shown that BSP 
and OPN are extended and flexible in solution (such lack of ordered structure is shared by a 
number proteins that have multiple binding partners) [1]. SIBLINGs can bind integrins including 
αVβ3 via their RGD sequence [2-4]. OPN and DMP1 can also bind CD44 (via an amino terminal 
domain) [5-7]. SIBLINGs can bind to complement Factor H and sequester it to the cell surface 
thereby regulating complement-mediated cell lysis [7, 8]. More recently we have shown that 
SIBLINGs can bind to and modulate the activity of specific MMPs [9]. It is our hypothesis that 
SIBLINGs promote breast cancer progression through neoplastic expression of SIBLINGs that 
bind to and modulate the activity of specific MMPs. MMPs play multiple roles in tumor 
progression including: angiogenesis; processing and presentation of certain growth factors; and 
metastasis. We further hypothesize that SIBLINGs are biologically plausible surrogate endpoint 
markers for cancer detection. 

 
The goal of the current research is to develop SIBLINGs as serum measures for use in 

breast cancer detection, by determining the distribution of their serum levels in a breast cancer 
patient population before and after treatment, a large normal (cancer-free) population, and a 
patient population at risk for developing breast cancer. Serum levels of gene family members in 
normal and breast cancer patients will be used to establish the sensitivity, specificity and 
predictive value of these markers in breast cancer. In patients with defined breast cancer, serum 
levels will be correlated with stage, prognosis and response to treatment. This research will 
determine whether serum SIBLING levels have high sensitivity (low false negative rate) and 
high specificity (low false positive rate), can be analyzed in a general laboratory setting (does not 
require highly specialized procedures/equipment), and enable early detection. 
 

Body 
 
Overview: 
 
The goal of the proposed research was to develop reagents and methodology to implement 
ELISA-based quantification of serum levels of SIBLING proteins and to apply these tests to 
breast cancer sera. Competitive and sandwich-based ELISAs were developed (years 1 and 2) and 
applied to defining the distribution of SIBLINGs in a normal group and in a group of subjects 
with breast cancer (years 2 and 3). 
 
Statement of Work: 
 
Task 1. To complete development of competitive ELISA for the SIBLINGs DMP1 and MEPE 
(Months 1 – 6): 

a. Develop adenovirus expression vector for expressing recombinant human MEPE. 
b. Perform checkerboard assays to determine optimum antigen coating and antibody 

concentrations for MEPE and DMP1. 
c. Determine precision and yield of these new assays. 
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Task 2. To determine the distribution of serum SIBLING (BSP, OPN, DMP1 and MEPE) levels 
in serum obtained from normal donors and breast cancer patients (Months 7 - 24). 

a. Measure BSP, OPN, DMP1 and MEPE in a normal population, breast cancer patients and 
a population at risk for breast cancer. 

b. Determine sensitivity and specificity and perform ROC analysis. 
c. Test for clinical correlation between serum SIBLING levels and cancer stage, prognosis, 

tumor burden and response to treatment. 
 

Task 3. To refine the existing competitive ELISA assay systems to more rapid sandwich-based 
assay systems and verify previous results (Months 24 – 36). 

a. Screen monoclonal antibodies for utility in BSP, OPN, DMP1 and MEPE assays. 
b. Employ checkerboard assays to define optimum capture antibody coating, second antibody 

concentration and incubation time. 
c. Re-analyze normal and breast cancer patient sera using the new sandwich based assays. 

 
Progress: 
 
This is the final year (a no cost extension) of a three year study. The no cost extension had been 
requested because of a delay in completing all tasks. As of the end of the final year of this grant, 
all Tasks have been completed, with the exception of the development of a sandwich-based 
ELISA for DMP1. In the original design of the study, cut-off values for serum SIBLING levels 
determined using the competitive ELISA results would be used in evaluating the sensitivity and 
specificity of the sandwich-based ELISAs. This “lock-down” of cut-off values prior to final 
analysis would decrease bias.  The inability to devise a stable DMP1 sandwich ELISA caused a 
change in the experimental plan as we have no corresponding sandwich ELISA to use for the 
analysis. The decision has been made to leave DMP1 out of the SIBLING analysis plan and use 
BSP, DSPP and OPN for cross comparison of competitive and sandwich based ELISAs. As a 
result, we have only recently been unblinded as to staging (TNM scores) and outcome data for 
the subjects from whom the serum samples were derived. Even though the funding period has 
ended, we will continue the statistical analysis of the unblinded data and pursue writing the final 
manuscripts.  
 
During the current reporting period and on the strength of data generated from our studies of 
SIBLING biology, the P.I. successfully applied for NIH-sponsored funding for a study 
examining the biochemical and physiological role of SIBLINGs in tumor progression. 
 
Summary of Research 
 

During the course of research on BSP and OPN, it was discovered that they are members 
of a gene family. This family, termed SIBLINGs (for Small Integrin Binding LIgand N-linked 
Glycoproteins) was found to be expressed normally in skeletal tissue [14] and in certain cancers 
[11]. As described in the annual report for year one, during the course of purifying recombinant 
SIBLINGs for use in immunoassays, proteins that co-purified with specific SIBLINGs under 
nondenaturing conditions were observed. These proteins have subsequently been identified as 
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs).  

 
While developing and testing the immunoassay for the SIBLING MEPE, novel 

observation were made on its levels, distribution as well as physiological correlations. In the 
paper by Jain et al. (Appendix I, [10]), we have shown that a) significant levels of MEPE in the 
serum of normal humans can be measured, (b) a clear age-related decrease in serum MEPE 
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levels, (c) a positive correlation between MEPE and phosphorus, a inverse correlation with 
parathyroid hormone, and (d) a significant positive correlation with total hip and neck bone 
mineral density. While this study demonstrates the association of serum MEPE levels with serum 
phosphate, PTH and bone mineral density, it does not address causality. In the very least, the 
results suggest that MEPE may be an interesting marker of normal human bone and mineral 
metabolism. 

 
Given what we now know about SIBLING and MMP biology, experiments were 

designed to address whether biologically and physiologically relevant complexes of SIBLING + 
MMP + cell surface receptor could be measured (Appendix II, [12], [13]). Studies were 
performed to demonstrate that BSP interacted with MMP-2 and cell-surface integrin αvβ3 to 
form a trimolecular complex as shown by immunoprecipitation, flow cytometry, and in situ 
hybridization. Enhanced invasiveness of breast cancer cells by BSP addition was shown to 
require aVb3 and MMP-2 and the formation of the trimolecular complex at the membrane surface 
[12]. Similarly, studying colon cancer cells, a complex of DMP1 and MMP-9 could be 
demonstrated and DMP1 enhanced the invasiveness of the colon cancer cells [13]. 
 
As reported in the 2005 annual report, the expression of five SIBLING gene family members – 
BSP, OPN, DMP1, MEPE, and DSPP in 9 distinct cancer types was determined. The expression 
levels of SIBLINGs were distinct within subtypes of cancer (e.g. breast ductal tumors compared 
to lobular tumors). SIBLING expression increased with cancer stage for breast, colon, lung and 
rectal cancer [11]. 
 
Also as reported in the 2005 annual report, BSP was found to alter MMP enzyme inhibition 
kinetics (Jain et al. 2006, submitted, included in Appendix).  BSP binding to MMP-2 caused the 
natural inhibitor TIMP2 to function as a weaker inhibitor. Similarly, synthetic inhibitors 
exhibited a poorer affinity for MMP-2 in the presence of BSP. This observation may explain why 
clinical trials of MMP inhibitors in cancer have not been that successful. 
 

Key Research Accomplishments 
Assay Development: 
Competitive ELISAs have been developed for 5 different SIBLING family proteins. 
Indirect sandwich-based ELISAs have been developed for 4 different SIBLING family proteins. 
 
Assay Application: 
The normal distribution pattern of BSP, OPN, DMP1, DSPP and MEPE has been characterized 

([10], 2003 and 2004 annual report). 
The distribution of serum BSP, OPN, DMP1 and DSPP in breast cancer has been described. 
 (2004 and 2005 annual report) 
In an initial analysis, the SIBLINGs expression levels increase with changing tumor (T) stage 

([11], 2004 and 2005 annual report). 
In contrast to other SIBLINGs, MEPE serum levels exhibited: 
 no elevation in breast cancer; 

an age-dependent decrease in levels; 
an inverse correlation with parathyroid hormone levels; 

 a significant positive correlation with total hip and neck BMD. 
 ([10], 2005 annual report) 
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SIBLING Biology: 
SIBLINGs bind to and modulate specific matrix metalloproteinases [9]. 
The transcription factor RunX2 is more highly expressed in ductal tumors (2005 annual report). 
The expression levels of the transcription factor RunX2 were found to be correlated with BSP, 
MMP-2, and MT1-MMP expression  (2005 annual report). 
BSP and MMP-2 can be co-localized to the cell surface and promote cell invasion ([12]). 
DMP2 and MMP-9 can be co-localized to the cell surface and promote cell invasion ([13]). 
 
 

Reportable Outcomes 
(for entire period) 

 
• Submitted Manuscripts 

 
 Jain, A., Fisher, L.W. and N.S. Fedarko. (2006) Bone Sialoprotein Binding To Matrix 

Metalloproteinase-2 Alters Enzyme Kinetics. J. Natl. Cancer Inst.  
 
• Meeting Abstracts 

 
 Jain, A., Fisher, L.W. and N.S. Fedarko Small Integrin Binding Ligand N-Linked 

Glycoproteins (SIBLINGs) Bind and Activate Matrix Metalloproteinases. Era of Hope 
2005 Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program Meeting. June 9th, 2005, 
Philadelphia, PA 

 
 Jain, A., Fisher, L.W. and N.S. Fedarko. Small Integrin Binding Ligand N-Linked 

Glycoprotein (SIBLING) Gene Family Expression In Breast Cancer. Era of Hope 2005 
Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program Meeting. June9th, 2005, 
Philadelphia, PA 

 
 Fedarko, N.S., Fisher, L.W. and A. Jain. Small Integrin Binding Ligand N-Linked 

Glycoproteins Modulate Matrix Metalloproteinases and Angiogenesis. Era of Hope 2005 
Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program Meeting. June 9th, 2005, 
Philadelphia, PA 

 
• Invited Presentations: 

 
“SIBLING binding interactions.” Third International Conference on Osteopontin. 2002, San 
Antonio, TX. 

 
“Serum SIBLINGs in Cancer” 8th Annual ASBMR Workshop on Aging and the Human 
Skeleton. 2002. 24th Annual Meeting of the American Society for Bone and Mineral 
Research, Phoenix, AZ. 

 
“Markers in Malignant Bone Disease.”  24th Annual ASBMR Workshop on Biochemical 
Markers of Bone Turnover, 2002, 24th Annual Meeting of the American Society for Bone 
and Mineral Research, San Antonio, TX 

 
“The SIBLING gene family promotes tumor progression.” 2004-2005 Johns Hopkins 
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University Oncology Translational Research Conference, November 3rd, 2004, Baltimore, 
MD. 

 
“SIBLING modulation of matrix metalloproteinases and tumor progression.” 2nd National 
Meeting of the American Society for Matrix Biology. November 12, 2004, San Diego, CA. 

 
“What do bone proteins have to do with tumor progression?” The Sidney Kimmel 
Comprehensive Cancer Center At Johns Hopkins Longrifles Seminar Series, March 2nd, 
2005, Baltimore MD. 

 
“MMP activation by SIBLINGs” Gordon Research Conference on Small Integrin-Binding 
Proteins, September 12th, 2005 Big Sky, MT. 

 
“The Small Integrin Binding Ligand N-linked Glycoprotein (SIBLING) family, protease 
activation and tumor progression. November 18th, 2005; University of Li∂ge, Belgium. 

 
"What do bone proteins have to do with tumor progression, inflammation and wound 
healing?"  Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center Research Conference, February 16th, 
2006; Baltimore MD. 

 
"The role of bone proteins in tumor progression and metastasis." Johns Hopkins University 
Department of Orthopedics Grand Rounds, June 30th, 2006; Baltimore, MD. 

 
• Publications 

 
Fisher, L., and N.S. Fedarko. (2003) Six genes expressed in bones and teeth constitute the 
current members of the SIBLING family of proteins. Connective Tissue Res. 44:1-8. 
 
Koopmann, J., Zhang, Z.,White, N., Rosenzweig, J., Fedarko, N.S.,  Sanjay Jagannath, S., Canto, 
M.I., Yeo, C.J., Chan, D.W., and Michael Goggins. (2004) Serum diagnosis of pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma using surface-enhanced laser desorption and ionization mass spectrometry. Clin. 
Cancer Res.10(3):860-8. 
 
Koopmann, J., Fedarko, N.S., Jain, A., Maitra, A., Iacobuzio-Donahue, C., Rahman, A.,  Hruban, 
R.H., Yeo, C.J., and M. Goggins. (2004) Evaluation of osteopontin as biomarker for pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma. Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers and Prevention. 13(3):487-491. 
 
Fedarko, N.S., Jain, A., Karadag, A., and L.W. Fisher. (2004) Three small integrin binding 
ligand N-linked glycoproteins (SIBLINGs) bind and activate specific matrix metalloproteinases. 
FASEB J. 18:734-736. 
 
Karadag, A., Ogburke K.U.E. , Fedarko, N.S., and L.W. Fisher. (2004) Bone sialoprotein 
promotes invasion by osteotropic cancer cells in vitro by bridging MMP-2 to αVβ3 integrin. J. 
Natl. Cancer Inst. 96:956-965. 
 
Jain, A., Fedarko, N.S., Collins, M.T., Gelman, R., Ankrom, M.A., Tayback, M., and L.W. 
Fisher. (2004) Serum levels of matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE) in normal 
humans correlate with serum phosphorus, parathyroid hormone and bone mineral density. J. 
Clin. Endo. Metab.89(8):4158-4161. 
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Fisher, L.W., Jain, A., Tayback, M., and N.S. Fedarko. (2004) Small Integrin Binding Ligand N-
Linked Glycoprotein (SIBLING) gene family expression in different cancers. Clin. Cancer Res. 
10(24): 10:8501-8511. 
 
Karadag, A., Fedarko, N.S., and L.W. Fisher. (2005) Dentin matrix protein 1 enhances invasion 
potential of colon cancer cells by bridging matrix metalloproteinase-9 to integrins and CD44. 
Cancer Res. 65(24): p. 11545-52. 
 

• Funding Received: 
 

 NCI, NIH U54 CA91409, Howard/Hopkins Partnership in Cancer ,NCI Minority 
Institution/Cancer Center Partnership, “Molecular Analysis of Co-Expression of 
Matrix Metalloproteinases and SIBLINGs in African American –vs- Caucasian 
Women.” Agnes A. Day, Ph. D. (Howard University P.I.) & Neal S. Fedarko, Ph. 
D. (Johns Hopkins University P.I.) 09/15/04 – 10/14/07 

 
 DOD/CDMRP. W81XWH-04-1-0844, “Prostate Cancer Progression and Serum 

SIBLING (Small Integrin Binding N-linked Glycoprotein) Levels.” 09/15/04 – 
10/14/07 

 
 NCI, NIH 1 R01 CA113865. “Small integrin-binding proteins and tumor 

progression.” 07/01/06 – 06/30/09 
 

• Personnel Receiving Pay: 
 

Neal S. Fedarko 
Alka Jain 
Matthew Tayback 
 

Conclusions 
 

Summary. The development of competitive ELISAs and sandwich-based ELISAs to measure 
serum levels of SIBLING gene family members has been a necessary requirement in order to 
evaluate the utility of these potential markers in breast cancer detection. Initial results in 
applying these assays describe a gaussian distribution of SIBLINGs (with the exception of 
MEPE) in the serum of normal individuals.  In serum from subjects with cancer, serum 
SIBLING levels were increased (for BSP, OPN, DMP1 and DSPP) in the presence of disease. In 
breast cancer, in particular, BSP and OPN display greater sensitivity and specificity then DSPP. 
More normal and breast cancer sera need to be analyzed for ROC analysis of DMP1 sensitivity 
and specificity. All of our data so far is consistent with SIBLINGs behaving as early markers of 
breast cancer progression. This conclusion is reached by noting that (a) increased expression 
levels are not associated with metastases, (b) increased expression levels are observed with 
increasing tumor size (T status in TNM staging) and lymph node involvement (N status in TNM 
staging) (c) SIBLINGs can act biologically to modulate matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 
activity. MMP activation is required for early tumor progression (remodeling the extracellular 
matrix scaffolding to yield space for growth and for angiogenesis). The completion of the 
research (final statistical analysis of unblinded data) will occur over the next few months and 
will enable the utility of these breast cancer biomarkers to be defined. Once completed, the 
groundwork will be laid for subsequent larger scale clinical trials of these biomarkers.  
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Six Genes Expressed in Bones and Teeth Encode the Current
Members of the SIBLING Family of Proteins

Larry W. Fisher1 and Neal S. Fedarko1,2

1Matrix Biochemistry Unit, Craniofacial & Skeletal Diseases Branch, NIDCR, NIH, Bethesda,
Maryland, USA
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Bone sialoprotein (BSP), dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1), dentin
sialophosphoprotein (DSPP), enamelin (ENAM), matrix extracel-
lular phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE), and osteopontin (OPN) are
glycophosphoproteins expressed in bones and/or teeth. Direct com-
parison of their amino acid sequences do not suggest that they
belong to a single genetic family, but a detailed analysis of their
chromosomal location and gene structure does. Analysis of human
brain mRNA by RT-PCR has led to the discovery of two additional
exons thereby making it more convincing that MEPE is a member of
the SIBLING (Small Integrin-Binding LIgand, N-linked Glycopro-
tein) family. We propose that the members of this SIBLING family
are extended, flexible proteins in solution that can facilitate the
formation of a number of different complexes. For example, OPN
can bridge complement Factor H to either an RGD-dependent inte-
grin or to CD44 forming a membrane-bound complex that actively
suppresses the alternate complement pathway. Two possible mech-
anisms for inhibiting the lytic pathway of alternate complement are
presented.

Keywords Bone Sialoprotein, Complement, Integrin-Binding,
Osteopontin, SIBLING.

INTRODUCTION
Studies of the extracellular matrices of bones and teeth have

a long and rich history. Ages before written scientific literature it
was noticed that bones treated with a weak acid such as vinegar
changed into supple structures that looked and behaved much
like the skin, tendons, ligaments, and other soft tissue elements.
The application of first modern protein biochemistry methods
and then more recently, molecular biological approaches, have
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led us to understand much of the biology and mechanical prop- 
erties of the underlying collagen scaffolding that constitutes the
vast majority of the matrix of bones and dentin. Indeed, the vast
majority of the genetic diseases of bones and teeth whose mu-
tations are known are mutations in the various members of the
collagen family [1]. 

Still, the age-old question of why bones and teeth mineralize
whereas the nearly identical skin, tendon, and ligaments do not
remained unanswered and the quest to understand this intriguing
process was undertaken by a number of laboratories around the
world. Many of the most successful of these laboratories started 
about 30 years ago, during the ascendancy of the idea that one
gene leads to one protein and that most biological functions can
be satisfactorily explained by finding and describing the protein
that performs such a function. In the 1960s and 1970s a number
of laboratories around the world began the search for the holy 
grail of “the proteins” that nucleate and/or control the growth of
hydroxyapatite crystals in calcified cartilage, bone, dentin, and
enamel. Logically the candidate gene products would be acidic
proteins, possibly phosphoproteins, with a strong affinity for
hydroxyapatite. Most investigators thought that these proteins 
would likely (but not necessarily) be entrapped within the miner-
alizing matrix and therefore be released from the mature tissues
by demineralization. Only a handful of proteins were found in
relative abundance in the mineralized compartment of bones and
teeth and these are now the proteins whose names (often based on 
the names used for the cDNA sequences) we read many times
in the literature: osteocalcin (OCN), osteonectin (ON), osteo-
pontin (OPN, also known as SPP1 and Eta1), bone sialopro-
tein (BSP), matrix gla protein (MGP), decorin (DCN), biglycan
(BGN), dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1), dentin sialophospho- 
protein (DSPP), enamelin (ENAM), amelogenin (AMEL), and
others.

At least in the case of bone, the mice with null mutations in the
various candidate genes do not show abject failure of mineral-
ization. Bones are larger or smaller, thinner or thicker, perfectly 
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formed or somewhat distorted, but all single knockout mice have
grossly functional, mineralized bones. While the usual descrip-
tions of redundancy of genes have been offered to explain why
the proteins of such logical promise have disappointed us within
the context of mineralization, these results also set us free to dis-
cover other functions for these curious proteins. In this paper,
we argue that five of these proteins, BSP [2], DMP1 [3], DSPP
[4], MEPE (matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein [5], also
known in the rat as OF45 and osteoregulin [6], and OPN [7] are
likely members of a family of proteins we have called SIBLING
for Small Integrin-Binding LIgand, N-linked Glycoprotein. A
sixth protein, ENAM [8], may be a more distant member of
the family. Earlier work had suggested that at least four and
possibly five of these genes were members of this family [9].
While we argue that at least three of the SIBLINGs do function
in complement, the SIBLING name includes only biochemical
descriptions and not higher biological functions because the ul-
timate functions of all the members of the family are not known
at this time.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The most common method of defining the relationship among

a group of proteins is to compare their linear amino acid se-
quences. For the six proteins currently proposed to be in the
SIBLING family, this approach does not yield satisfying re-
sults. Figure 1 illustrates this point by showing the comparison
of three random pairing of members of the family using the
“Compare” program of the GCG group (Accelrys Inc.). Two
proteins with strong homologies will have a distinct diagonal
line such as that seen for the comparison of two small proteo-
glycans, decorin and biglycan (Figure 1D). The comparisons
of the various SIBLINGs show no such strong diagonal lines
implying poor homologies at the amino acid level. Indeed, the
results are probably no better than one would expect from a com-
parison of any two random protein sequences. There are a few
short regions that are conserved among members of the family
including the completely conserved integrin-binding tripeptide,
RGD, and NXS/T motif for N-linked oligosaccharides as well
as a number of casein kinase II-type phosphorylation sites.

Directly comparing the locations of these short sequences
within the primary protein sequences in their entirety, however,
does little to make a case for significant homology among the dif-
ferent proteins. The overall chemical properties of these proteins
also seem to suggest that they are not related. For example BSP,
DMP1, DSPP, and OPN are all acidic with predicted isoelectric
points of 3.4 to 4.3 (without post-translational modifications)
whereas ENAM is neutral and MEPE strongly basic (pI = 9.2).
Even within the acid members, BSP is glutamic acid-rich and
others are either aspartic acid-rich or a mix of the two. However,
several important points of similarity within the genetic struc-
tures of these 6 proteins permit us to propose that they are all a
result of an ancient gene duplication and subsequent divergence.

Five of the six genes are located within a contiguous region
of chromosome 4q21.3 (Figure 2). The Human Genome Project
has not completed this portion of chromosome 4 so the exact

distances between the genes are not known, but currently five 
are thought to be within an estimated 750,000 base pair segment
and four of those within a single 250,000 bp domain. The reader
should be cautioned, however, that this region of chromosome
4 is based on incomplete sequences and the final orientations
and locations of the gene will not be completely known until 
all the sequencing is complete. It is clear that the most similar
five SIBLINGs are very closely spaced and this makes for a
significant problem in producing double knockout mice. The
typical method of producing double knockout mice by cross-
breeding single KO mice cannot easily be done. The genotypes 
of hundreds to thousands of offspring of the breeding pairs would
have to be checked to hope to detect a single cross-over event
between genes as closely spaced as the SIBLING genes. Notice
that MEPE, probably the most different member of the family,
is located in the center of this close cluster of genes. 

As of the writing of this report (2001), there is only one know
gene between the DSPP and OPN (usually listed as SPP1 for se-
creted phosphoprotein 1 within the Human Genome Project)
except the other SIBLINGs. The ABCG2 (for ATP-Binding
Cassette Transporter, subfamily G, member 2, also known as 
Breast Cancer/Mitoxantrone Resistance Protein (BCRP/MXR)
[10] gene was until recently mapped to a position outside the
SIBLING cluster but the most recent build has it between OPN
and MEPE. ABCG2 is structurally unrelated to the integrin-
binding proteins but curiously is upregulated in placenta and 
many tumors, much like BSP and OPN [10–12]. The gene for
enamelin, ENAM, also is on human chromosome 4 and is cur-
rently being assigned a position much closer to the centromere,
∼4q13, but it is possible that this location will be refined at a
later date. 

A clustering of genes within a single chromosome alone, of
course, is not justification for defining a family of gene prod-
ucts. The next evidence for the grouping of the proteins is the
similarity of their intron-exon boundaries and the biochemi-
cal similarities of their corresponding exons. First, we report 
on our recent findings of additional exons for human MEPE
gene. We performed PCR on reverse-transcribed mRNA cDNA
from human brain (Invitrogen, Human Tissue Panel #1) using
an oligonucleotide pair derived from the beginning and end of
the coding region as defined by the original description of the 
MEPE mRNA [5]. The oligonucleotide pair incorporated re-
striction enzyme sites for subcloning into an adenovirus shuttle
vector. After gel purification of the band of the approximate ex-
pected size, the PCR products were subcloned into the vector
and 30 cDNA clones purified. Nine of the clones were identical 
to the original sequence previously described by Rowe et al. [5].

A standard BLAST analysis of this sequence against the
human genome database identified three exons within the se-
quenced genome and a short section of 54 basepairs that have
not yet been identified in the project but is very likely to repre- 
sent a single exon, exon 3, rather than two or more exons. The
other clones all had longer sequences within them that when
compared with the human genomic sequences, were found to
represent two additional exons, 4 and 5. Exon 4 was homologous
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Figure 1. Graphical comparisons of paired human protein sequences using the “Compare” program of the Genetics Computer Group. (A) OPN vs. BSP; (B)
MEPE vs. DSPP (with only two copies of the carboxyterminal phosphorylation repeats); (C) DMP1 vs. MEPE; and (D) Biglycan vs. Decorin. Protein pairs showing
strong homology have the clear mid-panel diagonal line like that seen in the comparison of two closely related proteins, Biglycan and Decorin (panel D). Short
lines off the mid-panel diagonal result from internal repeats that are shared. Notice that the SIBLING comparisons have no mid-panel diagonal lines and only short
homologies throughout their lengths. This illustrates that the SIBLINGs are not very homologous at the primary sequence level.

to the extra sequences observed for monkey brain MEPE in Gen-
Bank accession number AB046056 (Osada, N et al., GenBank
accession number AB046056, otherwise unpublished). Exon 5
is unique with respect to known MEPE sequences and may itself
have some interesting splice variations that are currently being
clarified (Fisher et al., unpublished). We have found cDNAs cor-
responding to mRNA containing exons 4 and 5 together as well
as exon 5 alone (Figure 3). We have not yet seen the cDNA cor-
responding to exon 4 alone like that seen for the monkey, but
additional work is being done.

Figure 3 shows the intron-exon structure of the six SIBLING 
family members. In each case, the full length human mRNA-
derived cDNA sequence was compared with the Human Genome
Project (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/seq/HsBlast.html) and
the exons deciphered from the matches using standard intron
donor/acceptor sites. Exon 1 is always a noncoding exon. ENAM 
is the only member that has a second noncoding exon. The next
exon, exon 2 for most members, always contains the start codon,
the leader sequence, and the codons for the first two amino acids
of the mature proteins. The leader sequence encodes the series of
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Figure 2. Five SIBLING genes cluster closely together on human chromosome 4 and a sixth candidate gene, ENAM, is located nearer the centromere. DSPP,
DMP1, BSP, MEPE, and OPN are located at 4q21.3, within a region of about 750,000 basepairs. ENAM is currently assigned a position of 4q13. These locations
are based on the current build (number 26) of the Human Genome Project. The sequencing of this portion of chromosome 4 is incomplete at this time, however,
and the final positions may change to some small degree.

hydrophobic amino acids that directs the protein synthesis into
the rough endoplasmic reticulum for post-translational modifi-
cation and subsequent secretion out of the cell. Enamelin’s exon
3 does not contain a classical leader sequence and may not be
processed and secreted in the same way. Intron 2 and all other
introns in the family interrupt the coding sequences between
codons (type 0). This implies that any exon can be spliced in
or out of the mRNA and not cause a frame shift. Exon 3 usu-
ally contains a casein kinase II phosphorylation site (SSEE) and
exon 4 is usually relatively proline-rich (PPPP). Exon 5 usually
contains another casein kinase II phosphorylation site and, like
all the first four exons, is a small exon. The last one or two exons
encode the vast majority of the protein (Figure 3 is not drawn to
scale) and always contain the integrin-binding tripeptide, RGD.
Again ENAM is more distantly related as only the human se-
quence encodes for the RGD. Pig [13] and mouse [14] do not
contain the RGD within their reported sequences.

The exons used in the splice variants are generally conserved.
As shown as gray boxes in Figure 3, splice variants missing exon
4 have been reported in OPN [15] and MEPE [5 and this Article).
Splice variants missing exon 5 has been shown for OPN [15, 16],

DMP1 [3] and MEPE [5 and this article]. To date, there has been
no direct proof that the splice variants differ in function.

Two of the SIBLINGs, BSP and OPN, have had their struc-
tures solved by NMR. Both were found to be entirely flexible in
solution [9]. Flexibility is a common property found in proteins 
or domains of proteins that have a number of different binding
partners. Once bound to their multiple partners, the proteins of-
ten have a single conformation. For example, in isolation the
protein L39e from the large subunit of ribosomes is completely
flexible in solution, but its structure is well defined within the 
assembled ribosome and can be observed in X-ray diffraction
[17]. Other ribosomal proteins (L2, L3, L4, etc.) have large do-
mains that are completely unstructured in solution but also have
single fixed structures in the assembled ribosome. None of the
closely clustered five SIBLINGs has more than one cysteine 
within their mature sequences, so there is no chance of forming
intramolecular disulfide bonds, but again ENAM is a likely ex-
ception. In contrast, most of the structured secreted proteins such
as osteonectin, osteocalcin, decorin, biglycan etc. have disul-
fide bonds to help stabilize their three dimensional shapes in 
the extracellular environment. Furthermore, while the general
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Figure 3. Exon structure defines the SIBLING family. The exon structures of the six candidate genes for the SIBLING family are illustrated. Exons are drawn
as boxes and introns as connecting lines. Exon 1 is noncoding. For all but ENAM, exon 2 encodes for the leader sequence plus the first two amino acids of the
mature protein. Exon 3 often contains the consensus sequences for casein kinase II phosphorylation (SSEE), as does exon 5. Exon 4 is usually relatively proline rich
(PPPP). The last one or two exons encode the vast majority of the protein (figure not drawn to scale) and always contain the integrin-binding tripeptide ArgGlyAsp
(RGD). The shadowing of exons illustrates those exons known to be involved in splice variants. ENAM is a more distantly related gene that has two noncoding 5′
and is also likely to contain disulfide bonds (S-S) that the other SIBLINGs do not.

chemical properties of the amino acids along each SIBLING’s
length are conserved across the animal species (hydrophilic and
either acidic or basic, etc.), there is a great deal of divergence
within each protein.

All the amino acid sequences of the SIBLINGs are only 55–
73% identical between mouse and human while other noncol-
lagenous proteins that are thought to have stable structures in
solution are more highly conserved (for example, osteonectin,
96% [18]; biglycan, 91% [19, 20]; and matrix gla protein, 84%
[21, 22]. It seems reasonable that proteins that encode for small
conserved contact points for a number of binding partners spaced
throughout their lengths could have many other regions that can
mutate to other amino acids as long as they maintain their hy-
drophilicity and flexibility in solution. A corollary to this hypoth-
esis is that the short stretches of amino acids that are conserved
across species are likely to be directly or indirectly involved
in binding other proteins. The tripeptide RGD is one example
of the conservation of a short series of amino acids that is in-

volved in binding to other protein complexes, the subfamily of 
integrins.

Other known binding partners of most of the acidic SIB-
LINGs include complement Factor H (BSP, DMP1, and OPN)
and CD44 (DMP1 and OPN). A short summary of the alternate
pathway of complement may be helpful at this point (Figure 4) 
[23]. The alternate complement pathway (ACP) is one of the
most ancient of immune responses, predating the better known
pathways that involve specific antibodies. The ACP involves
about 20 different proteins and together they constitute approx-
imately 5% of the serum proteins by weight. The proteins in the 
blood, although found in high concentration, are in conforma-
tions that do not favor interactions until an activation cascade
is triggered. Briefly, the triggering event is when one compo-
nent, C3 (found at ∼1 mg/ml in the serum), undergoes a spon-
taneous rearrangement and exposes a highly reactive chemical 
group. If, within a few milliseconds, this activated C3 can come
into contact with a free OH or NH group on a carbohydrate or
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protein, then the C3 will form a covalent bond with that molecule.
The design is that this reactive carbohydrate or protein be on the
surface of an invading bacterium or parasite, but in fact the reac-
tion can and does occur on the surface of all cells. Furthermore,
although the C3 spontaneous activation is rare, the number of
C3 proteins is sufficiently high that a typical invading bacterium
is likely to be bound by one or more C3 molecules within a
few minutes. The bound C3 protein is in a conformation that
permits the binding of the next complement protein, Factor B.
Factor B itself undergoes a conformational change upon bind-
ing, and becomes a substrate for serum protease (Factor D). The
digested Factor B, now designated Bb, is an activated protease
that can bind C3 and cleave it into two pieces, C3b and C3a. (The
C3a diffuses away and is a potent chemoattractant for various
immune cells.)

The formation of the C3b exposes the chemically reactive
group and, due to its proximity to the cell surface, often binds to
the same cell. Because the bound C3b (and its various breakdown
products) is a ligand for certain receptors on immune cells, this
opsonization process can itself lead to the destruction of the la-
beled cell. However, a second process also occurs. Occasionally
the activated C3b molecule forms the covalent bond not with the
cells surface but on the C3Bb complex itself. When this happens,
another complement protein, C5, can be bound into the complex
and is cleaved by the Bb protease into two pieces, C5a and C5b.
(The smaller C5a diffuses away and is another very potent im-
mune activating molecule.) The C5b protein is released and now
can bind C6. The induced conformation of C6 then binds C7,
which then binds C8. Together the C5bC6C7C8 complex inserts
into a cellular membrane and then binds a series of C9 proteins
from the serum. As the number of C9 proteins increase, a pore
forms in the membrane, killing the cell by depolarizing the cell
and permitting an exchange of diffusible elements between the
inside and outside of the cell. This is called the lytic pathway of
the alternate complement process.

Most normal, healthy mammalian cells survive the contin-
uous attack by this pathway by three mechanisms. Many cells
can produce two different membrane-associated proteins that
can disrupt this lytic pathway of the ACP. Decay accelerating
factor (DAF, CD55) has a higher affinity for C3b than does Bb
so it can displace the protease and stop the cascade. Another
protein, membrane co-factor protein (MCP, CD46), can bind
to complement Factor I. This binding causes a conformational
change in Factor I and thereby enhances its proteolytic function.
The MCP/Factor I complex can then digest the C3b and destroy
its ability to promote the lytic cascade. A third mechanism in-
volves a complement protein found at ∼0.5 mg/ml in the serum,
Factor H. By itself in the blood, Factor H has a real but weak
affinity for C3b and can display weak DAF-like activity. Factor
H also has a low affinity for Factor I and thereby can act as a
poor but measurable cofactor for Factor I and display MCP-like
activity. But in both cases, Factor H can itself bind to proteins
or carbohydrate groups, undergo a conformational change, and
acquire a higher affinity for C3b and/or Factor I. We have shown
previously that at least three of the SIBLINGs have the ability

Figure 5. SIBLING family members protect cells from lysis by the alternate
complement pathway. Murine erythroleukemia cells in microtiter plate wells
are lysed by complement in human serum (control serum). Lysed cells cannot
process the clear MTT reagent into the dark blue color and the wells remain
clear. Pretreating the cells with DMP1, OPN, or BSP prior to the addition of
the human serum protects these cells from the lytic pathway. The living cells
process the MTT to the dark color that is seen in each of the SIBLING-treated
wells.

to bind Factor H and confer protective activity on cells (BBRC, 
IADR abstract and submitted).

When mouse erythroleukemia (MEL) cells are treated with
dilute human serum, the cells are lysed by the ACP resulting in
cells that cannot metabolize the colorless thiazolyl blue (MTT)
to the characteristic blue color (Figure 5). Similar results can be

Figure 6. Two possible mechanisms for SIBLINGs to protect cells from alter-
nate complement pathway. BSP, OPN, or DMP1 binds first to an integrin through
its RGD domain (or CD44 for OPN and DMP1 but not BSP) and then bind com-
plement Factor H. The Factor H then undergoes a conformational change and
either has a higher affinity for C3b than does Bb and displaces the protease
(DAF-like activity) or has a higher affinity for Factor I that then can degrade
the C3b (MCP-like activity). Interestingly, if the SIBLING binds to Factor H
before it encounters a cell surface receptor, the SIBLING cannot bind to the
receptor and the activity is not acquired. This limits this biological activity to
short distances from the site of the secretion of the SIBLING.
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seen by using human cells with guinea pig serum as the source of
active complement. When we treat the cells with BSP, DMP1,
or OPN, and then expose them to the complement in human
serum, the cells are not lysed. These three acid SIBLINGs are
stopping the lytic pathway of the ACP. Blocking the ability of the
SIBLINGs to bind to their cells surface receptors by mutating
the RGD to KAE, using antibodies that block the receptors etc.,
negates the protective ability of the three SIBLINGs [9, 24, and
submitted]. This shows that the protective properties of BSP,
OPN, and DMP1 all work in conjunction with a cell surface
receptor. Furthermore, because we have clearly shown that these
proteins form a strong 1:1 complex with complement Factor H,
it is reasonable to speculate that the protection provided by the
three SIBLINGs is due to a simultaneous complex of Factor
H, SIBLING, and cell surface receptors. We have hypothesized
that these complexes likely mimic either DAF (displacing the
protease, Bb, from the complex) or MCP (acting as a cofactor
for Factor I) as drawn in Figure 6. Future studies will determine
which of these pathways is the correct model.

CONCLUSION
There are clearly five members of the SIBLING family that

cluster together on human chromosome 4, chromosome 5 in the
mouse. All these are charged, possibly flexible proteins that may
contain little or no secondary structure when isolated in solu-
tion but are likely to have structure induced when they interact
with one or more of their binding partners. Binding partners for
various members of the SIBLING family include cell surface
proteins for all of them (integrins, CD44, etc.), Factor H for at
least three of them, hydroxyapatite for the acid members, and
likely other proteins in the future. ENAM is a more distantly
related protein whose gene is found more centrally on the same
chromosome and that is likely to contain secondary and tertiary
structure.
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Three small integrin binding ligand N-linked
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SPECIFIC AIMS

Objectives were to identify proteins that co-purified
with members of the small integrin-binding ligand
N-linked glycoprotein (SIBLING) gene family and
characterize structural and functional consequences of
their binding interactions.

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

1. Specific MMPs co-purify with SIBLINGs

Individual SIBLING family members BSP, OPN and
DMP1 were subcloned into an adenovirus system and
expressed in human bone marrow stromal cells. Each
SIBLING was purified from the serum-free media to
�95% purity by anion exchange chromatography un-
der nondenaturing conditions. When purity was as-
sessed by zymography, each HPLC purified SIBLING
exhibited a single band of proteolytic activity. Bands
originally visible on the zymogram did not appear in
gels treated with 1,10-phenanthroline, showing that
co-purifying proteolytic activity arose from metallopro-
teinases. Identity of proteolytic bands was determined
by Western blotting and probing with specific antibod-
ies against MMPs. MMP-2 co-purified with BSP, MMP-3
with OPN and MMP-9 with DMP1.

Specificity observed was confirmed by showing that
purified SIBLINGs could be used to affinity purify their
respective MMPs from conditioned media containing
several different MMPs. When aliquots of eluted frac-
tions were analyzed by zymography, positive bands for
multiple MMPs were visible in the flow through peak.
Fractions that eluted at �0.3 M salt were analyzed by
Western blot and immunoreactive MMP-2 (from the
BSP affinity column) and immunoreactive MMP-3
(from the OPN affinity column) were identified. A
DMP1 affinity column was not made due to insufficient
amounts of highly purified DMP1.

2. SIBLING and MMP binding specificity

Co-purification from similar media of a single but
different MMP with each SIBLING demonstrated that

specific interactions were occurring between the pro-
teins. Binding interactions between recombinant
MMP-2, MMP-3 and MMP-9 and purified recombinant
SIBLINGs were investigated. Relative abundance of
tryptophan residues in the MMPs was exploited by
carrying out intrinsic fluorescence studies of purified,
authentic MMP protein binding to SIBLINGs. Titration
of proMMP-2 with BSP yielded a quenching of the
MMP’s tryptophan emission spectra and a saturable
binding curve. Addition of OPN to proMMP-3 and
DMP1 to proMMP-9 also yielded fluorescent signal
quenching and saturable binding functions. Stoichiom-
etry of binding between SIBLINGs and their respective
proMMPs was 1:1. Scatchard analysis indicated binding
constants in the nM range. Quenching of the trypto-
phan fluorescent signal is consistent with a gross con-
formational change as a result of binding. Fluorescent
binding studies were also carried out using mixed pairs
of SIBLINGs and pro- and active-MMPs. SIBLINGs and
MMPs showed consistent specificity in their partnering,
with BSP binding to pro- and active MMP-2, OPN with
pro- and active MMP-3, and DMP1 with pro- and
active-MMP-9. Other combinations of SIBLINGs and
MMP’s exhibited either no saturable binding or bind-
ing that was orders of magnitude weaker.

3. SIBLING-MMP complexes modify the protease
activity

Fluorescence spectroscopy observations suggesting that
SIBLING binding induces conformational changes in
their corresponding MMP partner led to an investiga-
tion of whether SIBLING binding affected MMP struc-
ture. Addition of SIBLING to pro-MMP did not appear
to promote autocatalysis to the active form. An in-
creased susceptibility of SIBLING-proMMP complexes
to cleavage and activation by plasmin (a protease that is
normally an inefficient activator) was seen and was

1 To read the full text of this article, go to http://www.fasebj.
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consistent with SIBLING binding altering proMMP
structure.

To measure potential biological effects, a fluorescent
substrate assay was employed to screen SIBLING mod-
ulation of proMMP activity. Pro-MMP-2, -3, and -9 were
reacted in combination with increasing concentrations
of SIBLINGs (either BSP, OPN, or DMP1) and enzyme
activity was measured by increased fluorescence signal.
Increased proteolytic activity was observed for all three
strong proMMP�SIBLING binding pairs (Fig. 1A–C).
When the strong binding SIBLING was added to its
corresponding active MMP, enzymatic activity was not
significantly changed indicating that binding of the
SIBLING with its active MMP partner did not interfere
with normal proteolytic activity (Fig. 1D–F). Properly
matched SIBLING-proMMP pairs showed a dose-re-
sponse increase in the rate of substrate digestion (Fig.

1G, H, I). Incubation of SIBLING alone with substrate
was no different from pro-MMP alone or mismatched
SIBLING MMP pairs, showing the increase in activity in
the proMMP � SIBLING was not caused by any residual
proteolytic activity that co-purified with the SIBLING
(Fig. 1J–L). Given that there was no observed increase
in the amount of propeptide-free enzyme in all of these
SIBLING-proMMP pairs, it is reasonable to hypothesize
that the increase in activity is due to a conformational
change in the protease which allows its propeptide to
be removed from the active site and thereby permit
digestion of both small and large macromolecular
substrates.

4. SIBLINGs restore activity to inhibited MMPs

Quenching of tryptophan fluorescence and increase in
activity caused by SIBLING binding to proMMP is consis-
tent with an alteration in the local structure near the
active site. The effect of SIBLINGs on the ability of small
molecular weight inhibitors to modulate MMP activity was
investigated next. SIBLINGs were able to increase
proMMP activity in the presence of specific small molec-
ular weight inhibitors of MMPs, but not in the presence of
1,10 phenanthroline (which disrupts MMP activity by
chelating and removing the active site required zinc ion).
Active forms of MMPs also exhibited quenching of tryp-
tophan fluorescence emission upon binding their specific
SIBLING partner. The possibility that SIBLING binding
also altered inhibitor interaction with active MMPs was
investigated. Specific low molecular weight inhibitors
were used to block active MMP activity. Addition of the
corresponding SIBLING, however, rescued much of the
original activity even in presence of equimolar amounts of
specific inhibitor. As was the case for proMMPs, SIBLINGs
were not able to restore activity to active MMPs treated
with 1,10 phenanthroline. When the complex of equimo-
lar active MMP � SIBLING was treated with increasing
concentrations of the inhibitor, significant loss of activity
was observed but only at substantially higher concentra-
tions.

Because MMPs occur in vivo associated with inhibi-
tors (tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases,
TIMPs), the effect of SIBLINGs on the activity of MMP
� TIMP complexes was also investigated. As expected,
presence of TIMPs reduced the enzymatic activity of
propeptide-free, active MMP. Addition of the correctly
matched SIBLING to active MMP � TIMP complex
caused a restoration of proteolytic activity. It is a
reasonable hypothesis that conformational change in
the active MMP upon binding its SIBLING partner
lowers affinity of the TIMP (and low molecular weight
inhibitors) for the active site of the MMP thereby
enabling substrate access.

5. Reversal of SIBLING-induced activity by factor H

BSP, OPN and DMP1 have previously been shown to
bind to factor H with high affinity, 10–100-fold higher
than that just described for their partner MMPs. Gela-

Figure 1. Modulation of MMP activity by SIBLINGs. Protease
activity was followed by incubating fluorescent substrate with
1.4 nM proMMP-2 (A), proMMP-3 (B), and proMMP-9 (C)
and increasing concentrations of BSP, OPN, or DMP1, re-
spectively. Activity of equimolar concentrations (1.4 nM) of
active MMP-2 � BSP (D), MMP-3 � OPN (E), and MMP-9 �
DMP1 (F ) in the same assay showed no difference. The same
assay was also employed to determine a low SIBLING concen-
tration dose response in activity of proMMP-2 � BSP (G),
proMMP-3 � OPN (H ), and proMMP-9 � DMP1 (I ). Activity
of 1.4 nM BSP ( J ), OPN (K) and DMP1 (L) with correctly
matched proMMPs and mismatched proMMPs as well as of
proMMPs or SIBLINGs alone were analyzed by determining
change in fluorescence/minute over the first 3 h of incuba-
tion. Values plotted represent the mean of three combined
experiments � sd.
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tin and casein fluorescein conjugate assays were used to
investigate whether factor H can compete with MMPs
for SIBLING binding and thereby affect each SIB-
LING’s interactions with its respective proMMP and
active MMPs. TIMP-inhibited MMPs which had re-
gained enzymatic activity by the addition of their cor-
responding SIBLING were treated with factor H and a
significant reduction in the SIBLING-induced recov-
ered activity for MMPs was observed. Higher affinity of
factor H for SIBLING protein appears to promote
removal of SIBLING from the SIBLING-MMP complex
thereby permitting MMP to reverse its conformation
and allow TIMP to again bind to the active site and
re-inhibit the enzyme. The action of factor H on the
SIBLING-mediated activation of proMMPs was also
investigated. Addition of factor H caused the rate of
substrate digestion by SIBLING-activated proMMP
complex to decrease suggesting that removal of SIB-
LING from proMMP resulted in re-inactivation of cat-
alytic activity by still-attached propeptide. These results
support the hypothesis that propeptide is not removed
in order to create enzymatic activity in proMMP-SIB-
LING pairs.

CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE

Results describe a novel, alternative method of MMP
modulation (Fig. 2). SIBLING binding was associated
with activation of latent pro-MMPs though this

activation did not require cleavage of the propeptide.
However, SIBLING binding did increase susceptibil-
ity of the propeptide to cleavage by plasmin. SIB-
LINGs and MMPs showed specificity in their partner-
ing, with BSP binding to and “activating” proMMP-2,
OPN with proMMP-3, and DMP1 with proMMP-9.
Restoration of activity to TIMP-inhibited MMPs upon
SIBLING binding demonstrates that even in pres-
ence of TIMPs, MMPs may be enzymatically active in
regions of locally high concentrations of specific
SIBLINGs.. The observation that complement factor
H can compete with MMPs for SIBLINGs and suc-
cessfully strip the SIBLING from the MMP complex
suggests that activation of proMMP or reactivation of
TIMP-inhibited MMPs by simple binding of their
respective SIBLINGs will be limited to short distances
from their sites of secretion due to abundance of
factor H in the body.

SIBLING expression has been correlated with cancer
progression and severity and it is interesting to consider
that these proteins may be locally activating their
corresponding proteases in vivo. From a clinical stand-
point, SIBLINGs were found to restore activity to
propeptide-free MMPs whose activity had been blocked
by both natural and synthetic inhibitors. SIBLINGs are
induced by neoplasms in vivo and their modulation of
MMP activity might contribute to the relative lack of
efficacy seen in recent clinical trials of MMP inhibitors
in numerous cancers.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of SIBLING-MMP interactions. A) Specificity of binding and activation was observed for BSP and
proMMP-2, OPN and proMMP-3, and DMP1 and proMMP-9. B) SIBLING binding to a specific proMMP results in increased
proteolytic activity in absence of propeptide cleavage. C) SIBLING binding to TIMP inhibited MMP leads to restoration of
activity. In both cases, complement factor H, with its higher affinity for SIBLINGs may strip the SIBLING from the complex and
proteolytic activity is lost.
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Bone Sialoprotein, Matrix Metalloproteinase 2, and
�v�3 Integrin in Osteotropic Cancer Cell Invasion

Abdullah Karadag, Kalu U. E. Ogbureke, Neal S. Fedarko, Larry W. Fisher

Background: Bone sialoprotein (BSP) interacts separately
with both matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) and inte-
grin �v�3 and is overexpressed in many metastatic tu-
mors. Its role in tumor biology, however, remains unclear.
We investigated whether BSP enhances cancer cell inva-
siveness by forming a trimolecular complex with MMP-2
and cell-surface integrin �v�3. Methods: Invasiveness of
breast, prostate, lung, and thyroid tumor cell lines was
measured with a modified Boyden chamber assay. Binding
and co-localization of BSP, MMP-2, and integrin �v�3

were investigated with immunoprecipitation and in situ
hybridization. All statistical tests were two-sided. Results:
Treatment with BSP increased invasiveness of many
breast, prostate, lung, and thyroid cancer cells through
Matrigel in a dose-dependent manner. BSP at 50 nM
increased the invasiveness of SW-579 thyroid cancer cells
(95.2 units, 95% confidence interval [CI] � 90.4 to 100
units) by approximately 10-fold compared with that of
untreated control SW-579 cells (9.1 units, 95% CI � 5.7 to
12.5 units) (P<.001). Addition of an inactive mutated BSP,
in which BSP’s integrin-binding RGD tripeptide was al-
tered, or addition of integrin �v�3-blocking antibodies
resulted in invasiveness equivalent to that of untreated
cells. Inhibiting cellular MMP-2 activity with chemical
inhibitors or a specific antibody also blocked BSP-
enhanced invasiveness. Osteopontin and dentin matrix
protein 1, proteins related to BSP that also bind integrin
�v�3 and form complexes with other MMPs (but not
MMP-2), did not enhance invasiveness. Immunoprecipita-
tion showed that a complex containing BSP, integrin �v�3,
and MMP-2 formed in vitro. Addition of BSP increased
the amount of MMP-2 bound by cells in an integrin-
dependent fashion. Co-expression of BSP, integrin �v�3,
and MMP-2 in papillary thyroid carcinoma cells was
shown by in situ hybridization. Conclusion: Cancer cells
appear to become more invasive when BSP forms a cell-

surface trimolecular complex by linking MMP-2 to inte-
grin �v�3. [J Natl Cancer Inst 2004;96:956 – 65]

The members of the SIBLING (small integrin-binding ligand
N-linked glycoprotein) family of secreted proteins contain an
integrin-binding tripeptide (arginine-glycine-aspartate, or RGD)
and several conserved serine/threonine (Ser/Thr) phosphoryla-
tion and N-glycosylation sites. SIBLINGs include bone sialo-
protein (BSP), osteopontin, dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1),
dentin sialophosphoprotein, and matrix extracellular phospho-
glycoprotein (1). Genes for all of these SIBLINGs are clustered
within a 375 000 base-pair (bp) region of human chromosome 4
(chromosome 5 in the mouse) (2). SIBLING expression is nor-
mally restricted to skeletal tissues in adults but also includes
trophoblasts during embryonic development (3–5). Osteopontin
is an exception, being expressed in normal kidney (6), lactating
breast (7), and immune cells (8). BSP normally interacts only
with cell-surface integrins, such as integrin �v�3 (also known as
the vitronectin receptor), whereas osteopontin and DMP1 bind to
both integrins and CD44 (9–13).

BSP is overexpressed by many malignant tissues, including
breast (14), prostate (15), lung (16), and thyroid (17) cancers and
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melanoma (18). BSP expression has been associated with clin-
ical severity and poor survival among patients with breast cancer
(19) or with prostate cancer (15). Recently developed serum
immunoassays for BSP and osteopontin show that serum from
patients with breast, lung, colon, or prostate cancer had statisti-
cally significantly elevated levels of BSP and/or osteopontin
(20). However, the role of BSP in these cancers is unclear.

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), a class of zinc-dependent
endopeptidases, are collectively capable of digesting all extra-
cellular matrix components. In addition to their role in normal
tissue development and remodeling, MMPs appear to play major
roles in tumor cell invasion and metastasis (21). Although the
mechanism by which tumors invade surrounding tissues is not
completely understood, MMPs may play an important role by
removing physical barriers to invasion. In particular, MMP-2
(gelatinase A) and MMP-9 (gelatinase B) degrade extracellular
matrix macromolecules in basement membranes and other in-
terstitial connective tissues (22). Active MMP-2 can localize to
the cell surface by binding directly to integrin �v�3 (23), and
proteolytically active MMP-9 can associate with CD44 (24),
thereby focusing proteolytic activity on the cell membrane at the
leading edge of the invasive cell.

The integrins are a family of transmembrane receptor proteins
composed of heterodimeric complexes of � and � chains (25).
There are 18 � and eight � chains, and these chains can dimerize
to form at least 25 different complexes, each binding to a
specific set of ligands. For example, integrin �v�3 binds to BSP,
osteopontin, and DMP1. In addition to regulating cell adhesion
to the extracellular matrix, integrins modulate many cellular
processes including proliferation, apoptosis, migration, and in-
vasiveness by activating various signaling pathways (26). Some
integrins are overexpressed in malignant tumors. For example,
integrin �v�3 is expressed at the invasive front of malignant
melanoma cells and on angiogenic blood vessels (27). The level
of integrin �v�3 expression in breast cancers is associated with
the aggressiveness of the disease (28).

It is generally accepted that latent pro-MMPs are enzymati-
cally activated by removal of their inhibitory propeptide. BSP,
osteopontin, and DMP1 bind with nanomolar affinity to the
latent and active forms of MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-9, re-
spectively. When purified SIBLINGs are incubated with their
pro-MMP partners, increased proteolytic activity is detected
(29). Therefore, we hypothesize that one or more SIBLINGs
increase the invasiveness of cancer cells by interacting with their
specific MMP and integrin partners. To test this hypothesis, we
used a modified Boyden chamber cell invasion assay, as de-
scribed previously (30), to measure the invasiveness of various
cancer cell lines through a layer of Matrigel (a mixture of
basement membrane components), and we determined whether
BSP increases the invasiveness of cancer cells by forming a
trimolecular complex in which BSP acts as a bridge to link
MMP-2 to integrin �v�3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Human breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231 (HTB-26),
MDA-MB-435S (HTB-29), BT-474 (HTB-20), and MCF-7
(HTB-22); human prostate cancer cell lines PC-3 (CRL-1435),
LNCaP (CRL-1740), and DU-145 (HTB-81); human thyroid

cancer cell line SW-579 (HTB-107); human lung cancer cell line
NCI-H520 (HTB-182); and human osteosarcoma cell lines
SK-ES-1 (HTB-86), SaOS-2 (HTB-85), and MG-63 (CRL-
1427) were obtained from the American Type Culture Col-
lection (Manassas, VA). The mouse fibroblastic cell line NIH
3T3 was provided by Dr. Hynda Kleinman (National Institute
of Dental and Craniofacial Research, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD). Fetal bovine serum was purchased
from Equitech-Bio (Kerrville, TX). RPMI-1640 medium,
L-glutamine, 2-mercaptoethanol, sodium pyruvate, modified
Eagle medium (MEM) nonessential amino acids, Hanks’ bal-
anced salt solution (HBSS), phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),
Versene (0.53 mM EDTA in PBS), and 10% zymogram gelatin
gels were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Matrigel was from
Collaborative Research (Bedford, MA; provided by Dr. Hynda
Kleinman). Transwell inserts and companion plates were pur-
chased from BD Biosciences Discovery Labware (Bedford,
MA). Calcein acetoxymethyl ester dye and the Alexa Fluor 488
protein labeling kit were purchased from Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR). Mouse anti-human vitronectin receptor monoclo-
nal antibody immobilized on immunoaffinity gel matrix
(GEM1976), vitronectin receptor complex in Triton X-100
(CC1018), and mouse anti-MMP-2 monoclonal antibody (MAB
13435) were obtained from CHEMICON International (Te-
mecula, CA). Pro-MMP-2 and active MMP-2 were from Onco-
gene Research Products (Boston, MA). pBluescript II KS vector
was purchased from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). Digoxigenin
labeling mixture was obtained from Roche Biochemicals (Indi-
anapolis, IN). The in situ hybridization kit, which included
5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate/nitroblue tetrazolium
(BCIP/NBT; product SH-3018-01), was from InnoGenex (San
Ramon, CA). 1,10-Phenanthroline was from Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO). MMP-2 inhibitor I, cis-9-octadecenoyl-N-
hydroxylamideleoyl-N-hydroxylamide, and anti-integrin �v�3

monoclonal antibody (LM609, MAB 1976Z) were obtained
from Calbiochem (San Diego, CA). Rhodamine Red–conju-
gated AffiniPure goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG;
heavy- and light-chain) and Cy2-conjugated AffiniPure goat
anti-mouse IgG (heavy- and light-chain) were purchased from
Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories (West Grove, PA).
Vectashield mounting medium for fluorescence microscopy with
4	,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; product H-1200) was ob-
tained from Vector Laboratories (Burlingame, CA). The Probe-
Quant G-50 microcolumn was from Amersham Pharmacia Bio-
tech (Piscataway, NJ). The Microcon YM-30 centrifugal filter
device was from Millipore (Bedford, MA). In situ-ready human
thyroid papillary adenocarcinoma serial paraffin sections (prod-
uct 70452-3) were purchased from Novagen, (Madison, WI).

Cell Culture

The human cancer cell lines used, as described above, were
first grown in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 2
mM sodium pyruvate, and 0.1 mM MEM nonessential amino
acids in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2/95% air at 37 °C.
When the cells were approximately 80% confluent, they were
used in the experiments described below or subcultured for up to
20 passages at a split ratio of 1:10.
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SIBLING Production and Purification

Recombinant BSP, BSP-KAE (BSP in which the RGD se-
quence was replaced with the sequence KAE), osteopontin, and
DMP1 with posttranslational modifications, including glycosyl-
ation, sulfation, and possibly phosphorylation, were made as
described previously (9,11). Briefly, adenoviral constructs con-
taining full-length human BSP (31), BSP-KAE (9), osteopontin
(32), or bovine DMP1 (33) were subcloned into high-expression,
replication-deficient adenovirus type 5 under the control of the
elongation factor 1 (EF-1) promoter for BSP or the cytomega-
lovirus (CMV) promoter for BSP-KAE, osteopontin, and DMP1.
The BSP-KAE constructs were made by in situ mutagenesis in
pBluescript; the entire insert was checked for fidelity and then
shuttled to the adenovirus plasmid (34). The adenoviruses were
selected, purified, and expressed as previously described (9).
Recombinant SIBLINGs were generated by infecting mid-
passage subconfluent normal human bone marrow stromal fibro-
blasts (gift from Dr. P. Gehron Robey, National Institute of
Dental and Craniofacial Research, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD). Harvested serum-free medium was subjected to
anion-exchange chromatography, as described (9,11), to isolate
SIBLINGs. The purity of each SIBLING was greater than 95%,
as measured after sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)–polyacrylam-
ide gel electrophoresis.

Modified Boyden Chamber Cell Invasion Assay

Invasiveness of each cancer cell line was measured by using
a UV-opaque transwell polycarbonate membrane insert with a
diameter of 6.4 mm and pore size of 8 �m in a modified Boyden
chamber cell invasion assay. Transwell inserts were placed in a
24-well plate, precoated with Matrigel (5–10 �g in 50 �L per
well), and dried overnight in a laminar airflow hood. Preconflu-
ent cells were removed from culture dishes with 0.53 mM EDTA
in PBS, washed twice in HBSS, and resuspended in serum-free
RPMI-1640 culture medium at a final density of 4 � 105 cells
per milliliter. Quadruplicate cultures of cells were briefly pre-
treated in a final volume of 250 �L of serum-free medium
(containing 0.1% bovine serum albumin) with either buffer or
SIBLINGs in 1.5-mL Eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes for 10
minutes and then placed in the upper compartment of a Boyden
chamber. In some cases, cells were first treated for 20 minutes
with inhibitors, blocking antibodies, or isotype control IgGs in
the tube and then placed in the upper chamber. In the latter cases,
buffer or recombinant SIBLING was then added directly to the
chamber. To induce migration through the Matrigel layer, the
lower chambers were filled with 750 �L of serum-free medium
conditioned by mouse NIH 3T3 fibroblastic cells and containing
0.1% bovine serum albumin. Cells were then incubated in a
humidified incubator at 37 °C for 6–24 hours, depending on the
cell line. Cells that had not migrated through the barrier were
removed from the top compartment, and inserts were moved to
another 24-well plate in which each well contained 0.5 mL of the
fluorescent dye calcein acetoxymethyl ester at 4 �g/mL. The
plate was incubated at 37 °C for 45 minutes to allow the living
cells to take up and activate the dye, and then the fluorescent
intensity was read from the bottom of the insert with a fluores-
cence plate reader (Wallac 1420 VICTOR2 Multilabel Reader;
PerkinElmer Life Sciences, Boston, MA). Fluorescence intensity
was proportional to the number of cells migrating to the bottom
of the UV-opaque membrane.

Immunoprecipitation Experiments

Commercial mouse anti-human vitronectin receptor (integrin
�v�3) monoclonal antibody immobilized on immunoaffinity gel
matrix (i.e., beads) was washed three times in ice-cold Triton
buffer (TB; 20 mM Tris–HCl [pH 7.4], 150 mM NaCl, 0.2%
Triton X-100, 2 mM MgCl2, and 0.1 mM CaCl2) and incubated
in 1 mL of TB containing 1% bovine serum albumin at 4 °C for
30 minutes with gentle shaking. After washing three times with
1 mL of ice-cold TB, the beads were gently shaken with or
without 10 �g of integrin �v�3 in 50 �L of TB at 4 °C for 10
minutes. The beads were then pelleted, the liquid was carefully
removed, and the beads were washed in 1 mL of TB. The beads
were then resuspended in 1 mL of buffer and separated into
aliquots. An aliquot was gently shaken with buffer alone or
buffer containing 500 nM BSP or 500 nM BSP-KAE (in a final
volume of 50 �L) at 4 °C for 10 minutes. The beads were then
pelleted, washed in 1 mL of TB, and incubated in 50 �L of TB
containing 1 �g of pro-MMP-2 or 1 �g of active MMP-2 at 4 °C
for 10 minutes. The beads were pelleted and washed with 1 mL
of TB. The MMPs were eluted from the beads with 80 �L of 1�
SDS sample buffer (2.5 mL of 0.5 M Tris–HCl [pH 6.8], 2 mL
of glycerol, 4 mL of 10% (wt/vol) SDS, and 0.5 mL of 0.1%
bromophenol blue, adjusted to 20 mL with distilled water) and
resolved by electrophoresis on a 10% gelatin zymogram gel.

SDS–Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis and Zymography

Samples in zymogram gel sample buffer were loaded on a
10% gelatin zymogram gel, subjected to electrophoresis, and
processed as recommended by the manufacturer. Resulting
Coomassie-stained gels were visualized with an EagleEye II
imaging system (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) by dynamic inte-
grated exposure with an initial integration time of 3 seconds and
an increment of 3 seconds (the camera sums frames of 1/30
second for a 3-second period, sends the image to the computer,
collects light for 6 seconds, sends the image to the computer, and
continues in this progression until integration is stopped).

Labeling of Purified Human Active MMP-2 and Pro-
MMP-2 With Alexa 488 Dye

Latent (pro-MMP-2) or active MMP-2 was fluorescently la-
beled with the Alexa Fluor 488 protein labeling kit according to
the manufacturer’s protocol but was adjusted to the smaller
amounts of protein being labeled. Briefly, shipping buffer from
50 �g of pro-MMP-2 or 50 �g of active MMP-2 was exchanged
for the reaction buffer (PBS) on ProbeQuant G-50 microcol-
umns, and the resulting mixture was concentrated to approxi-
mately 50 �L with a prewashed Microcon YM-30 centrifugal
filter device. Sodium bicarbonate (0.1 M, 5 �L) was added to
raise the pH to 7.5–8.5 for efficient labeling. All steps were
performed at 4 °C. The reactive dye was dissolved in 0.5 mL of
PBS containing 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate, 50 �L of Alexa
Fluor 488 dye was added to the MMP-2 solution, and the
reaction mixture was stirred at 4 °C for 2 hours. The labeled
MMP-2 protein was then separated from the unreacted dye on
ProbeQuant G-50 microcolumns (in PBS) and stored as aliquots
at �80 °C until use.

Flow Cytometry

Cells were detached from culture dishes with PBS containing
0.53 mM EDTA, washed twice in HBSS, and then incubated at
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2 � 106 cells per milliliter with buffer alone or buffer containing
500 nM BSP or 500 nM BSP-KAE at room temperature for 10
minutes. For the studies involving the blocking anti-integrin
�v�3 antibody, cells were incubated with buffer alone or buffer
containing anti-integrin �v�3 antibody (LM609, 4 �g/mL) or
isotype control IgG1 (4 �g/mL) at room temperature for 10
minutes, and then the mixture was incubated with 500 nM BSP
for 10 minutes. In the final step for all samples, cells were
pelleted at 225g for 10 minutes at room temperature, washed
once in HBSS, and then incubated at room temperature with
Alexa Fluor 488–labeled purified human pro-MMP-2 at 1
�g/mL or active MMP-2 at 1 �g/mL for 10 minutes. The cells
were pelleted, washed once, resuspended in HBSS, and analyzed
immediately with a FACSCalibur cell sorter equipped with a
488-nm argon laser and Cellquest software (BD Pharmingen,
Bedford, MA).

Fluorescent Immunocytochemistry

To localize BSP, MMP-2, and integrin �v�3 on individual
cells, 1 mL containing 1 � 103 SW-579 cells was placed in each
well of a two-well chamber slide and incubated at 37 °C for 24
hours. The cells were then washed with serum-free RPMI-1640
medium and incubated in this medium at 37 °C with no addi-
tions, with 100 nM BSP-KAE, or with 100 nM BSP for 24 hours.
The cells were then washed and incubated at 37 °C with recom-
binant pro-MMP-2 (1 �g/mL per well) for 20 minutes. After
three washes in PBS, the cells were fixed in absolute ethanol at
4 °C for 30 minutes, washed three times in PBS, and incubated
in PBS with affinity-purified human anti-BSP polyclonal anti-
body (LF-84) and mouse anti-MMP-2 monoclonal antibody at
the same time at 4 °C for 24 hours. The cells then were washed
and incubated with Rhodamine Red–coupled AffiniPure goat
anti-rabbit IgG and Cy2-coupled AffiniPure goat anti-mouse
IgG secondary antibodies at room temperature for 30 minutes.
The slides were detached from the chamber, washed three times
with PBS, and immediately mounted in Vectashield mounting
medium for fluorescence with DAPI for nuclear staining under a
coverslip. The samples were analyzed with a fluorescence mi-
croscope that could simultaneously visualize both dye signals.

In Situ Hybridization

To generate strand-specific probes for in situ hybridization, a
polymerase chain reaction–amplified human MMP-2 cDNA
fragment (317 bp) was subcloned into the BamHI site of pBlue-
script II KS vector. The oligonucleotides for amplification of the
MMP-2–specific probes were 5	-ATTAGGATCCGGTCACAG
CTACTTCTTCAAG-3	 (forward) and 5	-ATATGGATCCG
CCTGGGAGGAGTACAG-3	 (reverse). The BSP template was
the full-length human BSP cDNA B6-5g (31). The human inte-
grin �v cDNA (1200 bp) insert originally cloned into the pUC12
vector was released with EcoRI and HindIII (35), and human
integrin �3 cDNA (2275 bp) originally cloned into the pUC12
vector (36) was released with EcoRI. Both cDNA inserts were
then subcloned in pBluescript II KS, a vector that contains the
T3 and T7 RNA polymerase promoters for RNA probe synthe-
sis. After the plasmids were linearized with the appropriate
restriction enzymes, the probes were labeled with a digoxigenin-
labeling mixture (1 mM ATP, 1 mM CTP, 1 mM GTP, 0.65 mM
UTP, and 0.35 mM DIG-11-UTP [digoxigenin coupled to UTP
at position 11], pH 7.5) to produce the specific digoxigenin-

labeled single-stranded antisense and sense RNA fragments. In
situ hybridization for thyroid papillary carcinoma serial sections
was carried out with the InnoGenex in situ hybridization BCIP/
NBT kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions with minor
modifications. Slides were deparaffinized in xylene and rehy-
drated through a graded ethanol series. After a 10-minute incu-
bation in the kit’s proteinase K solution, the slides were fixed in
1% formaldehyde for 10 minutes. Approximately 50 �L of
hybridization buffer containing pre-titrated digoxigenin-labeled
RNA probes (antisense or sense) were applied to each slide. The
hybridization reaction included a 3-minute denaturation at 80 °C
followed by overnight incubation at 37 °C. After hybridization,
washes at room temperature consisted of rinsing with 2� PBS to
remove the coverslip, followed by one 10-minute wash and two
5-minute washes in PBS. The sections were then treated with
antibody-blocking solution (InnoGenex, product BS-1310-06)
for 5 minutes at room temperature, and the blocking agent was
gently removed. Biotinylated mouse anti-digoxigenin monoclo-
nal antibody (InnoGenex, product AS-3000-06) was then ap-
plied to the sections for 5 minutes at 37 °C, washed for two
5-minute periods in PBS, and then incubated at 37 °C with
alkaline phosphatase streptavidine conjugate (provided by the
manufacturer) for 5 minutes. After washing twice with PBS,
activation buffer was then applied to each section for 1 minute
before incubating in BCIP/NBT substrate chromogen solution
until satisfactory color reaction was observed (approximately 15
minutes). Sections were then counterstained with nuclear fast
red, dehydrated through a graded series of alcohol and xylene,
and mounted under a coverslip. Sections were photographed
with an AxioCam MR-MRGrab camera imaging system (Carl
Zeiss Vision, Munchen, Germany), which included an Axio-
plan2 microscope, an AxioCam MRm camera, and AxioVision
3.1 software.

Statistical Analysis

Data are the mean of quadruplicate determinations and its
95% confidence interval (CI). Each experiment was repeated at
least two times. In each case, data from a single representative
experiment are shown. Multiple comparisons were performed
with a one-way analysis of variance followed by Dunnett’s test
for treatment versus control comparisons. Pairwise comparisons
were carried out by performing a nonparametric Mann–Whitney
U test. In each analysis, differences were considered statistically
significant for P values less than .05. All statistical tests were
two-sided.

RESULTS

BSP and Invasiveness of Cancer Cells In Vitro

Recent reports (14–20) that BSP is elevated in tumors and
serum from patients with breast, prostate, lung, or thyroid can-
cers prompted us to investigate whether BSP has a role in the
invasion of cancer cells. Invasiveness was measured with a
modified Boyden chamber cell invasion assay. Treatment with
BSP caused dose-dependent increases in the invasiveness of the
breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-435S, and
MCF-7; prostate cancer cell lines PC-3 and DU-145; lung cancer
cell line NCI-H520; and thyroid cancer cell line SW-579. Re-
sults from a representative cell line for each cancer type are
shown in Fig. 1. MDA-MB-231 cells showed a clear dose-
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response increase in their invasiveness through a Matrigel bar-
rier, with a maximum increase of approximately 10-fold at 100
nM BSP (93.1 units [U; 1 U represents 1% of the maximum
number of cells invaded], 95% CI � 86.6 to 99.6 U) compared
with that of untreated cells (9.5 U, 95% CI � 6.8 to 12.2 U)
(P�.001) (Fig. 1). MDA-MB-435S cells showed an approxi-
mately twofold increase at 100 nM BSP (84.7 U, 95% CI � 69.4
to 100.0 U) compared with that of untreated cells (43.7 U, 95%
CI � 36.8 to 50.6 U) (P�.001). In addition, MCF-7 cells, which
are usually not aggressive in Boyden chamber cell invasion
assays, showed a statistically significant approximately ninefold
increased invasiveness after treatment with 100 nM BSP (79.5
U, 95% CI � 59.0 to 100.0 U) compared with untreated cells
(8.5 U, 95% CI � 3.0 to 14.0 U) (P�.001).

Addition of recombinant human BSP to cultured prostate
cancer cell lines PC-3 and DU-145 increased their invasiveness.
The invasiveness of PC-3 cells increased more than threefold
after the addition of 50 nM BSP (86.2 U, 95% CI � 72.4 to
100.0 U) compared with untreated cells (25.0 U, 95% CI � 19.7
to 30.3 U) (P�.001) (Fig. 1). Treatment with 100 nM BSP
caused an approximately 17-fold increase in the invasiveness of
DU-145 cells (84.6 U, 95% CI � 69.3 to 99.9 U) compared with

untreated cells (5.0 U, 95% CI � 4.7 to 5.3 U) (P�.001) but
caused no change in the invasiveness of another prostate cancer
cell line, LNCaP (data not shown). BSP at 50 nM enhanced the
invasiveness of the less aggressive lung squamous cell carci-
noma NCI-H520 cells by approximately 2.7-fold (92.5 U, 95%
CI � 85.0 to 100.0 U) compared with untreated control NCI-
H520 cells (34.2 U, 95% CI � 24.4 to 44.0 U) (P�.001) (Fig.
1). The thyroid squamous cell carcinoma SW-579 cells re-
sponded maximally to the addition of 50 nM BSP with an
approximately 10-fold increase in invasiveness (95.2 U, 95% CI
� 90.4 to 100.0 U) compared with untreated cells (9.1 U, 95%
CI � 5.7 to 12.5 U) (P�.001) (Fig. 1). BSP did not increase the
invasiveness of the osteosarcoma cell lines SK-ES-1, SaOS-2,
and MG-63 (data not shown). None of the cell lines used in these
experiments expressed an appreciable level of BSP, as measured
by northern blot hybridization (data not shown).

The increase in the invasiveness of these cancer cell lines was
specific to BSP, because the same dose range of osteopontin and
DMP1, the two other members of the SIBLING family that can
support cell attachment but cannot bind to MMP-2, did not
increase the invasiveness of any of the cell lines tested (data not
shown).

BSP-Enhanced Invasion, Integrin �v�3, and MMP-2

The same invasiveness studies were performed with BSP-
KAE, a recombinant BSP protein whose integrin-binding RGD
sequence was replaced with the chemically similar but inactive
tripeptide KAE. Treatment with BSP-KAE did not increase the
invasiveness of any cell line that had previously responded to
BSP compared with the invasiveness of untreated cells. Results
from representative breast, prostate, thyroid, and lung cancer cell
lines are shown in Fig. 2.

BSP binds to the vitronectin receptor, which is also known as
�v�3 integrin (37). As shown in Fig. 3, when SW-579 thyroid
cancer cells were pretreated with isotype control IgG1 and then
treated with BSP, their invasiveness increased about fivefold
(90.3 U, 95% CI � 80.6 to 100.0 U) compared with untreated
cells (19.4 U, 95% CI � 16.0 to 22.8 U). However, when cells
were first incubated with the same amount of the integrin �v�3

monoclonal antibody LM609, which blocks RGD binding, and
then treated with BSP, invasiveness (21.7 U, 95% CI � 10.9 to
32.5 U) was similar to that of untreated cells (19.4 U, 95% CI �
16.0 to 22.8 U). Thus, the BSP-mediated increased invasiveness
of cancer cells apparently requires BSP to have an active RGD
sequence to bind to integrin �v�3.

Integrins, particularly integrin �v�3, modulate cancer cell
invasiveness by directly interacting with MMP-2 (23), and BSP
specifically binds to both active and pro-MMP-2 with nanomolar
affinity (29). Because two other integrin �v�3-binding SIB-
LINGs, osteopontin and DMP1, did not stimulate the invasion of
cancer cells, we hypothesized that BSP increases invasiveness
by interacting with both MMP-2 and integrin �v�3. BSP-
enhanced SW-579 cell invasion was completely inhibited by the
addition of 10 �M 1,10-phenanthroline, a general MMP inhib-
itor (P�.001; Fig. 3). The role of MMP-2 in the BSP-enhanced
cancer cell invasion was further investigated by use of a specific
MMP-2 inhibitor (MMP-2 inhibitor I) and a monoclonal anti-
body against MMP-2. Both the specific MMP-2 inhibitor and the
blocking antibody reduced the BSP-enhanced invasiveness of
SW-579 cells to that of untreated control cells (P�.001; Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. Bone sialoprotein (BSP) and the invasion of selected cancer cell lines in
vitro. BSP-treated breast (MDA-MB-231), prostate (PC-3), thyroid (SW-579),
and lung (NCI-H520) cancer cells were placed in the Matrigel-coated upper
chamber of a Boyden chamber with a UV-opaque transwell insert. The lower
chambers contained serum-free conditioned medium as a chemoattractant. The
cells were incubated at 37 °C for 6–24 hours. Invasive cells that penetrated the
Matrigel artificial basement membrane into the lower chamber were detected by
calcein acetoxymethyl ester (AM) fluorescent dye, which is activated by living
cells. The relative fluorescence (RF) in the lower chamber corresponds directly
to the number of cells that have migrated through the Matrigel. Data are the
means of quadruplicate samples, and error bars are the 95% confidence inter-
vals. A P value of �.001 was obtained for multiple comparisons within each
panel, by use of one-way analysis of variance. Each treatment group was also
individually compared with the control untreated group by use of Dunnett’s test.
*P�.001 compared with untreated cells by Dunnett’s test. All statistical tests
were two-sided.
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In Vitro Interaction of BSP, MMP-2, and Integrin �v�3

Because the BSP-enhanced invasion can be blocked by in-
terfering with the activity of either integrin �v�3 or MMP-2 and
because BSP can form a complex with integrin �v�3 and a
complex with MMP-2, we hypothesized that these three mole-
cules form an RGD-dependent complex in which BSP acts as a
bridge to link MMP-2 and integrin �v�3. We tested this hypoth-
esis with immunoprecipitation experiments using purified com-
ponents. Integrin �v�3 was incubated with immunoaffinity gel
beads with covalently attached anti-integrin �v�3 monoclonal
antibodies to allow integrin binding. The beads were washed to
remove unattached integrins, and the washed beads were then
incubated with buffer alone or buffer containing recombinant
BSP or recombinant BSP-KAE. After washing to remove un-
bound proteins, beads were incubated with soluble active
MMP-2 or inactive pro-MMP-2. The beads were washed again,
and then the amount of bound MMP-2 activity was measured by
use of gelatin zymogram electrophoresis. No MMP activity was
detected when integrin �v�3-free beads were used, which
showed that the immunoprecipitation assay had a very low
background (data not shown). Beads with bound integrin �v�3

but no BSP bound a small but reproducible amount of pro-
MMP-2 and an even smaller amount of active MMP-2 (Fig. 4,
lane 2). This result confirms that of Brooks et al. (23) and
suggests that some MMP-2 can bind directly to integrin �v�3.
Addition of BSP-KAE, which lacks an active integrin-binding
RGD sequence, did not increase the binding between integrin
�v�3 and either MMP-2 or pro-MMP-2 (Fig. 4, lane 4). How-
ever, addition of BSP and then of MMP-2 (active MMP-2 or

pro-MMP-2) to integrin �v�3-coated beads increased MMP ac-
tivity associated with the beads, indicating that BSP stimulated
the formation of a complex between integrin �v�3 and MMP-2,
presumably by linking the two proteins (Fig. 4, lane 3).

To investigate whether the complex of BSP, integrin �v�3,
and MMP-2 also occurs on living cells, we used flow cytometry,
SW-579 cells, and purified active MMP-2 and pro-MMP-2 that
had been covalently labeled with AlexaFluor-488. SW-579 cells
were treated with anti-integrin �v�3 monoclonal antibody or
with an isotype control IgG1 and then washed. These cells were
incubated with buffer alone, buffer containing BSP, or buffer
containing BSP-KAE, washed again, and then incubated with
labeled pro-MMP-2. Flow cytometry was used to determine the
amount of labeled pro-MMP-2 bound to these cells relative to
that bound to untreated cells. Addition of BSP produced a 43%
increase in the signal of labeled pro-MMP-2 bound to SW-579
cells compared with that of untreated cells (Fig. 5, A), whereas
addition of BSP-KAE produced no change in this signal (Fig. 5,
B). Addition of anti-integrin �v�3 monoclonal antibodies almost
completely blocked the binding of the labeled pro-MMPs to
SW-579 cells compared with that of untreated control cells (Fig.
5, C) or cells treated with isotype control IgG1 (Fig. 5, D). When
labeled active MMP-2 was used for the binding analysis, BSP
produced a 23% and 22% increase in signal of labeled MMP-2
bound to SW-579 cells compared with untreated control or
BSP-KAE-treated cells, respectively (data not shown). Essen-

Fig. 2. Bone sialoprotein (BSP)-enhanced invasion and the RGD domain of BSP.
MDA-MB-231, PC-3, NCI-H520, and SW-579 cells treated with 100 nM BSP or
with 100 nM BSP-KAE (an inactive version of BSP in which the RGD domain
was replaced with the chemically similar but inactive KAE tripeptide) were
placed in the Matrigel-coated upper chamber of a Boyden chamber with a
UV-opaque transwell insert. The lower chambers contained serum-free condi-
tioned medium as a chemoattractant. The cells were incubated at 37 °C for 6–24
hours. Invasive cells that penetrated the Matrigel artificial basement membrane
into the lower chamber were detected by calcein acetoxymethyl ester fluorescent
dye, which is activated by living cells. The relative fluorescence (RF) in the
lower chamber corresponds directly to the number of cells that have migrated
through the Matrigel. The controls were untreated cells under the same culture
conditions. The invasive activity of cells treated with BSP-KAE was similar to
that of untreated cells. Relative fluorescence, which corresponds directly to the
number of cells that migrated through the Matrigel, is as described in Fig. 1. Data
are the means of quadruplicate samples, and error bars are 95% confidence
intervals. A Mann–Whitney U test was used for the comparison of BSP-treated
cells with either untreated control cells or BSP-KAE-treated cells. A P value of
�.01 was obtained for MDA-MB-231 cells (*), PC-3 cells (†), NCI-H520 cells
(‡), and SW-579 cells (§). All statistical tests were two-sided.

Fig. 3. Bone sialoprotein (BSP) activity and agents that block integrin �v�3 or
matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) activities. SW-579 cells were placed in the
Matrigel-coated upper chamber of a Boyden chamber with a UV-opaque trans-
well insert. The lower chambers contained serum-free conditioned medium as a
chemoattractant. Invasive cells that penetrated the Matrigel artificial basement
membrane into the lower chamber were detected by calcein acetoxymethyl ester
fluorescent dye, which is activated by living cells. Cells were treated with isotype
control immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) (5 �g/mL), anti-integrin �v�3 monoclonal
antibody (5 �g/mL), anti-MMP-2 monoclonal antibody (5 �g/mL), the general
MMP inhibitor 1,10-phenanthroline (1,10 phen) at 10 �M, or the specific
MMP-2 inhibitor termed MMP-2 inhibitor I at 5 �M for 20 minutes, before 100
nM BSP was added to the inserts. The cells were incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours.
Interfering with the functions of MMP or integrin negated BSP-enhanced Ma-
trigel invasion. Relative fluorescence (RF) is as described in Fig. 1. Data are the
means of quadruplicate samples from a representative experiment, and error
bars are 95% confidence intervals. A P of less than .001 was obtained for
multiple comparisons by use of one-way analysis of variance. Each group was
also individually compared with untreated control group by use of the Dunnett
test. *, P�.001 compared with untreated control cells; †, P�.001 compared with
cells treated with isotype control IgG1 and BSP; ‡, P�.001 compared with
BSP-treated cells. All statistical tests were two-sided.
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tially the same results for both active MMP-2 and pro-MMP-2
were obtained with PC-3 cells (data not shown).

Fluorescent immunocytochemistry experiments showed that
BSP, MMP-2, and �v�3 integrin co-localized in single cells.
SW-579 cells were first treated with BSP overnight and then
treated with MMP-2 for 20 minutes. BSP and MMP-2 were
detected at the same locations in these cells (Fig. 6, A–C).
Neither BSP nor MMP-2 was detected on untreated cells or cells
treated with BSP-KAE (data not shown), suggesting that BSP
rapidly localizes MMP-2 to the cell surface in vitro by binding
to integrin �v�3.

Finally, to verify that the complex of BSP, MMP-2, and
integrin �v�3 may occur naturally in vivo, in situ hybridization
experiments were performed on serial paraffin sections of hu-
man papillary thyroid carcinomas. The purple-blue cytoplasmic
staining with antisense probes verified that all four mRNAs are
expressed in the same cells and/or areas of tissue (Fig. 7),
showing that all the components of the complex are synthesized
simultaneously by cells. Hybridization with similar amounts of
the sense probes revealed no signal (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Cellular invasion requires dynamic coordination of many
cellular components, including cell adhesion molecules and pro-
teolytic agents. MMPs and integrins participate in degradation of
the basement membrane and, consequently, in the invasion of
cancer cells. Several studies have reported that increased acti-
vation of MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-13, MMP-14, and/or
MMP-15 is associated with tumor cell invasion (23,38–44).
Two studies have demonstrated that the progression of various
cancers is also associated with the overexpression of integrins
�v�3, �3�1, �4�1, and/or �2�3 (23,45). Finally, several co-
localization studies have reported that integrin �v�3 may func-
tion not only as an adhesion and/or migration receptor but may
also activate and properly distribute proteases that degrade the
extracellular matrix during invasion (23,46,47).

Because it is overexpressed in malignant tissues, BSP may
play a role in the progression and invasion of a number of

Fig. 6. Localization of bone sialoprotein (BSP) and matrix
metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) on SW-579 thyroid cancer
cells. Cells were treated first with BSP and then with pro-
MMP-2. The cells were incubated with a polyclonal antibody
against BSP and a monoclonal antibody against MMP-2, and
both proteins were detected by indirect immunofluorescence
with Rhodamine Red–conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-rabbit
immunoglobulin G (IgG) for BSP and Cy2-conjugated Affini-
Pure goat anti-mouse IgG for MMP-2. The red color in panel
A shows the location of BSP, the green color in panel B shows the location of MMP-2, and the yellow color in panel C shows that the two proteins co-localize.
4	,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was used as a nuclear counterstain (blue color). Scale bar � 25 �m.

Fig. 4. Immunoprecipitation experiments and complexes of integrin �v�3, bone
sialoprotein (BSP), and matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2). Integrin �v�3 was
first bound to an anti-integrin monoclonal antibody covalently attached to
immunoaffinity gel beads. After washing, the beads were incubated with buffer
alone or buffer containing 500 nM BSP or 500 nM BSP-KAE, washed, and
subsequently treated with recombinant pro-MMP-2 or active MMP-2. The
washed samples were then separated by electrophoresis on 10% gelatin gels and
examined by gelatin zymography. Note that the addition of BSP (lane 3) but not
BSP-KAE (lane 4) enabled both pro-MMP-2 (upper panel) and active MMP-2
(lower panel) to be immunoprecipitated with the integrin-bound beads. Trace
amounts of both pro-MMP-2 and active MMP-2 were observed without addition
of BSP (lane 2), as described by Brooks et al. (23). Arrows � pro-MMP-2
(pMMP2) and active MMP-2 (aMMP2) and identify the migration positions of
MMP standards in lane 1.

Fig. 5. Bone sialoprotein (BSP)-enhanced binding of fluorescently labeled pro-
matrix metalloproteinase 2 (pro-MMP-2) to SW-579 cells. Pro-MMP-2 was
labeled with Alexa Fluor-488 and incubated with cells treated as indicated or
untreated cells (Control). A) Pretreating the cells with BSP (shaded area)
increased the amount of labeled pro-MMP-2 bound to the living cells compared
with untreated cells. B) Pretreating cells with BSP-KAE (shaded area) showed
no increased binding of labeled pro-MMP-2 compared with that of untreated
cells (open area). C) Blocking cell-surface integrin �v�3 with an anti-integrin
monoclonal antibody (shaded area) also completely blocked the BSP-enhanced
binding of the labeled pro-MMP-2 (open area). D) Treating cells with a
nonimmune isotype specific immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) had no effect on the
ability of BSP to enhance the binding of pro-MMP-2.
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osteotropic cancers, including breast, prostate, lung, and thyroid
cancers (14–17,20). Addition of BSP stimulates the in vitro
migration of breast cancer cells via a mechanism involving
integrin �v�3 (48,49). Strong and specific in vitro interactions
(with nanomolar affinity) have been described (29) between
three members of the SIBLING family (BSP, osteopontin, and
DMP1) and specific MMPs (MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-9,
respectively). Thus, the combination of BSP, MMP-2, and inte-
grin �v�3 appears to play an important role in cancer cell
invasion. This study demonstrated that BSP, but not osteopontin
or DMP1, increased the Matrigel invasiveness of a large subset
of breast, prostate, lung, and thyroid cancer cell lines. Addition
of BSP-KAE, a recombinant form of BSP in which the RGD
sequence was replaced with KAE, or addition of an antibody that
blocks BSP binding to integrin �v�3 through RGD sequence
blocked all BSP-enhanced invasive activity, suggesting that BSP
acts through this integrin. The BSP-enhanced invasion by these
cells was also inhibited by specific chemical inhibitors of
MMP-2 and by an antibody for MMP-2. Formation of a complex
containing BSP, integrin �v�3, and MMP-2 was demonstrated
by immunoprecipitation experiments, immunofluorescence ex-
periments, and flow cytometry. These results suggest that cells
use BSP as a bridge to link MMP-2 to its cell surface receptor,
integrin �v�3, which thereby increases their ability to invade
basement membranes and other connective tissues. Fig. 8 shows
BSP with an intact RGD bridging MMP-2 to its cell-surface
receptor, integrin �v�3. When the integrin-binding RGD se-
quence is replaced with the chemically similar but inactive KAE
sequence, MMP-2 may still bind to the BSP-KAE protein, but
the complex between MMP-2 and BSP-KAE does not interact
with cell-surface integrin.

Because BSP enhances the attachment and migration of sev-
eral cancer cell lines, we also tested the effect of two other
members of the SIBLING family, osteopontin and DMP1, that
support cell attachment. Osteopontin also supports migration
(50). For all 16 cell lines tested, neither osteopontin nor DMP1
increased the invasiveness of these cells through Matrigel, even
though the increased expression of these proteins in various
cancers has been reported (20,51–53). We have recently shown
in vitro that osteopontin and DMP1 bind specifically to MMP-3
and MMP-9, respectively, with nanomolar affinity but do not
bind to MMP-2 (29). Because the Boyden chamber cell invasion
assay can detect differences only in those functions that result in
a net change in rate-limiting steps in the in vitro invasion process
(54), it is reasonable to conclude that the binding and possible
activation of MMP-2 by BSP overcomes such a rate-limiting
step for the cell lines tested, whereas cell attachment alone or the
binding and activation of MMP-3 by osteopontin or MMP-9 by
DMP1 does not overcome such a step.

In conclusion, we have shown that recombinant BSP can
enhance the invasiveness of some, but not all, breast, prostate,
lung, and thyroid cancer cell lines in a modified Boyden cham-
ber assay through formation of an RGD-dependent complex
with MMP-2 and integrin �v�3.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Members of the small integrin binding ligand

N-linked glycoprotein (SIBLING) gene family have the ca-
pacity to bind and modulate the activity of matrix metallo-
proteinases (MMPs). The expression levels of five SIBLING
gene family members [bone sialoprotein (BSP), osteopontin
(OPN), dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1), matrix extracellu-
lar phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE), and dentin sialophospho-
protein (DSPP)] and certain MMPs were determined using a
commercial cancer array.

Experimental Design: Cancer profiling arrays contain-
ing normalized cDNA from both tumor and corresponding
normal tissues from 241 individual patients were used to
screen for SIBLING and MMP expression in nine distinct
cancer types.

Results: Significantly elevated expression levels were
observed for BSP in cancer of the breast, colon, stomach,
rectum, thyroid, and kidney; OPN in cancer of the breast,
uterus, colon, ovary, lung, rectum, and thyroid; DMP1 in
cancer of the breast, uterus, colon, and lung; and dentin
sialophosphoprotein in breast and lung cancer. The degree
of correlation between a SIBLING and its partner MMP
was found to be significant within a given cancer type (e.g.,
BSP and MMP-2 in colon cancer, OPN and MMP-3 in
ovarian cancer; DMP1 and MMP-9 in lung cancer). The
expression levels of SIBLINGs were distinct within subtypes
of cancer (e.g., breast ductal tumors compared with lobular
tumors). In general, SIBLING expression increased with
cancer stage for breast, colon, lung, and rectal cancer.

Conclusions: These results suggest SIBLINGs as poten-
tial markers of early disease progression in a number of

different cancer types, some of which currently lack vigor-
ous clinical markers.

INTRODUCTION
The small integrin-binding ligand N-linked glycoprotein

(SIBLING) gene family is clustered on human chromosome 4,
and its members include bone sialoprotein (BSP), osteopontin
(OPN), dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1), matrix extracellular
phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE), and dentin sialophosphoprotein
(DSPP; ref. 1). SIBLINGs are normally thought to be restricted
in expression to mineralizing tissue such as bones and teeth (1).
Retrospective studies using pathological specimens have shown
that OPN expression occurs in cancer of the breast, colon,
stomach, ovary, lung, thyroid, kidney, prostate, and pancreas (2,
3). The expression of other SIBLING members in cancer has not
been extensively studied. BSP expression was been reported in
breast (4, 5), prostate (6), lung (7), and thyroid cancer (8).
DMP1 has been shown to be strongly up-regulated in lung
cancer (9). Elevated levels of MEPE mRNA expression by
tumors from patients with hypophosphatemia and osteomalacia
have been reported (10). The neoplastic expression pattern of
DSPP has not been defined.

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are critical for devel-
opment, wound healing, and the progression of cancer. We have
recently shown that BSP, OPN, and DMP1 specifically bind
to pro–MMP-2, pro–MMP-3, and pro–MMP-9, respectively,
thereby activating the latent proteolytic activity (11). Further-
more, it was shown that active MMPs inhibited by either tissue
inhibitors of MMPs or low molecular weight synthetic inhibitors
were reactivated by their corresponding SIBLING. The current
study was undertaken to determine the mRNA expression pat-
terns of SIBLINGs in nine different types of cancer. An addi-
tional goal was to determine whether SIBLINGs exhibited ex-
pression levels that correlated with their MMP partners as well
as various measures of tumor progression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cancer Array Analysis. A cancer profiling array (prod-

uct 7841-1; Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) containing normalized
cDNA from tumor and corresponding normal tissues from 241
individual patients was used to screen for SIBLING and MMP
expression (12). Several cancer profiling arrays were hybridized
in ExpressHyb hybridization solution (Clontech) with 32P-la-
beled cDNA probes as per the manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, 1 to 2 � 107 cpm of random-prime labeled cDNA was
made single stranded by heating to 95°C for 5 minutes and
allowed to hybridize with the prepared membrane overnight at
65°C. Membranes were washed in a series of high stringency
washes as recommended by the manufacturer. The washed
membranes were quantified by exposure to PhosphorImager
screens for 1 to 24 hours, and the exposed screen was analyzed
on a PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ)
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using the manufacturer’s ImageQuant program. All polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) products were subcloned into a shuttle
plasmid, cloned, and sequenced, and the inserts were gel-puri-
fied before 32P labeling by random priming. Unincorporated
label was removed before hybridization.

SIBLING Probes. The labeled DNA used for probing
was obtained as follows. Human BSP and OPN were cDNA
inserts released from OP-10 and B6-5g plasmids, respectively
(13, 14). Human DMP1 insert was the �1.4-kb coding region of
exon 6 (15) amplified from human genomic DNA subcloned
into pBluescript at the EcoRI and BamHI sites using oligonu-
cleotides ATTATAGAATTCAAATGAAGACCCCAGTGAC-
AG (forward) and TAATTAGGATCCAATAGCCGTCTTG-
GCAGTC (reverse). The MEPE probe was a 1.45-kb, exon 5,
cDNA insert corresponding to the last exon of human MEPE,
which constitutes 95% of the mature protein as defined by Rowe
et al. (10). The exon was amplified by PCR from human
genomic DNA using a 5� oligonucleotide with a NdeI restriction
site engineered in AGTACCCATATGAAAGACAATATTGG-
TTTTCACCAT and a 3� oligonucleotide with a BamHI site
(CTGATGGGATCCCTAGTCACCATCGCTCTCAC). The
PCRproduct was subcloned into pBluescript and sequenced, and
the �1.5-kb insert was released with NdeI plus BamHI and
labeled. The DSPP probe corresponding to the last exon was
similarly amplified using a 5� oligonucleotide with a HindIII
restriction site engineered in CTGTTGGTACCGATATC-
GAAATCAAGGGTCCCAGCAG and a 3� oligonucleotide
with a KpnI restriction site (GTGCAAAGCTTCTAATCAT-
CACTGGTTGAGTGG), subcloned, and sequenced, and the
released �2.6-kb insert was labeled.

Matrix Metalloproteinase Probes. Specific probes of
�300 bp each for human MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-9 were
made by PCR using human genomic DNA as template and the
following oligonucleotides: MMP-2, ATTAGGATCCGGTCA-
CAGCTACTTCTTCAAG (forward with BamHI site added for
subcloning) and ATATGGATCCGCCTGGGAGGAGTACAG
(reverse with BamHI site); MMP-3, ATATGGATCCAGCTG-
GCTTAATTGTTGAAAG (forward with BamHI) and TAA-
TGGATCCAACTGACAAATCGTCTTTATTA (reverse with
BamHI); and MMP-9, AATTGAATTCAGAGAAAGCCTA-
TTTCTGCCAG (forward with EcoRI) and TAATGAATTCG-
GTTAGAGAATCCAAGTTTATTAG (reverse with EcoRI). In
each case, the PCR products were subcloned into pBluescript
and verified by sequencing, and the �0.3-kb inserts were re-
leased and labeled. Membranes were used up to three times,
each time removing the previous probe according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. The stripped membranes were reimaged
by PhosphorImager to verify the removal of the previous probe.

Statistical Analysis. Clinical data linked to samples
spotted on the cancer profiling array were accessed through the
manufacturer’s World Wide Web-based database.3 Compari-
sons between normal and tumor tissue (derived from the same
subject) were performed using a paired t test. The coordinated
expression of SIBLINGs with MMP binding partners in tumors
was tested by regression analysis. Significant differences in

tumor subtype expression of SIBLINGs was tested by Student’s
t test. The association of SIBLING expression levels with tumor
stage was investigated using a conservative statistical approach.
The nonparametric Spearman rank order correlation was used to
examine the correlation of tumor stage and SIBLING expres-
sion. The analysis was performed on untransformed data, and
the adjusted Spearman correlation coefficient (rS) is reported.
All statistical calculations were carried out using StatView
software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).

RESULTS
SIBLINGs Are Elevated in Multiple Cancer Types.

Because BSP and OPN protein expression have been found to
be greatly increased in many separate, often immunohistochem-
istry-based studies of different neoplasms, the expression levels
of five SIBLING gene family members were determined using
a commercial cancer array. The array included normalized
cDNA from tumor and corresponding normal tissues from 241
individual patients, as well as certain internal controls (Fig. 1).
Because the sample sizes were too small for some tumor types
on the array, the tissues reported for this study include only
breast, uterus, colon, stomach, ovary, lung, kidney, rectum, and
thyroid. In each array experiment, the patient’s normal and
tumor cDNA was separately hybridized with 32P-labeled probes
for BSP, OPN, DMP1, MEPE, and DSPP, and the array was
digitized by PhosphorImager. Whereas BSP, DMP1, and DSPP
exhibited minimal normal tissue expression, significant OPN
expression by normal tissues was observed. In fact, the highest
levels of expression of OPN were seen in normal kidney. Be-
cause MEPE expression was minimal in both normal and tumor
tissue, its expression was not analyzed further (data not shown).
The amount of hybridized probe was quantified, and the average
expression values of BSP, OPN, DMP1, and DSPP in normal
and tumor tissue were compared (Fig. 2). The expression levels
of BSP were significantly elevated (from 2- to 6-fold) in cancer
of the breast, colon, rectum, thyroid, and kidney. OPN expres-
sion was significantly elevated (2- to 4-fold) in cancer of the
breast, uterus, colon, ovary, lung, rectum, and thyroid. DMP1
exhibited significant (1.7- to 3-fold) elevated expression in
cancer of the breast, uterus, colon, and lung, whereas DSPP
exhibited significant (2-fold) increase in cancer of the breast and
lung. Elevated SIBLING family expression was greatest in
breast cancer, in which expression of four different family
members was increased. Colon, lung, and thyroid cancer had
significantly elevated expression of three different SIBLING
family members. Of the nine different types of tumors quanti-
fied, each one had a significantly high expression of at least one
SIBLING.

Matrix Metalloproteinases Are Elevated in Multiple
Cancer Types. We have recently shown that three members
of the SIBLING family can specifically bind and modulate the
activity of three different MMPs (11). The SIBLINGs BSP,
OPN, and DMP1 were found to bind to and modulate the
activity of MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-9, respectively. Corre-
sponding MMP partners for DSPP and MEPE, if any, have yet
to be identified. Because MMPs have been postulated to play
major roles in tumor cell progression and metastasis (16), the
expression levels of SIBLING-matched MMPs were screened in3 http://bioinfo.clonetech.com/dparray/array-list-action.do.
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different cancer types. The cancer arrays were separately hy-
bridized with probes for MMP-2, MMP-3, and MMP-9, and the
expression values between normal tissue and the corresponding
tumor sample for each patient were compared (Fig. 3). MMP-2
expression was significantly elevated in cancer of the colon,
stomach, lung, and rectum. MMP-3 expression exhibited signif-
icant elevation in cancer of the breast, colon, stomach, and
rectum. MMP-9 expression levels were significantly elevated in
cancer of the breast, uterus, colon, stomach, ovary, lung, rectum,
and kidney. The increases in expression ranged from 2- to 3-fold
higher for MMP-2 and MMP-3, whereas expression levels were
increased 2- to 7-fold for MMP-9.

Correlated Expression of SIBLINGs and Their Partner
Matrix Metalloproteinases. Given the observed binding and
activation specificity seen with SIBLINGs and their partner
MMPs [BSP with MMP-2, OPN with MMP-3, and DMP1 with
MMP-9 (11)], it was reasonable to postulate that SIBLINGs and
their paired MMPs might exhibit correlated expression levels.
When the levels of SIBLING and matched MMP expressed by

individual tumors were analyzed by regression analysis, signif-
icant correlation was seen within different cancer types (Fig. 4).
The expression of BSP and MMP-2 was significantly correlated
in breast and colon cancer [r2 � 0.40 (P � 0.0001) and r2 �
0.36 (P � 0.0001), respectively]. OPN pairing with MMP-3
showed a significant correlation in stomach and ovarian cancer
[r2 � 0.52 (P � 0.0001) and r2 � 0.45 (P � 0.005), respec-
tively]. DMP1 and MMP-9 expression was significantly corre-
lated in lung and kidney cancer [r2 � 0.60 (P � 0.001) and r2

� 0.39 (P � 0.05), respectively]. Mismatched pairs of BSP with
MMP-3, OPN with MMP-2, or DMP1 with MMP-2, for exam-
ple, showed no significant correlation (data not shown).

SIBLING Expression Is Distinct in Different Cancer
Subtypes. Within cancers arising from a given tissue/organ,
there are histopathologically defined subtypes that are often
used in assessing disease course and treatment. There were
sufficient numbers of breast cancer array samples to permit
segregation by clinically defined subtypes of ductal versus lob-
ular tumors. The results of microarray screening of SIBLING

Fig. 1 SIBLING expression in different cancer types. A cancer profiling array was hybridized with cDNA probes for SIBLINGs. The arrays
contained samples from 13 different types of cancer with paired normal and tumor tissue mRNA from individual subjects (A). The amount of
hybridized probe for BSP (B), OPN (C), and DMP1 (D) was visualized by PhosphorImager. br, breast cancer; ut, uterine cancer; co, colon cancer;
st, stomach cancer; ov, ovarian cancer; lu, lung cancer; ki, kidney cancer; re, rectal cancer; th, thyroid cancer; n, normal tissue; t, tumor tissue. Those
hybridization spots that are not contiguous with the identified tumor types represent patient samples with tumor types too few in number to be
statistically useful.
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expression in breast cancer tissue were segregated by the path-
ological classification, and the average values of each group
were compared (Fig. 5A). SIBLING mRNA levels were signif-
icantly higher in the ductal cancer groups, whereas the levels in
the lobular group were intermediate between normal and ductal
levels.

A similar analysis was carried out on uterine cancer sam-
ples, where there were sufficient numbers to permit segregation
into clinically defined subtypes of adenocarcinoma, squamous
cell, and benign tumors (Fig. 5B). OPN expression was signif-
icantly different between the two subtypes of malignant uterine
tumors (P � 0.005) and between malignant and benign tumors
(P � 0.05). The adenocarcinoma subtype expressed higher
levels than the squamous cell subtype.

SIBLING Expression and Tumor Stage. Defined can-
cer stages represent how large the tumor is and how far it may
have spread. The association of SIBLING expression levels with
tumor progression was investigated by identifying tumor types
with sufficient clinical detail to stratify into different tumor
stages. Tumors from colon, rectal, and lung cancer were
grouped by stage, and the distribution of SIBLINGs was com-
pared (Fig. 6). In general, cancer stages mark tumors that were
either localized and had a relatively small size (stage I), local-
ized and larger in size (stage II), metastasized to lymph nodes
(stage III), or metastasized to distant sites (stage IV). Colon
cancer tumors exhibited mean values of BSP, OPN, DMP1, and
DSPP that increased between stage I and stage III. Colon tumors
with distant metastases exhibited SIBLING values with a sim-

Fig. 2 SIBLING mRNAs are
induced in multiple cancer
types. Digitized exposures from
Fig. 1 were quantified using
ImageQuant software, and the
mean values of relative expres-
sion of BSP (A), OPN (B),
DMP1 (C), and DSPP (D) in
normal tissue (�) and tumor tis-
sue (f) were determined for
each of nine different cancer
types. Asterisks denote the sta-
tistical significance as deter-
mined by paired t tests. *, P �
0.05; **, P � 0.005; ***, P �
0.0001. Error bars represent the
SE, and numbers in parentheses
represent the number of sub-
jects. OPN expression in both
normal and tumor tissue from
kidney is shown at one-tenth the
actual mean values.
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ilar or lower pattern of distribution than that of stage III tumors.
Rectal cancer tumors showed increasing BSP, OPN, and DMP1
levels from stage I to stage IV, whereas DSPP values were
unchanged across different stages. In lung cancer, BSP, OPN,
and DSPP levels increased with increasing stage. When the
association of SIBLING expression and tumor stage in colon
cancer was analyzed by Spearman rank order correlation anal-
ysis, only BSP was significantly correlated (Table 1). In rectal
tumors, BSP, OPN, and DMP1 levels correlated with stage,
whereas for lung cancer, BSP, OPN, and DSPP levels correlated
with stage.

Breast cancer tumors were stratified into tumor-node-
metastasis (TNM) stages, which reflect tumor size (T), lymph
node involvement (N), and metastatic state (M). Enough breast
tumor samples were analyzed to enable the analysis of SIB-
LING expression and tumor progression. Tumors were grouped
by TNM stage, and the stages were ordered in sequence of

increasing progression. The sequence of tumors ranged from
those with no nodal involvement or metastasis state (N0M0) that
increased in size as well as N1M0 tumors that increased in size.
For BSP, OPN, DMP1, and DSPP, significant differences were
observed in the expression pattern as a function of tumor pro-
gression (Fig. 7; Table 1). Spearman rank order correlation
analysis of SIBLING values and TNM stage yielded significant
correlation for all four SIBLINGs.

DISCUSSION
Microarray technology has been typically used to screen

the simultaneous expression of many genes using an array
spotted with thousands of genes and measuring hybridization of
target cDNA generated from a given tissue or cell type. In
contrast, the cancer profiling array used in the current study was
developed to enable the quantification of expression of a single

Fig. 3 MMP mRNAs are in-
duced in multiple cancer types.
Cancer profiling arrays were hy-
bridized with cDNA probes for
different MMPs, the amount of
hybridized probe was quantified
using ImageQuant software, and
the mean values of expression of
MMP-2 (A), MMP-3 (B), and
MMP-9 (C) in normal tissue (�)
and tumor tissue (f) were deter-
mined for each of nine different
cancer types. Asterisks denote the
statistical significance as deter-
mined by paired t tests. *, P �
0.05; **, P � 0.005; ***, P �
0.0001. Error bars represent the
SE, and numbers in parentheses
represent the number of subjects.
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gene across multiple tissue types and tumor stages. The cancer
profiling array contained multiple cDNA pairs from normal and
tumor tissues including breast, uterus, colon, stomach, ovary,
lung, kidney, rectum, thyroid, prostate, small intestine, pancreas,
and cervix. Complementary DNA was generated by an efficient
cDNA amplification technique that is based on the switching

mechanism at the 5� end of mRNA templates (17). This meth-
odology has been shown to yield a high representation of
mRNA transcripts, avoidance of biased amplification, linearity
of signal, and recapitulation of the complexity of the original
mRNA (12). Because the expression of individual housekeeping
genes varies between normal and tumor tissue (18–20), the

Fig. 4 Paired SIBLING and
MMP expression is correlated in
specific cancers. The expression
levels of SIBLINGs and their re-
spective binding partner MMPs
were analyzed by regression
analysis. BSP and MMP-2 levels
in breast (A) and colon cancer
(D), OPN and MMP-3 levels in
stomach (B) and ovarian cancer
(E), as well as DMP1 and
MMP-9 levels in lung (C) and
rectal cancer (F) were paired by
subject and analyzed by regres-
sion analysis.

Fig. 5 SIBLING expression
distinguishes cancer subtypes
for breast and uterine tumors.
The expression values of BSP,
OPN, DMP1, and DSPP by
breast cancer tumors were strat-
ified by pathological classifica-
tion (ductal versus lobular), and
the average values were com-
pared (A). Similarly, the ex-
pression of SIBLINGs by uter-
ine tumors stratified into groups
defined as adenocarcinoma,
squamous cell, or benign tumor
were averaged and compared
(B). Asterisks denote the statis-
tical significance as determined
by t test. *, P � 0.05; **, P �
0.01; ***, P � 0.005. Error
bars represent the SE.
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equal loading of cDNA onto the array membrane was carried
out by normalizing to the average expression of three house-
keeping genes: ubiquitin, �-actin, and Mr 23,000 highly basic
protein (12, 21). The array has recently been used to profile a
number of genes that exhibited either up- or down-regulation in
cancer including gelsolin and glutathione peroxidase (12), netrin
1 (22), thiamin transporter THTR2 (23), PAGE 4 (24), and
XAGE-1 (25). Strong correlation between tumor tissue expres-
sion by the current cDNA microarray and by in situ hybridiza-
tion (24, 25) as well as reverse transcription-PCR and immuno-
histochemical staining (26, 27) has been observed.

The microarray design pairing normalized cDNA from an
individual subject’s tumor and normal tissue enabled differences
in expression to be analyzed by paired t test, which provided a
greater power to detect significant differences. Another method

of evaluating the significance of biomarker elevation is to com-
pare target tissue measures to a cut point of the mean of normal
levels plus twice the SD (m � 2 SD). A value of �m � 2 SD
translates to a �5% probability that the elevation is due to
chance (95% of normal values will lie within the m � 2 SD
range). The overall significance of the microarray results was
assessed by comparing concordance between these two methods
of analysis, as well as comparison with the published results of
other studies (Table 2). Elevated BSP expression was identified
in two tissues (breast and thyroid), in agreement with previous
studies. The current results for BSP did not replicate previous
reports on elevated expression in cancer of the uterus or lung.
Novel expression was identified in four different cancer types
(colon, stomach, rectum, and kidney). Elevated OPN expression
was observed in the current study in four different cancer types

Fig. 6 Comparison of SIB-
LING mRNA levels with tumor
stage in colon, rectal, and lung
cancer. The expression values
of BSP (A	C), OPN (D	F),
DMP1 (G	I), and DSPP (J	L)
by colon cancer tumors (A, D,
G, and J), rectal cancer tumors
(B, E, H, and K), and lung can-
cer tumors (C, F, I, and L) were
stratified by pathological classi-
fication (stage), and the average
values were compared. Top
line, bottom line, and line
through the middle correspond
to 75th percentile, 25th percen-
tile, and 50th percentile (me-
dian), respectively. Error bar
whiskers represent the 10th and
90th percentile, whereas f indi-
cates the arithmetic mean. Rec-
tal and colon cancer stages
were as follows: I, tumor in-
vaded submucosa; II, tumor
invaded through muscularis
propia; III, invasive tumor with
metastasis in one to three peri-
colic or perirectal lymph nodes;
and IV, invasive tumor with
metastasis in pericolic or peri-
rectal lymph nodes and distant
metastasis. Lung cancer stages
were as follows: I, tumor � 3
cm in greatest dimension; IB,
tumor � 3 cm in greatest di-
mension, involved main bron-
chus, associated with atelectasis
or obstructive pneumonitis; II,
metastasis to ipsilateral peri-
bronchial and/or ipsolateral
lymph nodes; and III, metasta-
sis to ipsilateral mediastinal,
and/or subcarinal lymph nodes.
The number of subjects (n) for
each group is shown at the bot-
tom.
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(breast, colon, ovary, and lung) in agreement with other pub-
lished studies. For cancer of the stomach, thyroid, and kidney,
the OPN expression levels and published literature were not in
concordance. Novel expression of OPN in cancer of the uterus

and rectum was identified. Elevated DMP1 expression was
confirmed in lung cancer and newly identified in breast cancer.
DMP1 levels in cancer of the uterus and colon, although sig-
nificantly elevated by paired t test, did not satisfy the �m � 2

Fig. 7 Comparison of SIBLING mRNA lev-
els and tumor stage in breast cancer. The ex-
pression values of BSP (A), OPN (B), DMP1
(C), and DSPP (D) by breast cancer tumors
were stratified by increasing TNM stage, and
the values were compared. Top line, bottom
line, and line through the middle correspond to
75th percentile, 25th percentile, and 50th per-
centile (median), respectively. Error bar whis-
kers represent the 10th and 90th percentile,
whereas f indicates the arithmetic mean.
Breast cancer TNM staging was as follows: T1,
tumor � 2 cm in greatest dimension; T2, 2
cm � tumor � 5 cm; T3, tumor � 5 cm; N0, no
regional lymph node metastasis; N1, metastasis
to movable ipsilateral axillary lymph node(s);
N2, metastasis to movable ipsilateral axillary
lymph node(s) fixed to one another or to other
structure; M0, no distant metastasis; and M1,
distant metastasis. The number of subjects (n)
for each group is shown at the bottom. The
normal group consisted of the 36 normal breast
tissue samples corresponding to the 36 paired
tumor tissues with well-defined TNM stage.

Table 1 SIBLING expression and tumor staging

Spearman rank order correlation BSP OPN DMP1 DSPP

Colon cancer*
Spearman coefficient (rS) 0.61 0.29 0.26 0.20
P �0.001 �0.05 �0.05 �0.05

Rectal cancer*
Spearman coefficient (rS) 0.61 0.72 0.49 0.28

P �0.005 �0.001 �0.05 �0.05
Lung cancer*

Spearman coefficient (rS) 0.70 0.70 	0.18 0.77
P �0.001 �0.001 �0.05 �0.0005

Breast cancer†
Spearman coefficient (rS) 0.62 0.38 0.37 0.47

P �0.0005 �0.05 �0.05 �0.005

* Spearman rank order correlation between mean SIBLING values and tumor stage. The Spearman coefficient value (rS) is an adjusted value
(corrected for ties). Tumor stages for colon, rectal, and lung cancer were defined as stated in the Fig. 5 legend.

† Correlation between mean SIBLING values and breast tumor progression. Spearman rank order correlation was performed on breast tumor
SIBLING expression levels grouped by TNM stage and ordered across increasing progression (T1N0M0, T2N0M0, T3N0M0, T1N1M0, T2N1M0,
T3N1M0). Breast tumor T stages were defined as stated in the Fig. 6 legend.
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SD criteria. DSPP expression was elevated significantly by both
criteria in lung cancer, but only by paired t test in breast cancer.
Cancers for which the two analysis methods were not in accord-
ance are obvious targets for further, more extensive studies.

The observed increase in MMP-2 expression observed in
tumor samples is consistent with previous studies of breast (41,
42), colon (43–47), stomach (48, 49), lung (50–53), rectal (43,
54), and kidney cancer (55–57). Whereas a strong association of
increased MMP-3 has been found in breast cancer (41, 58–61),
the increased expression levels observed in other tumor types
are not as well supported by published literature. Altered
MMP-3 levels have been observed in colon (62–64), stomach
(65–67), and rectal (68) cancer, although in some cases, the
increases were relatively small. In addition, studies have indi-
cated that the MMP-3 source was not necessarily tumor cell but
stromal cell or another infiltrating cell type, distinct from the
tumor. The observed increases in MMP-9 expression are con-
sistent with published studies of breast (41, 69), uterine (70, 71),
colon (46, 53, 72), stomach (73–75), ovarian (76, 77), lung (50,
78), rectal (43, 79), and kidney cancer (56, 80).

A correlation of SIBLING message expression levels with
MMP message levels of their partners (BSP with MMP-2, OPN
with MMP-3, and DMP1 with MMP-9) was observed. That, in
association with the recently described ability of these SIB-
LINGs to bind to and modulate the activity of specific MMPs,
suggests that the same factors that activate SIBLING genes in
tumor progression may be the same ones that can activate the
corresponding MMP genes. It is also possible that the expres-
sion of one SIBLING member in a tumor may induce the
production of its corresponding MMP partner, or vice versa.
Interestingly, SIBLING production by tumors could facilitate
angiogenesis because both BSP and OPN have been shown to
possess angiogenesis activity in vivo (81, 82).

SIBLING expression was different between different sub-
types of cancer. Whereas the historical basis for the distinction
between the main two types of breast cancer (the belief that
ductal carcinomas arose from ducts and lobular carcinomas

from lobules) is subject to debate (both can arise from the
terminal duct lobular unit), there is evidence that the two classes
as used clinically refer to disease entities that differ in tumor
size, shape, dissemination, and proliferation rates (83). The most
common hallmark associated with the lobular classification is
multifocality. Lobular tumors tend to be more slowly prolifer-
ating than ductal tumors. They also tend to frequently exhibit
hormone receptor positivity and show distinct chromosomal
changes (84, 85). The more rapidly progressing ductal tumors
had an associated higher level of SIBLING expression. OPN
was recently identified by microarray analysis as a discriminat-
ing marker between ductal and lobular cancer (86). In our
current study, OPN, as well as BSP, DMP1, and DSPP were
significantly different between lobular and ductal tumors. Sim-
ilarly, the association of higher OPN expression with adenocar-
cinomas as opposed to squamous cell carcinomas in uterine
cancer may be associated with different size, shape, and pro-
gression rates.

SIBLING expression correlated with tumor stages associ-
ated with changing size and lymph node involvement. These
observations are consistent with SIBLING expression coupled
with MMP activity modulation having an effect on early tumor
progression. These results suggest SIBLINGs as potential mark-
ers of early disease progression in a number of different cancers.
Future studies of SIBLING expression and serum levels will
address the degree to which these tumor biomarkers can be
correlated with disease progression.
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Abstract

The up-regulation of various matrix metalloproteinases
(MMP), certain cell receptors such as integrins and CD44, and
the SIBLING family of integrin-binding glycophosphoproteins
have been reported separately and in various combinations for
many types of tumors. Themechanisms by which these different
proteins may be interacting and enhancing the ability of a
cancer cell to survive and metastasize have become an
interesting issue in cancer biology. Dentin matrix protein 1
(DMP1) has been known for a number of years to bind to CD44
and ArgGlyAsp sequence–dependent integrins. This SIBLING
was recently shown to be able to specifically bind and activate
proMMP-9 and to make MMP-9 much less sensitive to
inhibition by tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases and
synthetic inhibitors. In this study, we used a modified Boyden
chamber assay to show that DMP1 enhanced the invasiveness of
the MMP-9 expressing colon cancer cell line, SW480, through
Matrigel in a dose-dependant manner. DMP1 (100 nmol/L)
increased invasion 4-fold over controls (86.1F 13.9 versus 22.3
F 9.8, P < 0.001). The enhanced invasive potential required the
presence ofMMP-9 and at least one of the cell surface receptors,
CD44,AvB3, orAvB5 integrin. The bridging of MMP-9 to the cell
surface receptors was shown by both pull-down and fluores-
cence activated cell sorting experiments. Because all of these
proteins were also shown by immunohistochemistry to be
expressed in serial sections of a colon adenocarcinoma, we have
hypothesized that the MMP-9/DMP1/cell surface complexes
observed to enhance cell invasion in vitro may be aiding
metastatic events in vivo. (Cancer Res 2005; 65(24): 11545-52)

Introduction

Dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1) is an acidic phosphoglycopro-
tein and member of the integrin-binding SIBLING protein family
(1). All of the SIBLINGs have been shown over the years to be up-
regulated in many different primary tumors but curiously are often
not expressed in high-passage cell lines derived from these tumors.
DMP1, historically thought to be expressed in only bones and teeth,
has recently been shown to be made in some normal ductal
epithelial tissues as well (2, 3). Although the precise functions of the
protein have not been explicated, it has been associated with the
regulation of postnatal chondrogenesis and subsequent osteo-
genesis and matrix mineralization (2, 4–6). DMP1 has been shown

to bind both avh3 integrin and CD44 cell surface molecules (7).
Several studies have shown significantly elevated expression of
DMP1 in a number of cancerous tissues, including lung (8), breast,
uterus, thyroid, and colon (9). DMP1 has been shown to bind with
nanomolar affinity and to activate latent matrix metalloproteinase-
9 (proMMP-9) apparently without removal of its propeptide. It can
bind active MMP-9 without changing the ability of protease to
digest natural substrates and causes the protease to remain active
in the presence of normally inhibitory amounts of tissue inhibitors
of metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP1) in vitro (10). Up-regulation of
MMP-9 has been described for many types of cancers, including
colon cancer (11), and it has been used in a portal blood assay to
determine colorectal metastases in liver (12). Furthermore, the
increased expression of MMP-9 in primary colon tumors has been
associated with liver metastases (13) and was increased in biopsy
samples from patients with colon cancer (14). We have recently
shown by array analysis that there is a coordinate increase in MMP-
9 and DMP1 expression in lung and kidney cancer (9). The avh3

and avh5 integrins have also been associated with colon cancer
metastasizing to liver in an orthotopic murine model (15). CD44
expression has been linked to transendothelial migration of colon
cancer cell lines (16) and to the invasion of colorectal cancer cell
lines that also showed increased MMP-9 expression (17). Another
member of the SIBLING family, bone sialoprotein (BSP), promotes
invasion of several osteotropic cancer cell lines by localizing MMP-
2 on the cell surface through avh3 integrin (18). DMP1 had no effect
on the invasion of the recombinant BSP-responsive cancer cell
lines, suggesting that MMP-2 was the rate-limiting protease for
those particular cell lines in the modified Boyden chamber assay.
MMPs are a class of zinc-dependent endopeptidases that are

collectively capable of digesting all extracellular matrix components.
These proteases play an important role in remodeling the
extracellular matrix and their regulation is implicated in a variety
of diseases, including cancer invasion and metastasis (19). The
regulation of MMP activity in tumor cell invasion and metastasis
involves selective expression as well as a balance of activators,
inhibitors, and regulators. The first step in invasion generally
requires digestion of basement membrane proteins, including type
IV collagen. MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-7, MMP-9, and MMP-10 are all
able to degrade this collagen (20). MMP-2 (gelatinase A) and MMP-9
(gelatinase B) have long been known to degrade extracellular matrix
macromolecules in basement membranes and other interstitial
connective tissues (21). It has been shown that the localization of
active MMP-9 on the cell membrane of the invasive cell through
association with CD44 can be critical for tumor cell invasion and
metastasis (22). Similarly, MMP-2 localization on the cancer cell
surfaces through avh3 integrin has been reported to be important in
the initiation of invasion of several cancer cells (18, 23, 24). Therefore,
understanding the interaction of MMPs, cell adhesion molecules,
and any modifying proteins could offer insight into cancer biology.
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We hypothesized that DMP1 may play a role in cancer metastasis
by bridging MMP-9 to the cell surface through avh3 integrin, avh5

integrin, and/or CD44. To test this hypothesis, both fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis and a previously described
modified Boyden chamber invasion assay were used (25) to
measure the enhancement of invasion by DMP1 for the colon
cancer cell line, SW480, cells known to expresses significant
amounts of MMP-9 in vitro .

Materials and Methods

Materials. The human colon cancer cell line SW480 (CCL-228) was

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). Fetal

bovine serum (FBS) was purchased from Equitech-Bio, Inc. (Kerrville, TX).
RPMI 1640, L-glutamine, 2-mercaptoethanol, sodium pyruvate, modified

Eagle’s medium (MEM) nonessential amino acids, HBSS, PBS, Versene

(0.53 mmol/L EDTA in PBS), and 10% zymogram gelatin gels were from
Invitrogen, Inc. (Carlsbad, CA). Matrigel was from Collaborative Research,

Inc. (Bedford, MA). Transwell inserts and companion plates were

purchased from BD Biosciences Discovery Labware (Bedford, MA). Calcein

acetoxymethyl ester dye and the Alexa Fluor 488 protein-labeling kit were
purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR). Mouse anti-human

avh3 integrin monoclonal antibody (mAb) immobilized on immunoaffinity

gel matrix (GEM1976), mouse antihuman avh5 integrin mAb immobilized

on immunoaffinity gel matrix (GEM1961), antihuman avh3 integrin mAb
(LM609, MAB1976Z), antihuman avh5 integrin mAb (P1F6, MAB1961Z),

recombinant avh3 integrin in Triton X-100 (CC1018), and recombinant avh5

integrin in Triton X-100 (CC1025) were obtained from Chemicon
International, Inc. (Temecula, CA). Antihuman CD44 mAb (BU75) was

purchased from Ancell Corporation (Bayport, MN). ProMMP-9 was from

Oncogene Research Products (Boston, MA). ProbeQuant G-50 micro-

columns were from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Inc. (Piscataway, NJ).
Microcon YM-30 centrifugal filter devices were from Millipore Corporation

(Bedford, MA).

Cell culture. The SW480 cells were first grown in RPMI 1640 sup-

plemented with 10% FBS, 2 mmol/L L-glutamine, 5 mmol/L 2-mercaptoe-
thanol, 2 mmol/L sodium pyruvate, and 0.1 mmol/L MEM nonessential

amino acids in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2/95% air at 37jC. When

the cells were f80% confluent, they were either used in the experiments as

described in appropriate sections below or subcultured with the split ratio
of 1:10 for up to 20 passages.

SIBLING production and purification. Recombinant DMP1 with

good posttranslational modifications (including glycosylation, sulfation
and, possibly phosphorylation) was made as described previously (7).

Briefly, full-length bovine DMP1 cDNA (26) was subcloned into a high-

expression, replication-deficient adenovirus type 5 with transcription under

the control of the cytomegalovirus promoter. The DMP1-LysAlaGlu (KAE)
construct was made by in situ mutagenesis of the ArgGlyAsp (RGD) domain

into KAE while in pBluescript. The entire insert was checked for fidelity and

then shuttled to the adenovirus plasmid (27). The adenoviruses were

selected, purified, and expressed as previously described (28). Recombinant
SIBLINGs were generated by infecting mid-passage, subconfluent normal

human bone marrow stromal cells (a gift of Dr. Pamela Gehron Robey,

National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, NIH, Bethesda, MD).
Harvested serum-free medium was subjected to anion-exchange chroma-

tography, as described (7, 28), to isolate SIBLINGs. Purity of each SIBLING

was >95%, as measured after SDS-PAGE.

Preparation of Matrigel-coated inserts. Matrigel-coated inserts placed
in 24-well plates were prepared as described previously (18). Briefly,

Matrigel was diluted with ice-cold sterile H2O and mixed well. The solution

was dispensed as 5 Ag/50 AL/insert/well. The plates were left in a laminar

flow tissue culture hood overnight to dry. The inserts were then rinsed with
sterile HBSS to rehydrate films and the plates were immediately used as

described below.

Modified Boyden chamber cell invasion assay. Invasiveness of each

cancer cell line was measured by using an UV-opaque transwell

polycarbonate membrane (diameter of 6.4 mm and pore size of 8 Am) in
a modified Boyden chamber cell invasion assay. Transwell inserts precoated

with Matrigel as described above were placed in a 24-well plate.

Preconfluent cells were removed from culture dishes with 0.53 mmol/L

EDTA in PBS, washed twice in HBSS, and resuspended in serum-free RPMI
1640 at a final density of 4 � 105 cells/mL. Quadruplicate cultures of cells

were briefly pretreated in a final volume of 250 AL of serum-free medium

[containing 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)] with either buffer or

SIBLINGs in sterile 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes for 10 minutes and then
placed in the upper compartment of a Boyden chamber. In some cases, cells

were first treated for 20 minutes with blocking antibodies or control IgGs in

the tube and then placed in the upper chamber. In the latter cases, buffer or

recombinant SIBLING was then added directly to the chamber. To induce
migration through the Matrigel layer, the lower chambers were filled with

750 AL of serum-free medium conditioned by mouse NIH 3T3 fibroblastic

cells and containing 0.1% BSA. Cells were then incubated in humidified
incubator at 37jC for 24 hours. Cells that had not migrated through the

barrier were removed from the top compartment and inserts were moved to

another 24-well plate in which each well contained 0.5 mL of the fluorescent

dye, calcein acetoxymethyl ester, at 4 Ag/mL. The plate was incubated at
37jC for 45 minutes to allow the living cells to take up and activate the dye

before the fluorescent intensity was read from the bottom of the insert with

a fluorescence plate reader (Wallac 1420 VICTOR2 Multilabel Reader,

Perkin-Elmer Life Sciences, Inc., Boston, MA). Fluorescence intensity was
proportional to the number of cells having migrated to the bottom of the

UV-opaque membrane.

Pull-down experiments. Commercial mouse anti-human avh3 integrin

or avh5 integrin mAb immobilized on immunoaffinity gel matrix beads

were washed thrice in ice-cold Triton buffer [20 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 7.4),

150 mmol/L NaCl, 0.2% Triton X-100, 2 mmol/L MgCl2, and 0.1 mmol/L

CaCl2] and incubated in 1 mL Triton buffer containing 1% BSA at 4jC for

30 minutes with gentle shaking. After washing thrice with 1 mL of ice-cold

Triton buffer, the beads were gently shaken with or without 10 Ag of avh3

integrin or avh5 integrin complex in 50 AL Triton buffer at 4jC for

10 minutes. The beads were then gently pelleted, the liquid was carefully

removed, and the beads were washed in 1 mL Triton buffer. The beads were

then resuspended in 1 mL buffer and separated into equal volume aliquots.

An aliquot was gently shaken with buffer alone or buffer containing

500 nmol/L DMP1 or 500 nmol/L DMP1-KAE (in a final volume of 50 AL) at
4jC for 10 minutes. The beads were then pelleted, washed in 1 mL of Triton

buffer, and incubated in 50 AL of Triton buffer containing 1 Ag of proMMP-9

at 4jC for 10 minutes. The beads were pelleted and washed with 1 mL

Triton buffer, and the MMP-9 was eluted from the beads with 80 AL of 1�
zymogram sample buffer [2.5 mL of 0.5 mol/L Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) + 2 mL

glycerol + 4 mL of 10% (w/v) SDS + 0.5 mL of 0.1% bromophenol blue

adjusted to 20 mL with distilled water] and resolved by electrophoresis on

a 10% (gelatin) zymogram gel.

SDS-PAGE and zymography. Samples in zymogram gel sample buffer
were loaded on a 10% (gelatin) zymogram gel, subjected to electrophoresis,

and processed as recommended by the manufacturer. Resulting Coomassie-

stained gels were visualized by dynamic integrated exposure using an

EagleEye II imaging system (Stratagene Corp., La Jolla, CA).
Labeling of purified human matrix metalloproteinase-9 with Alexa

Fluor 488 dye. Latent protease (proMMP-9) was fluorescently labeled

with the Alexa Fluor 488 protein-labeling kit according to the protocol of
the manufacturer but adjusted to the smaller amount of protein being

labeled. All steps were done at 4jC. Briefly, shipping buffer from 50 Ag of

proMMP-9 was changed into the reaction buffer (PBS) on ProbeQuant

G-50 microcolumns, and the resulting eluant concentrated to f50 AL
with a prewashed Microcon YM-30 centrifugal filter device. Five micro-

liters of 0.1 mol/L sodium bicarbonate were added to raise the pH to

7.5 to 8.5 for efficient labeling. The reactive dye was dissolved in 0.5 mL of

PBS containing 0.1 mol/L sodium bicarbonate, 50 AL of Alexa Fluor 488 dye
was added to the proMMP-9 solution, and the reaction mixture was stirred

for 2 hours. The labeled proMMP-9 protein was then separated from the

unreacted dye on a ProbeQuant G-50 microcolumn (in PBS) and stored as

aliquots at �80jC until use.
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Flow cytometry. Cells were detached from culture dishes with PBS
containing 0.53 mmol/L EDTA, washed twice in HBSS, and then incubated

at 2 � 106/mL at room temperature for 10 minutes with buffer alone or

buffer containing either 500 nmol/L DMP1 or 500 nmol/L DMP1-KAE. For

the studies involving the blocking antibodies, cells were incubated with
buffer alone or buffer containing avh3 integrin antibody (LM609, 4 Ag/mL),

avh5 integrin antibody (P1F6, 4 Ag/mL), CD44 antibody (BU75, 4 Ag/mL), or

control IgG (4 Ag/mL) at room temperature for 10 minutes, and then the

mixture was incubated with 500 nmol/L DMP1 or 500 nmol/L DMP1-KAE
for another 10 minutes. In the final step for all samples, cells were pelleted,

washed once in HBSS, and then incubated at room temperature with Alexa

Fluor 488–labeled human proMMP-9 at 5 Ag/mL for 10 minutes. The cells

were pelleted, washed once, resuspended in HBSS, and analyzed
immediately with a FACSCalibur cell sorter equipped with a 488 nm argon

laser and Cellquest software (BD PharMingen, Bedford, MA).

Rabbit anti-human matrix metalloproteinase-9 polyclonal antibody
(LF-184) production. The carboxy-terminal 23 amino acids of human

MMP-9 (RSELNQVDQVGYVTYDILQCPED), a region with relatively low

homology to human MMP-2, was synthesized and conjugated to maleimide-

activated keyhole limpet hemocyanin (Pierce Biotechnology, Inc., Rockford,
IL) through the cysteinyl residue. A New Zealand white rabbit was injected

four times with f1.0 mg of conjugate under an approved animal protocol

at a contract facility (Covance, Inc., Denver, PA). ELISA showed good activity

to authentic human MMP-9 but no cross-reactivity with authentic human
MMP-2 or MMP-3. Synthetic peptide (1.6 mg) was conjugated to 2 mL

column of SulfoLink agarose beads (Pierce Biotechnology) according to the

instructions of the manufacturer. Antibodies were bound to the affinity
column, washed sequentially with PBS, 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS (PBS-T),

PBS, and then eluted in 0.1 mol/L glycine (pH 2.4). The fractions were

immediately neutralized, dialyzed against PBS, and stored frozen at �80jC
until use.

Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry was done on human

colon adenocarcinoma serial sections cut from blocks obtained from the

Cooperative Human Tissue Network, Mid-Atlantic Division (Charlottesville,

VA) under Institutional Review Board approval. The Zymed ST5050

automated system (Zymed Lab, Inc., San Francisco, CA) was used with

following primary antibodies: mouse anti-human DMP1 mAb (LFMb-31,

1:100; ref. 2), mouse anti-human CD44 (H-CAM, 1:100) mAb (MAB2140,

Chemicon International), mouse anti-human av integrin (CD51, 1:50) mAb

(407286), mouse anti-human h3 integrin (CD61, 1:50) mAb (407314), mouse

anti-human h5 integrin mAb (407316, 1:50; all from EMD Biosciences, Inc.,

San Diego, CA), and the affinity purified rabbit anti-humanMMP-9 polyclonal

antibody (LF-184, 1:200). Briefly, the paraffin block containing a moderately

differentiated colon adenocarcinoma was serially sectioned (5 Am thickness)

and dried on silane-coated slides (Statlab Medical Products, Inc., Lewisville,

TX). The sections were manually deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated

through a graded ethanol series (100%, 95%, and 70%). After the endogenous

peroxidase activity was blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol for

20 minutes, the sections were washed thrice in PBS for 5 minutes each and

covered with PBS-T before loading the slides onto the preprogrammed

ST5050 automated immunohistochemistry machine. The ST5050 was

programmed to incubate each slide for 1 hour with appropriate primary

antibody diluted in 10% normal goat serum in PBS. The slides thereafter went

through a 4 � 1 minute wash cycle with PBS-T before incubation with

SuperPicTure Polymer horseradish peroxidase (HRP)–conjugated broad-

spectrum secondary antibody (Zymed Lab) for 10 minutes. The slides were

processed through another wash cycle and then were developed with AEC

Single Solution chromogen (Zymed Lab) for 2 minutes. Sections were lightly

counterstained manually with Mayer’s hematoxylin for 10 to 20 seconds

before applying an overlay of Clearmount glaze (both from Zymed Lab) over

the sections. After air drying, slides were coverslipped with Histomount

(Zymed Lab). All steps were done at room temperature. Negative controls

included the substitution of primary antibody with nonimmune rabbit serum

or mouse IgG control (Zymed Lab). Sections were photographed with an

AxioCam MR-MRGrab camera imaging system (Carl Zeiss Vision, Munich,

Germany), which included an Axioplan2 microscope, an AxioCam MRm

camera, and AxioVision 3.1 software.

Statistical analysis. Data are the mean of quadruplicate determinations
and 95% confidence interval. Each experiment has been repeated at least

twice. In each case, data from a single representative experiment are shown.

Multiple comparisons were done with a one-way ANOVA followed by

Dunnett’s test for treatment versus control comparisons. Pairwise compar-
isons were done by performing nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. In each

analysis, differences were considered statistically significant for P < 0.05. All

statistical tests were two sided.

Results

Dentin matrix protein 1 enhances invasiveness of colon
cancer cell line, SW480, in vitro . Previouswork showed thatmany
human cancer cell lines that produced MMP-2 showed enhanced
invasion by BSP/MMP-2 interactions but that addition of recombi-
nant DMP1 had no such effect. Therefore, the invasiveness of SW480
colon cancer cells, which are known to express the partner pro-
tease of DMP1, MMP-9, but not MMP-2 (29) was measured using
a modified Boyden chamber invasion assay. SW480 cells showed a
clear dose-response increase in their invasiveness through the
Matrigel barrier upon the addition of recombinant DMP1, with a
maximum 3.9-fold increase at 100 nmol/L DMP1 (86.1F 13.9 versus
22.3 F 9.8 for untreated cells, P < 0.001; Fig. 1). The increase in the
invasiveness of the SW480 cell line by DMP1 was not due to
enhancement of integrin-mediated cell attachment/migration alone
because the same amount of recombinant human BSP or osteo-
pontin, two other members of the SIBLING family that can support
cell attachment/migration but cannot bind and activate MMP-9, did
not increase the invasiveness of the SW480 cells (data not shown).
Dentin matrix protein 1–enhanced invasion requires matrix

metalloproteinase-9 and cell surface receptors AvB3 integrin,
AvB5 integrin, or CD44. Invasion enhancement studies were also
done with DMP1-KAE, a recombinant DMP1 protein whose
integrin-binding RGD sequence was replaced with the chemically

Figure 1. DMP1 and the invasion of the colon cancer cell line SW480 in vitro .
Untreated or DMP1-treated SW480 colon cancer cells were placed in the top
wells of separate Boyden chambers that each had Matrigel-coated UV-opaque
transwell inserts. The lower chambers contained serum-free conditioned medium
as a chemoattractant. The cells were incubated at 37jC for 24 hours. Invasive
cells that penetrated the Matrigel artificial basement membrane barrier and
moved into the lower chamber were then detected by calcein acetoxymethyl
ester fluorescent dye activated by the live cells. The relative fluorescence in the
lower chamber corresponded directly to the number of cells that digested their
way through the barrier and migrated into to the lower chamber. Columns,
means of triplicate samples; bars, 95% confidence intervals. P < 0.001 was
obtained for multiple comparisons within the panel by use of one-way ANOVA.
Each treatment group was also individually compared with the control (0 nmol/L
DMP1) group by use of the Dunnett’s test. *P < 0.001, compared with untreated
cells by the Dunnett’s test. All statistical tests were two-sided.
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similar but inactive tripeptide, KAE. SW480 cells treated with
DMP1-KAE showed a 2.4-fold increase at 100 nmol/L DMP1-KAE
(83.6 F 16.3 versus 34.4 F 20.2 for untreated cells, P < 0.01;
Fig. 2A). Although significantly less robust than the enhancement
from normal DMP1, the mutant DMP1-KAE clearly aided the
invasion by these cells without the ability to bind to RGD-
dependent integrins. Addition of a blocking CD44 antibody
completely inhibited the DMP1-KAE–enhanced invasion (12.7 F
4.7 versus 11.1 F 2.9; Fig. 2B), showing that DMP1 can act through
both RGD-dependent integrins and CD44. To complete the study of
cell surface proteins, blocking antibodies to the avh3 and avh5

integrins (both RGD-dependent) as well as to CD44 were separately
added to SW480 cells before the addition of normal DMP1 in the
invasion assay. Each lowered the efficiency of the DMP1-enhanced
invasion but not to DMP1-free control levels, suggesting that each
was contributing to a portion of the DMP1 enhancement (Fig. 2C).
Simultaneous addition of all three antisera reduced the DMP1-

enhanced invasion to control levels (Fig. 2C), suggesting that both
avh3 and avh5 integrins contributed to the integrin-related DMP1
enhancement of invasion by SW480 cells.
Because integrins, CD44, and MMP-9 have previously been

shown to be associated with cancer cell invasiveness (9, 16), and
because DMP1 specifically binds to MMP-9 with nanomolar affinity
(10), we hypothesized that DMP1 may bridge MMP-9 to the
cell surface via CD44, avh3, and/or avh5 integrins where it could
become more effective in digesting the Matrigel during the
invasion process. Both DMP1- and DMP1-KAE–enhanced SW480
cell invasions were almost completely inhibited by the addition of a
blocking antibody to MMP-9 (Fig. 2D).
Dentin matrix protein 1 bridges matrix metalloproteinase-9

to CD44, AvB3, and AvB5 integrins. Because DMP1 can separately
form complexes with specific cell surface proteins and with MMP-9,
DMP1 may be able to bridge MMP-9 to avh3 or avh5 integrins
in vitro . The hypothesis was tested with pull-down experiments

Figure 2. RGD-dependent integrins and CD44 are involved in the DMP1-enhanced invasion of colon cancer cells in vitro. A, SW480 cells treated with 0 to 100 nmol/L
DMP1-KAE (in which the RGD domain of DMP1 was replaced with the integrin-inactive tripeptide, KAE) were placed in the upper portion of a modified Boyden
chamber coated with Matrigel. The addition of DMP1-KAE resulted in a positive but less robust dose-response pattern compared with the integrin-binding native DMP1
(Fig. 1), showing that DMP1 does not have an absolute requirement to bind to RGD-dependent integrins to enhance invasion. B, addition of CD44 antibodies (Ab.,
20 Ag/mL) to the DMP1-KAE treatment completely negates the enhanced invasion, showing that CD44 is the alternate cell surface–binding partner for DMP1.
C, blocking mAbs to avh3 or avh5 integrins, or CD44 (20 Ag/mL of each antibody), were each able to partially block DMP1-enhanced invasion but not to control levels,
suggesting that DMP1 can act through each of these cell surface receptors. Combined, the antibodies completely block the DMP1-enhanced invasion. Nonspecific
IgGs had no affect on the invasion enhancement. D, inhibition of MMP-9 activity by addition of blocking antibodies (20 Ag/mL) returned both the DMP1- and
DMP1-KAE–enhanced invasion to control levels. Relative fluorescence, which corresponds to the number of cells that migrated through the Matrigel, is as described in
Fig. 1. A, columns, mean of quadruplicate samples; bars, 95% confidence intervals. A P value of <0.01 was obtained for multiple comparisons within each panel
by use of one-way ANOVA. Each treatment group was also individually compared with the control, untreated group by use of the Dunnett’s test. *, P < 0.01, compared
with untreated cells by the Dunnett’s test. All statistical tests were two-sided. B to D, columns, mean of quadruplicate samples from a representative experiment;
bars, 95% confidence intervals. A Mann-Whitney U test was used for the pairwise comparisons. *, P < 0.01, obtained for SW480 cells treated DMP1-KAE or DMP1
versus untreated respective control cells. P < 0.01, obtained for SW480 cells treated with antibody + DMP-KAE (c) or DMP1 (b) versus isotype control IgG + DMP-KAE
or DMP1, respectively. All statistical tests were two sided.
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using purified components. Only a small amount of proMMP-9 was
detected using just the beads, showing that the pull-down assay had
a low background (Fig. 3, lane 1). Beads with bound avh3 or avh5

integrin but no DMP1 resulted in a similar, small amount of
proMMP-9 pulled down with the beads (Fig. 3, lane 2). Addition of
DMP1-KAE also gave background levels of bound proMMP-9 (Fig. 3,
lane 3). However, addition of DMP1 to either avh3 or avh5 integrin–
coated beads greatly increased the amount of bead-associated
proMMP-9, indicating the bridging of proMMP-9 to each integrin
(Fig. 3, lane 4). BSP and osteopontin are also known to be able to bind
to avh3 and possibly avh5 integrins but substitution of recombinant
BSP or osteopontin for DMP1 in the pull-down experiments resulted
in only background levels of MMP-9, again illustrating the specificity
of the DMP1 for proMMP-9 (data not shown). Because we were
unable to obtain recombinant CD44, we could not test the formation
of a proMMP-9/DMP1/CD44 complex in vitro using highly purified
proteins in the pull-down experiments.
We were, however, able to detect proMMP-9/DMP1/CD44

complexes as well as proMMP-9/DMP1/integrin complexes on
living cells through FACS analysis. Purified proMMP-9 was cova-
lently labeled with the fluorescent dye, Alexa Fluor 488. Flow
cytometry was used to determine the amount of labeled proMMP-9
bound to SW480 cells with and without DMP1 (or DMP1-KAE)
treatment. Addition of DMP1 produced an 81% increase in the
mean value of the signal of labeled proMMP-9 bound compared
with that of cells not pretreated with DMP1 (Fig. 4A). The addition
of DMP1-KAE produced a lower but significant increase of
proMMP-9 binding (57%; Fig. 4B), verifying the earlier results
showing that RGD-binding integrins were not the only cell surface
protein that could be used by DMP1. Separate addition of blocking
antibodies to avh3 integrin (Fig. 4D), avh5 integrin (Fig. 4E), or
CD44 (Fig. 4F) before the treatment with DMP1 each partially
blocked the DMP1-enhanced binding of the labeled proMMP-9 to
SW480 cells. However, when cells were treated with the blocking

antibodies against both integrins and CD44 together, labeled
proMMP-9 binding decreased to the DMP1-free control levels
(Fig. 4G). Furthermore, when cells were first treated with anti-CD44
mAb and then with DMP1-KAE, MMP-9 binding was reduced to the
untreated control levels (Fig. 4H), supporting the hypothesis of the
formation of a MMP-9/DMP1/CD44 complex on cell surfaces.
Indirect fluorescent immunocytochemistry experiments were

done to show that added DMP1 and MMP-9 both localize to the

Figure 3. Pull-down experiments showing bridging of MMP-9 to avh3 integrin
and avh5 integrin by DMP1. The avh3 or avh5 integrins were first bound to their
respective mAbs previously attached to beads by the manufacturer. After
washing, the beads were incubated with buffer alone or buffer containing
500 nmol/L DMP1-KAE or 500 nmol/L DMP1, washed, and subsequently treated
with recombinant proMMP-9. The washed samples were then electrophoresed
on 10% zymogram gelatin gels and examined by Coomassie blue staining after
digestion conditions were done. Beads alone have low background level of
MMP-9 binding (lane 1 ). Note that the addition of DMP1 (lane 4) but not
DMP1-KAE (lane 3) enabled proMMP-9 to be pulled down with both sets of
integrin-bound beads. Control levels of proMMP-9 were observed without
addition of DMP1 (lane 2 ).

Figure 4. DMP1-enhanced binding of fluorescently labeled latent MMP-9
(proMMP-9) to SW480 cells. ProMMP-9 was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 and
incubated with cells treated as indicated or untreated cells (control). Pretreating
the cells with DMP1 (shaded area ) increased the amount of labeled proMMP-9
bound to the living cells, compared with untreated cells as analyzed by FACS (A ).
Pretreating cells with DMP1-KAE (shaded area ) showed increased binding of
labeled proMMP-9 compared with that of untreated cells (open area ; B ). Blocking
cell surface molecules avh3 integrin (D ), avh5 integrin (E), or CD44 (F ) with
their respective mAbs decreased the DMP1-enhanced binding of the labeled
proMMP-9 but not to control levels. However, when all three antisera were
added together (avh3 + avh5 + CD44), the DMP1-enhanced binding of labeled
proMMP-9 was completely blocked (G ). Treating cells with a nonimmune IgG
had no affect on the ability of DMP1 to enhance the binding of proMMP-9 (C).
DMP1-KAE–enhanced binding of labeled proMMP-9 was essentially blocked by
CD44 mAb alone (H ). Numbers, percentage of cells bound to labeled proMMP-9.
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same cells. DMP1 and MMP-9 were colocalized on the SW480 cells
(Fig. 5A-C), suggesting that DMP1 rapidly localizes MMP-9 to the
cell surface in vitro by binding to possibly both integrins and CD44
cell surface molecules. Added recombinant DMP1-KAE and MMP-9
were also detected at the same locations in these cells (Fig. 5D-F),
suggesting that DMP1 also localizes MMP-9 to the cell surface
in vitro through CD44. Like the SIBLINGs in most other established
cancer cell lines, DMP1 was not detected in untreated SW480 cells
but endogenous MMP-9 was weakly positive (data not shown).
Expression of dentin matrix protein 1, matrix metallopro-

teinase-9, CD44, and integrin subunits Av, B3, and B5 in colon
adenocarcinoma in vivo. The expression of MMP-9, CD44, as well
as the av, h3, and h5 integrin subunits, in tumors have been shown
separately and in some combinations many times previously.
However, to illustrate that the MMP-9/DMP1/cell surface receptors
are made by the same cells and, therefore, logically may form
the complexes describe above in vivo , immunohistochemistry
reactions were done on serial paraffin sections of a human colon
adenocarcinoma. The results show that all six proteins are
coexpressed in the same cells/areas, suggesting that the complexes
could easily be locally formed by simple interactions (Fig. 6). The
red/brown staining indicates the expression of DMP1 (Fig. 6A),
CD44 (Fig. 6B), av integrin subunit (Fig. 6C), h3 integrin subunit
(Fig. 6D), h5 integrin subunit (Fig. 6E), and MMP-9 (Fig. 6F). The
negative controls, mouse IgG (Fig. 6G), and rabbit nonimmune
serum (Fig. 6H) illustrate the low background for these assays.

Discussion

Cancer progression reaches a critical period when a tumor starts
to invade and metastasize. One of the initial steps in metastasis

requires invasion of tumor cells through basement membrane and
nearby stroma. The presence of MMPs, various cell adhesion
molecules, and SIBLING proteins during tumor development,
growth, invasion, metastasis, and angiogenesis have been well
documented. However, the mechanisms by which these molecules
work in the coordination of tumor progression are less well
elucidated. Several colocalization studies have reported that avh3

integrin may function not only as an adhesion and/or migration
receptor but also to activate and properly distribute proteases that
degrade the extracellular matrix during invasion (23, 24, 30). Three
members of the SIBLING family (BSP, osteopontin, and DMP1) bind
and activate proMMP-2, proMMP-3, and proMMP-9, respectively
(10). Furthermore, the same pairings of SIBLINGs and active MMPs
cause their respective TIMPs to be much less effective at inhibiting
the proteases. Recombinant BSP has been shown to promote
invasion of many MMP-2-expressing osteotropic cancer cell lines
through formation of a MMP-2/BSP/avh3 integrin complex (18).
DMP1, which has recently been shown to be expressed by various
tumors (8, 9), had no effect on these same MMP-2-producing cell
lines.
In this article, the role of DMP1 in an invasion assay was studied

using a colon cancer cell line, SW480, that has been reported to
express significant levels of MMP-9 but no MMP-2 (29).
Recombinant DMP1 added to the Boyden chamber wells caused
a dose-response increase in the invasiveness of the cells through a
Matrigel barrier. Addition of two other SIBLING family members
with similar cell attachment properties, BSP or osteopontin, did
not increase the invasiveness of the SW480 cells suggesting that
the action of DMP1 was not due to simple attachment and/or
migration effects. This result is similar to the specific enhancement
of invasion of several MMP-2-expressing cancer cell lines in

Figure 5. Colocalization of DMP1 and RGD-mutant DMP1 (DMP1-KAE) with MMP-9 on SW480 colon cancer cells. Cells were treated first with DMP1 and then
with proMMP-9. The cells were incubated with a mouse mAb that can detect DMP1 as well as DMP1-KAE and an affinity purified rabbit polyclonal antibody against
MMP-9. Bound antibodies were then detected by indirect immunofluorescence with Cy2-conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-mouse IgG for DMP1 or DMP1-KAE and
Cy5-conjugated AffiniPure goat anti-rabbit IgG for MMP-9. A, green, location of DMP1. B, red, location of MMP-9. C, yellow, colocalization of DMP1 and MMP-9.
D, green, location of DMP1-KAE. E, red, location of MMP-9. F, yellow, colocalization of DMP1-KAE and MMP-9. 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole was used as a nuclear
stain (blue ). Bar, 20 Am.
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response to the addition of the SIBLING partner of MMP-2, BSP,
but not to either osteopontin (partner of MMP-3) or DMP1.
Negating the ability of DMP1 to bind to RGD-dependent integrins
by mutation of the RGD to the inactive KAE or by the addition of
antibodies that block avh3 integrin and avh5 integrin only
partially affected the ability of DMP1 to enhance invasion. This
suggests that DMP1 may also be using another of its known cell
surface receptors, CD44. Antibodies to CD44 resulted in a partial
block in the DMP1-enhanced invasion and a complete return to
control levels when used with the DMP1-KAE protein. Used
together, antibodies against avh3 integrin, avh5 integrin, and CD44
reduced the DMP1-enhanced invasion to nearly control levels.
The DMP1-enhanced invasion by the SW480 cells was also

inhibited by a specific antibody for it protease partner, MMP-9.
Pull-down studies using purified proteins showed the formation
of MMP-9/DMP1/avh3 integrin and MMP-9/DMP1/avh5 integrin
complexes in vitro . Because purified recombinant CD44 was not

available, we did not look at the formation of the hypothesized
MMP-9/DMP1/CD44 complex by this approach. However, the
formation of the DMP1/MMP-9/CD44 as well as the other two
integrin-related complexes at the cellular level by FACS analysis
was shown. Together, these results suggest that cells use DMP1
as a bridge to link MMP-9 to its cell surface receptors, avh3

integrin, avh5 integrin, and/or CD44, thereby increasing their ability
to invade through basement membranes and other connective
tissues particularly in the absence of MMP-2. The modified
Boyden chamber assay can measure only certain rate-limiting
steps in this model system but one can hypothesize that in vivo ,
a cell may use a BSP/MMP-2/integrin complex to digest some
matrix components and a DMP1/MMP-9/integrin or DMP1/
MMP-9/CD44 complex to digest other proteins during the
metastasis process. This may help to explain why some invasive
tumors are found to express a combination of SIBLINGs and
their MMP partners.

Figure 6. The expression of DMP1, MMP-9, CD44, and all
three subunits of integrin avh3 and avh5 in near-serial sections
of moderately differentiated colon adenocarcinoma.
Deparaffinized sections of a colon adenocarcinoma were
incubated separately with antibodies specific for DMP1,
MMP-9, CD44, and the av, h3, and h5 integrin chains.
Localization of the antibodies was determined with
SuperPicture Polymer HRP-conjugated broad-spectrum
secondary antibody and AEC Single Solution chromogen.
Red/brown color, DMP1 (A), CD44 (B), av integrin (C ), h3

integrin (D ), h5 integrin (E ), and MMP-9 (F ) are all associated
with the same cells, suggesting that all proteins required for
formation of complexes of CD44, or integrins avh3 or avh5,
DMP1, and MMP-9, are expressed in the same cells. The
negative controls, mouse IgG (G), and rabbit immune serum
(H ), revealed no signal. Mayer’s hematoxylin was used as a
nuclear counterstain (purple blue ). Bar, 100 Am.
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In conclusion, it was shown that DMP1 can enhance the

invasiveness of a model colon cancer cell in vitro by bridging

MMP-9 to the cell surface in an RGD-dependent (with avh3 or avh5

integrin) and RGD-independent (with CD44) manner. Furthermore,

it was shown that intact tumors can express all of these proteins

within the same cellular structures, suggesting that these complexes

studied in vitro will likely be formed in vivo .
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The SIBLING family of proteins (BSP, DMP1, DSPP, MEPE and OPN) can modify hydroxyapatite initiation and growth in vitro.  
However, a variety of biochemical experiments proved that BSP, DMP1 and OPN can form stable complexes with MMP-2, MMP-9 
and MMP-3, respectively.  Furthermore, the complexes with proMMPs were active without removal of the propeptides and the 
propeptide-free MMP remained active in the presence of their inhibitors, TIMPs.  Complement Factor H, with its higher affinity 
for the SIBLINGs, reversed both SIBLING-induced activations, suggesting that these activities may be limited to regions secret-
ing the proteins.  All five SIBLINGs as well as their three known MMP partners are co-expressed in cells of primate and rodent 
salivary glands, a mature, non-mineralizing tissue.  These results suggest that the integrin-binding SIBLING family members may 
be playing important and perhaps related roles in the local activation of specific MMPs in both mineralizing and non-mineralizing 
tissues.

Keywords:  SIBLING, MMP, BSP, OPN, DMP1, DSPP, MEPE

        During the 1970s and 1980s, the acidic proteins entrapped 
within the mineralized matrices of bones and teeth were stud-
ied as possible hydroxyapatite nucleators and crystal growth 
modulators.  Their biochemical properties permitted inves-
tigators to categorize the proteins into proteoglycans, phos-
phoglycoproteins, Gla-containing proteins, and other sub-
groups. The phosphoglycoproteins were so different in their 
primary protein sequences that it was difficult at that time to 
conclude that they were derived from a common primordial 
gene.  Later, when the properties of the exon structures of 
bone sialoprotein (BSP), dentin matrix protein-1 (DMP1), 
dentin sialophosphoprotein (DSPP), osteopontin (OPN), and 
matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE) genes 
were compared, we proposed that all five proteins were de-
rived from a single ancient gene [1].  Some of the properties 
that were usually shared by the SIBLING (Small Integrin-
Binding LIgand, N-linked Glycoprotein) family members 
were: a noncoding exon 1; a leader sequence plus the first 
two amino acids in exon 2; casein kinase II (CKII) phos-
phorylation consensus sequences in exons 3 and 5; a more 
proline-rich and often basic exon 4; and an integrin-bind-
ing tripeptide, RGD, within one of the last two much larger 
exons.  Interestingly, exon 5, a short CKII domain, is often 
missing in natural splice variants of DMP1, OPN and MEPE.  
At the last meeting of the ICCBMT, the best data suggested 
that all five SIBLING genes were clustered within a 750,000 
basepair region of human chromosome 4 [2].  A more refined 
analysis now shows them aligned with the same transcrip-
tional orientation within a 372,000 bp region.  Results for the 
mouse (chromosome 5) are similar.
    Genetic analysis is interesting, but true families of pro-
teins should also have related structures, binding partners, 
and functions.  To date only two SIBLINGs (BSP and OPN) 

have had their structures solved and they were both found to 
be flexible (in solution) along their entire length within nor-
mal NMR timescales [1].  Flexibility is a common feature of 
proteins/domains that have many binding partners.  All SIB-
LINGs are thought to bind to integrins via their RGD domain 
although rat DSPP (which lacks the RGD tripeptide) may use 
a unique, REDV fibronectin-like attachment domain.  DMP1 
and OPN have been shown to bind CD44 while BSP does not 
[3,4].  Complement Factor H binds with very high affinity 
to BSP, DMP1 and OPN in solution and can even mask the 
detection of SIBLINGs in serum [5].  BSP, DMP1 and OPN 
can bridge Factor H to cell surface integrins (all three) or 
CD44 (DMP1 and OPN) and protect the cell from the lytic 
pathway of complement [4,6].  Protection from complement 
may be important for the survival of a metastasizing cancer 
cell. DSPP and MEPE have not been purified in sufficient 
quantity to perform similar studies.
      The newly-discovered ability of at least three members of 
the SIBLING family to bind and activate specific members 
of the MMP family of proteases was due to a fortuitous series 
of events.  First, in 1996 Cheresh’s group localized MMP-
2 on the surface of invasive cells by direct interaction with 

v 3 integrin [7].  Later we were making recombinant BSP, 
DMP1 and OPN in eukaryotic cells and gently purifying the 
proteins for structural analysis. We hypothesized that, since 
both the SIBLINGs family and MMP-2 bound to v 3 integ-
rin, it would be interesting to see if the SIBLINGs could dis-
place the MMP-2 from the cell surface complex.  Of course, 
in order to do this experiment, we had to be sure that none of 
the three purified SIBLINGs themselves were contaminated 
with MMP-2.  To our surprise, small amounts of MMP-2 had 
co-purified with BSP while MMP-3 co-purified with OPN 
and MMP-9 co-purified with DMP1 under the non-denatur-
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ing conditions.  From there it was standard biochemistry us-
ing commercial sources of purified MMPs to show that puri-
fied SIBLINGs bound in a 1:1 stoichiometry with nM affinity 
to their partner MMPs but not to the other two MMPs.  Upon 
binding of their partner MMPs, both the latent (proMMP) 
and active (MMP) forms underwent conformational changes 
that were easily detected using natural fluorescence of the 
MMP’s tryptophan residues [8].  Furthermore, it was shown 
that when the SIBLING bound to its partner proMMP, the 
protease became active, apparently without removing the in-
hibitory propeptide (Figure 1A).  This was a surprise because 
it is generally thought that the propeptide must be removed 
before the MMPs can be enzymatically active.  It is reason-
able to hypothesize that the conformational change induced 
in the MMPs by the bound SIBLING caused the propeptides 
to have lower affinities for their own binding domains, move 
out of the active sites, and allow substrates to be digested.  
Active MMPs that had been previously inhibited by addition 
of their corresponding purified tissue inhibitors of metallo-
proteinases (TIMPs) became re-activated upon binding of 
the appropriate SIBLING (Figure 1C).  The TIMPs appear 
to have had their inhibitory binding sites within the MMPs 
altered by the SIBLING-induced conformational changes 
losing their ability to bind strongly and inhibit the MMPs 
[8].  To date, DSPP and MEPE have not been shown to have 
MMP partners with similar action.

Figure 1.  Latent MMPs with propeptide in active (star) site (A, top) upon 
binding partner SIBLING undergoes a conformational change exposing the 
active site to substrates (A, bottom).  Factor H binds to the SIBLINGs (B, 
top), removing them and permitting the propeptide to reinsert into the ac-
tive site (B, bottom).  Propeptide-free MMPs inhibited by TIMPs (green T) 
(C, top) bind SIBLINGs, thereby inducing a conformational change.  The 
TIMPs are released (C, bottom) activating the MMPs.  Factor H removes 
the SIBLING from the complex allowing the TIMPs to bind and inhibit the 
MMPs (D).

     Mechanisms for activating latent MMPs and/or interfer-
ing with the action of the TIMPs would not likely evolve 
unless there was also a mechanism for reversing these acti-
vation pathways. Fortunately, we knew from previous results 
mentioned above that complement Factor H has an approx-
imately 100-fold higher affinity for BSP, DMP1 and OPN 
than the SIBLINGs have for their respective MMP partners.  
Factor H, which is present in the blood at about 1 mg/ml, 
apparently binds to the SIBLINGs on the latent (Figure 1B) 
and active (Figure 1D) MMPs and removes them from the 
protease complex [8].  The propeptides and TIMPs can then 
re-inhibit the protease activity.  Therefore SIBLING-activa-
tion of MMPs will likely be local events, occurring within a 
short distance of their secretion.
      At this point, all of the results discussed have been found 
using highly purified proteins in biochemical experiments.  
We next set out to determine if the SIBLING-MMP com-
plexes could be shown to be important in experiments with 
living cells. Because many different types of cancers have 
been shown in paraffin sections to express high levels of 
various SIBLINGs, we used a number of cancer cell lines 
in a modified Boyden chamber assay to determine if any of 
the proteins could enhance invasion potential.  BSP, but not 
DMP1 or OPN, could enhance the invasion potential of many 
cell lines derived from breast, prostate, lung, and thyroid 
cancers through a model basement membrane system, Matri-
gel [9,10].  The specificity of BSP suggested that MMP-2 
may have been involved and, indeed, inhibitors of MMP-2 
stopped the BSP-enhanced invasion.  Because mutating the 
integrin-binding tripeptide, RGD, to the chemically similar 
but inactive KAE also stopped the enhanced invasion, we 
hypothesized  that  integrins  were  involved.   Blocking the 
activity of v 3 integrin with an antibody stopped the BSP-
enhanced invasion. Together these observations suggested 
that BSP bridges MMP-2 to v 3 integrin. In fact, beads 
with bound v 3 integrin were able to pull down much more 
MMP-2 if pre-treated with BSP compared to untreated beads 
or ones treated with BSP-KAE [9].
     To  be  a  biologically useful model of MMP activation,  
however, each SIBLING must also be shown to be co-ex-
pressed with its partner MMP by a cell in vivo.  All SIB-
LINGs and the three MMPs are expressed in normal growing 
bones and/or teeth, but we were also interested in their co-
expression in normal epithelial tissues, the cells that upon 
transformation become the tumors studied above. OPN had 
been known for many years to be expressed in normal sali-
vary gland [11] and we first chose to look carefully at this 
tissue.  Similar to the photomicrographs presented in a recent 
publication [12], Figure 2 shows that all five SIBLINGs as 
well as MMP-2, -3 and -9 are expressed in normal human 
salivary gland ducts.  In primates, all eight proteins are lim-
ited to the intercalated duct, striated duct, and to some degree 
the collecting ducts.  Mature mouse salivary gland differed 
in two ways.  First, all three of the MMPs and four of the 
five SIBLINGs are also expressed in the acini of mice. DSPP 
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expression remains limited to the rodent ducts.  Second, ma-
ture male mouse ducts under the strict control of androgens 
become almost exclusively granulated convoluted tubules 
(GCT) and express none of the eight proteins. Salivary glands 
therefore show that a SIBLING and its MMP partner are al-
ways co-expressed and can be reasonably expected to form 
active complexes in the pericellular and extracellular spaces 
near these epithelial cells.  These epithelial cells persist for 
many months or years and do not appear to be assisted by any 
other cell type in the maintenance of local matrix proteins.

     It is our hypothesis that the SIBLING/MMP partners are 
involved in the turnover of the pericellular and/or extracel-
lular proteins of these metabolically active cells. 
    In summary, three SIBLINGs have been shown to bind 
and activate three different MMPs in vitro and the proteins 
are co-expressed in vivo, suggesting that these activities are 
likely to be biologically important.
 

Figure 2.   Immunolocalization (red/brown) of SIBLINGs and MMPs in the 
ducts of human salivary glands (A-G). Mouse salivary glands have staining 
also in the acini (OPN, H and BSP, I are shown).  In situ hybridization of 
BSP (blue/purple) in mouse gland shows mRNA in acini but not granulated 
convoluted tubules (GCT) (J).  DSPP immunostaining (red/brown) is only in 
non-GCT ducts (K), not in acini.  Bar = 50 micrometers.
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Bone sialoprotein (BSP) is induced by
multiple neoplasms in vivo, its expression levels
correlate with tumor stage and it can modulate
the activity of matrix metalloproteinase-2
(MMP-2). In this study, the hypothesis that
BSP acts biologically to lessen the effectiveness
of MMP inhibitors was investigated. Solution
and solid phase binding assays were carried out
demonstrating that binding between
recombinant BSP and latent as well as active
MMP-2 does not require the hemopexin
domain. BSP binding restored activity to
hemopexin-deleted MMP-2 inhibited by tissue
inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase-2
(TIMP2) when activity was measured using
both natural, large macromolecular substrates
and synthetic, small molecular weight, freely
diffusable substrates. BSP effects on TIMP2
inhibition of wild type active MMP-2 were
quantified by varying small molecular weight
substrate concentrations at different fixed
inhibitor concentrations, and solving a general
linear mixed inhibition rate equation with a
global curve fitting program. The results
indicate a 15 to 30-fold increase in the
competitive inhibition constant and an ~ 6-fold
increase in uncompetitive inhibition constant
for the MMP-2+BSP complex. To address
whether the failure of clinical trials of MMP
inhibitors may be explained at least in part by
the activity of BSP, the effect of BSP binding to
MMP-2 on inhibition by a small molecular
weight drug (illomastat) was similarly
determined. An over 30-fold increase in KI was
observed. The ability of BSP to modulate MMP
inhibitor action in an in vitro angiogenesis
model system was tested. When human
umbilical vein endothelial cells co-cultured with
dermal fibroblasts in defined medium were
treated with either nM TIMP2 or illomastat,
the degree of tubule formation was reduced
while the addition of equimolar BSP restored
vessel formation.

The Small Integrin Binding LIgand N-
linked Glycoprotein (SIBLING) gene family is

clustered on human chromosome 4 and its
members include bone sialoprotein (BSP),
osteopontin, dentin matrix protein 1, matrix
extracellular phosphoglycoprotein, and dentin
sialophosphoprotein (1). BSP was once thought to
be restricted in expression to mineralizing tissue
such as bones and teeth (2) but has recently been
shown to be expressed in ductal elements of
salivary gland (3) and kidney (4). SIBLINGs,
including BSP, are also induced in certain
neoplasms (5-15). SIBLINGs can be co-localized
to the cell surface through binding of αVβ3 and/or
CD44 (16-18); exhibit correlation between
expression levels and tumor stage (19); and bind
and modulate the activity of different but specific
matrix metalloproteinases (MMP)s (20).  Indeed,
BSP has been shown to enhance the invasion
potential of many human cancer cell lines in vitro
by bridging MMP-2 to the cell surface of the cells
through the αVβ3 integrin (18).

MMPs are a family of structurally and
functionally related endoproteinases that are
involved in development and tissue repair as well
as cancer angiogenesis and metastasis. We have
recently shown that active MMPs inhibited by
either tissue inhibitors of MMPs (TIMPs) or low
molecular weight synthetic inhibitors can be
reactivated by equimolar amounts of the
appropriate SIBLING partner (20). The current
study was undertaken to determine whether BSP
action on MMP-2 inhibition involves the
hemopexin domain, and to see if the SIBLING
alters MMP affinity for substrates, TIMP2 or small
molecular weight inhibitors. The biological
consequences of these interactions were tested in
an in vitro model system of angiogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Reagents. Pro- and active human MMP-2
was obtained from Oncogene Research Products
(Boston, MA) and Research Diagnostic Systems,
Inc. (Minneapolis, MN). Recombinant human
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MMP-2 lacking the hemopexin domain was
purchased from Biomol Research Laboratories,
Inc. (Plymouth Meeting, PA).  The inhibitor
illomastat (GM6001, or N-[(2R)-2-(hydroxamido-
carbonylmethyl)-4-methylpentanoyl]-L-tryptophan
methylamide), substrate Ac-PLG-[2-mercapto-4-
methyl-pentanoyl]-LG-OC2H5  , and 5,5’-dithio-
bis-2-nitrobenzoic acid (DTNB ) were obtained
from Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA). TIMP2 was a
generous gift of Dr. H. Birkedal-Hansen, NIDCR,
NIH. Human serum adsorbed goat anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was
obtained from Kirkegaard & Perry (Gaithersburg,
MD).  Recombinant human BSP that included post
translational modifications was made using an
adenovirus construct and eukaryotic cells and
purified (> 95% purity as defined by acrylamide
gel electrophoresis) as previously described (16).

Fluorescent binding studies. Intrinsic
tryptophan fluorescence binding studies of BSP
and mutant hemopexin-deleted MMP-2 were
carried out as previously described (20). BSP
contains no tryptophan groups while the
hemopexin-deleted MMP-2, contains 8, so the
intrinsic fluorescence changes are a result of the
change in conformation of the MMP alone.
Briefly, the relative change in fluorescence in the
area under the emission curve (300 to 500 nm at
295 nm excitation) was used to determine binding
curves. Fractional acceptor saturation (fa) as a
function of nM BSP added was determined by
calculating fa = (y – yf)/(yb – yf), where yf and yb
are the area under the curve of the fluorescent
emission profile of free and fully bound MMP-2.
Scatchard plots were made by fitting the
transformed data to the function r/[BSP] = n/Kd –
r/Kd., where r  represents the binding function,
[BSP], BSP concentration, n the number of
binding sites and Kd the dissociation constant.

Solid phase binding assays. The binding of BSP to
purified and immobilized MMP-2 was measured
by an indirect sandwich assay. Plates were coated
with the different forms of MMP-2 by adding 0.1
ml of 3.5 nM recombinant purified MMP-2 in 50
mM NaHCO3, pH 9.0 to each well of a Greiner
high-binding 96-well microtiter plates (stock #
655061, Greiner Bio-One, Longwood, FL)
incubated overnight at 4°C. The plates were
blocked with 5 % (w/v) nonfat dry milk in TBS for

60 min and then rinsed three times with TBS
containing 0.05 % Tween 20. BSP was added in
nM equivalents in TBS-Tween and incubated for
120 min at room temperature. After a second
round of three washes, bound ligand was
quantified by the addition of a 1:50,000 dilution of
specific rabbit anti-BSP antibody, LF100 (21),
followed by a 60 min incubation. After three
washes, secondary antibody (1:2000 goat anti-
rabbit horseradish peroxidase conjugated
antibody) was added and incubated for a further 60
min .  Color  was  deve loped  us ing
diaminobenzamidine substrate and the absorbance
at 405 nm was measured. Non-specific binding
was measured by determining the ligand binding
to wells coated with BSA alone, and these values
were subtracted from the corresponding values for
MMP-coated wells.

High molecular weight substrate studies.
Fluorescein-conjugated gelatin (Molecular Probes,
Inc., Eugene, OR) substrate was used to follow
proteolytic activity as previously described (20).
This substrate is highly substituted with
fluorescein moieties so that the fluorescent signal
is self-quenched until proteolytic cleavage
liberates fragments and a robust fluorescent
emission is measured. The reaction mixture
consisted of the fluorescein-substrate conjugate
with 1.4 nM mutant hemopexin-free MMP-2
reacted with either 10 nM TIMP2, 10 nM TIMP2
+ 10 nM BSP, 10 nM BSP, or buffer alone (50
mM Tris, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2).
Relative velocity plots were determined by
varying the substrate concentration between 0.025
and 15 µg/ml and determining the change in
fluorescence over the first hour of reaction.
Inhibitor titrations were carried out by varying
TIMP2 concentration from 1.6 to 1600 nM.
Fluorescent data was acquired with excitation at
485 nm and emission at 535 nm. Reactions were
run in duplicate.

Low molecular weight substrates. The
activities of mutant and wild type MMP-2 in the
presence and absence of inhibitors (TIMP2 or
illomastat) and BSP were measured using a small
molecular weight thiopeptide substrate (Ac-PLG-
[2-mercapto-4-methyl-pentanoyl]-LG-OC2H5).
Substrate was incubated in assay buffer (50 mM
HEPES, 10 mM CaCl2, 0.05% Brij-35, 1 mM
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DTNB, pH 7.5) with 10 nM MMP-2 + different
concentrations of inhibtor, a 10 nM [MMP-
2+BSP] preformed complex or MMP2 + inhibitor
+ BSP added simultaneously. Data from the first
six minutes were used to calculate velocity
(pmols/sec) values. Substrate cleavage was
monitored using a Perkin Elmer Victor 2
multilabel plate reader and absorbance was
measured at 412 nM. Preformed complexes of
[MMP-2+BSP] were formed by incubation at 37 C
for 30 minutes prior to addition to the reaction
mixture. Global curve-fitting of the family of
substrate-velocity curves was performed using
Prism 4 software (GraphPad Software, Inc.,) with
Vmax, Km, Kic and Kiu set as shared parameters.

SDS PAGE, zymography. 10% zymogram
gelatin gels were obtained from Invitrogen, Inc.,
(Carlsbad, CA). Samples in zymogram gel sample
buffer were electrophoresed at a constant 125 V
for 90 min. Gels were processed for zymography
according to the manufacture’s instructions,
stained with 0.5% Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250,
and bands were visualized by dynamic integrated
exposure using an AlphaInotech imaging system
(Alpha Inotech Corp., San Leandro, CA).

In vitro angiogenesis. Human umbilical
vein endothelial cell (HUVEC) and human dermal
fibroblast co-cultures and EGM-2 defined medium
were obtained from TCS Cell Works (Botolph
Claydon, UK). The functional readout from this in
vitro assay was tubule formation. Tubule
formation was defined by the total number of
tubules, total tubule length, mean tubule length,
and number of branches. Test conditions were run
in triplicate wells with 8 conditions per 24 well
plate. The cells were treated starting on day six of
culture with 5 nM BSP, 5 nM TIMP2, 5 nM BSP
+ TIMP2, 5 nM GM6001, 5 nM GM6001 + BSP,
or buffer alone. Medium was changed every other
day with fresh medium containing experimental
conditions. Cells were fixed in 70 % ethanol on
day 12 and tubule formation was quantified
following immunostaining with a mouse anti-
human PECAM-1 monoclonal antibody (TCS Cell
Works), and the secondary antibody being goat
anti-mouse IgG alkaline phosphatase coupled
antibody, with 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl
phosphate/ nitro blue tetrazolium (BCIP/NBT;
Sigma) as substrate. Images were visualized on a
Nikon Diaphot inverted microscope and digitized

with a Polaroid CCD digital camera and software.
Two images per well were captured, digitized and
the number of tubules, the number of branch
points (junctions) between tubules, as well as the
total tubule length (in pixels) determined using
AngioSys Version 1.0 software. (TCS Cell Works,
Botolph Claydon, UK).

For zymographic analyses of MMP-2, a
membrane-associated fraction was prepared from
the HUVEC cocultures essentially as described by
Ward et al. (22). Briefly, HUVEC cells were
scraped from culture wells in cold 5 mM Tris HCl
(pH 7.8), homogenized, and crude membranes
were prepared by centrifugation of the cell lysate
at 10,000 x g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The
supernatant was centrifuged at 105,000 x g for 1
hour at 4°C; then, the supernatant was removed
and saved, and the membrane fraction was
resuspended in 20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.8), 10 mM
CaCl2, and 0.05% Brij 35.

RESULTS

Bone sialoprotein binding does not
require the hemopexin domain. MMPs consist of a
catalytic domain and a hemopexin-like domain
thought to be essential for the binding of many
natural substrates. TIMPs have binding sites in
both the hemopexin and catalytic domains (23).
We have shown previously that BSP can bind to
both pro- and active MMP-2 (20). Whether BSP
interacts with the hemopexin domain or, at least in
part, with the catalytic region was investigated by
studying the binding characteristic of BSP to
recombinant human MMP-2 that lacks the
hemopexin domain. When the intrinsic tryptophan
fluorescence of the mutant MMP-2 was followed
during titration with BSP, quenching of the signal
similar to that previously seen for the intact MMP-
2 was observed (Fig. 1). The area under the
emission peaks was quantified and used to
determine the change in fluorescence and calculate
both the fractional acceptor saturation as a
function of nM BSP added and a corresponding
Scatchard plot. BSP binding was saturable and its
affinity for the mutant protein was actually higher
than that for intact MMP-2 (Kd = 0.07 ± 0.03 nM
for mutant MMP-2 versus 0.32 ± 0.02 nM for
active MMP-2, and 2.9 ± 0.9 nM for pro-MMP-2).
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An alternative method to confirm BSP and
MMP-2 binding was employed. Solid phase
binding assays were developed to measure BSP
binding to immobilized forms of MMP-2.
Microtiter plates coated with either proMMP-2,
active MMP-2 or hemopexin-deleted MMP-2 were
reacted with increasing concentrations of BSP and
the amount bound quantified by specific
antibodies (Fig. 1D). The binding of BSP to MMP
variants was saturable. Scatchard plot analysis
revealed BSP binding with a Kd = 0.39 ± 0.04 nM
for mutant MMP-2 versus 0.36 ± 0.04 nM for
active MMP-2 and 2.1 ± 0.1 nM for pro- MMP-2
(Fig. 1E). While the pro- and active forms of
MMP-2 exhibited essentially similar binding
constants by the two different binding methods,
the mutant form of MMP-2 exhibited a distinct Kd
value which may be reflecting differences in solid
phase binding orientation in the absence of the
hemopexin domain. Attempts to measure BSP
binding to TIMP2 by either intrinsic tryptophan
fluorescence spectroscopy (TIMP2 contains 4
internal tryptophans, BSP none) or by solid phase
binding assay were negative (data not shown).

Bone sialoprotein  modulation of MMP-2
activity does not require the hemopexin domain.
We recently reported that BSP can restore
enzymatic activity to MMP-2 incubated with
TIMP2 when activity was followed using a
natural, large molecular weight substrate (gelatin)
(20). The effect of BSP on the activity of the
mutant MMP-2 was therefore investigated using
the gelatin-fluorescein large molecular weight
substrate assay (Fig. 2 A-D). The change in
substrate fluorescence caused by mutant MMP-2
alone compared to a complex of equimolar mutant
MMP-2 + BSP was not significantly different. As
expected, the addition of equimolar TIMP2 to
mutant MMP-2 caused a significant decrease in
the rate of fluorescence change. However,
inclusion of equimolar  BSP to mutant MMP-2 +
TIMP2 complexes restored the rate of
fluorescence change to that of mutant MMP-2
alone showing that the TIMP2 became ineffective
in the presence of bound BSP. Substrate velocity
plots as a function of substrate concentration
yielded no significant difference for mutant MMP-
2 in the presence or absence of BSP. Titration with
TIMP2 of mutant MMP-2 and the large molecular
weight substrate revealed that over a 100-fold

excess of TIMP2 was required to inhibit activity to
20 % (Fig. 2 C). For complexes of equimolar
mutant MMP-2 + TIMP2, the rate of the reaction
was decreased to 67 %, while the presence of
equimolar BSP restored activity to 97 %.
Increasing the concentration of BSP in mixes of
equimolar TIMP2 and mutant MMP-2 further
increased the reaction rate (Fig. 2 D).

A low molecular weight freely diffusible
peptide substrate assay was next used and enabled
kinetic parameters to be evaluated (Fig. 2 E-H).
Similar to results with the large molecular weight
substrate, the addition of BSP alone did not
significantly alter mutant MMP-2 enzyme product
evolution. Furthermore, the TIMP2 inhibited
product evolution as expected and the addition of
BSP to the preformed mutant MMP-2/TIMP2
complex returned the digestion to uninhibited
levels. Substrate velocity plots of mutant MMP-2
± BSP yielded no statistically significant
difference in fitted Km or v max values (Table I)
verifying the observations with the larger substrate
that the conformational changes induced by BSP
did not significantly affect the actions of the active
site itself. Titration of the small molecular weight
substrate and mutant MMP-2 with varying
concentrations of TIMP2 indicated that at 10-fold
excess, TIMP2 inhibited mutant MMP-2 activity
to 20 %, while equimolar TIMP2 inhibited mutant
MMP-2 and to 34 % (Fig. 2 G). The addition of
equimolar BSP was able to restore the activity of
mutant MMP-2 treated with TIMP2 to 85 %.
Increasing the concentration of BSP in reaction
mixtures of small molecular weight substrate +
equimolar TIMP2 and mutant MMP-2 restored
activity further (Fig. 2 H). These data suggest that
BSP reactivation of TIMP2-inhibited MMP-2 does
not require the hemopexin domain of MMP-2.

TIMP Inhibition kinetics. To determine the
effect of BSP on active wild type MMP-2 and
TIMP2 reaction kinetics, the small molecular
weight substrate was employed to follow product
evolution over time. MMP-2 incubated with
increasing concentrations of TIMP2 exhibited the
expected dose-dependent inhibition (Fig. 3A). The
inhibition by TIMP2 was significantly decreased
by the presence of either a performed complex of
[MMP-2+BSP] or by the simultaneous addition of
BSP and TIMP2 to MMP-2 (Fig. 3B, C). To
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investigate whether decreased inhibition of MMP-
2 by TIMP2 in the presence of BSP was associated
with an altered affinity, substrate-velocity plots
were obtained by varying substrate concentrations
of each at different but fixed inhibitor
concentrations.  Reaction conditions included
either TIMP2 + 10 nM MMP-2, TIMP2 +
preformed equimolar complexes of 10 nM [MMP-
2+BSP], or simultaneous mixes of TIMP2 + 10
nM MMP-2 + 10 nM BSP (Fig. 3D - E).

Because there are two distinct binding
sites for TIMP2 on MMP-2, TIMP2 does not act
purely as a competitive inhibitor (24). The
common types of inhibition (competitive,
uncompetitive, noncompetitive) are all special
cases of linear mixed inhibition (25). The
generalized linear mixed inhibition equation v =
Vmax[S]/{Km(1+ [I]/Kic) + [S](1+[I]/Kiu)}, was
employed to determine the reaction rate. Vmax is
the limiting rate, Km is the Michaelis constant, Kic
is the competitive inhibition constant and Kiu is the
uncompetitive inhibition constant. For competitive
inhibition, [I]/Kiu is negligible while for
uncompetitive inhibition [I]/Kic is negligible. In
pure noncompetitive inhibition the inhibition
constants are equal.

Global curve-fitting of the family of
substrate-velocity curves (Fig. 3D-F) revealed a
significant increase in Kic and Kiu values for the
[MMP-2+BSP] complex as well as the
simultaneously added MMP-2 + BSP (Table I).
This indicates a relatively poor affinity of the
inhibitor for MMP-2 in the presence of BSP. The
order of magnitude change in apparent inhibitor
affinity for MMP-2 in the presence of BSP
indicates that SIBLING modulation of MMPs is
physiologically significant.

Illomastat inhibitor kinetics. The MMP
inhibitor illomastat was utilized to test whether
small molecular weight drug inhibition of MMP-2
activity could be modulated by BSP. Illomastat at
a 1 nM concentration inhibited the initial velocity
of MMP-2 activity to 39 % of control activity,
while the same concentration of inhibitor reduced
the activity of the MMP-2 + BSP to only 70 % of
control suggesting that the inhibitor is much less
effective against MMP-2 in the conformation
resulting from the binding of BSP (Figure 4A).

Titration of a mix of 10 nM MMP-2 + 1 nM
illomastat with increasing concentrations of BSP
revealed a dose-dependent decrease to the
inhibitor’s action (Fig. 4B).. To quantify the
effects of BSP on MMP-2 inhibitor kinetics,
substrate-velocity plots were obtained by varying
substrate concentrations of each at different but
fixed illomastat concentrations.  Reaction
conditions were either 10 nM MMP-2 alone, or
with 10 nM equimolar MMP-2 + BSP (Fig. 4C,
D).

Because Illomastat is a competitive
inhibitor, kinetic parameters in the presence and
absence of BSP can be determined by fitting the
substrate-velocity curves to the equation for
c o m p e t i t i v e  i n h i b i t i o n :  v  =
vmax[S]/Km(1+[I]/KIc)+[S]; where V m a x  is the
limiting rate, Km is the Michaelis constant, KIc is
the competitive inhibition constant, [S] is substrate
concentration and [I] is illomastat concentration.
The results indicated a significant increase (> 30-
fold) in KIc value for the MMP-2 + BSP (Table I).
Thus illomastat exhibited a reduced affinity for
MMP-2 in the presence of BSP.

BSP restores activity to inhibited MMPs in
vitro. The ability of BSP to restore enzymatic
activity to TIMP2- and illomastat-inhibited MMP-
2 in a purified component  assay led to a screen of
the effects of BSP on MMP inhibitors in an in
vitro angiogenesis system. 5 nM BSP alone
stimulated tubule formation by HUVEC cells
while separately illomastat (GM6001) and TIMP2
inhibited tubule formation below control levels
(Figure 5). The inclusion of BSP with MMP-
specific inhibitors restored tubule formation.
Quantification of tubule formation using AngioSys
Ver. 1.0 software revealed that the addition of BSP
to TIMP2 or illomastat-treated cells restored not
only the number of tubules but also the number of
branch points and total tubule length (in pixels) to
values not significantly different from BSP
enhancement alone (Figure 6). The effect of BSP
on MMP-2 levels and activity in the in vitro
angiogenesis system was also studied by two
other, complementary systems. MMP activity
measured by the fluorescein-gelatin substrate
assay and a rate of digestion of gelatin by
zymography.  Both assays exhibited a consistent
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pattern of increased enzymatic activity in BSP-
treated conditions.

DISCUSSION
BSP is a member of the SIBLING gene

family (2). It is extended and flexible in solution
and such lack of ordered structure is shared by a
number proteins that have multiple binding
partners (1). BSP can bind the αVβ3 integrin via its
RGD sequence (26,27) and to complement Factor
H (16). BSP can also bind to and modulate the
activity of MMP-2 (20). Binding of BSP to MMP-
2 was associated with conformational changes as
indicated by fluorescent quenching during BSP
binding titration (indicating a change in the
microenvironment of the MMP’s tryptophans);
and by increased susceptibility of a
BSP–proMMP-2 complex to plasmin cleavage.
BSP binding to latent MMP-2 was associated with
increased proteolytic activity and BSP binding to
TIMP2-inhibited MMP-2 restored activity (20).
Taken together the data suggest that
conformational changes in MMP-2 induced by
BSP binding may include changes in the shape of
the active site and inhibitor binding domains. A
trimolecular complex of BSP, αVβ3 and MMP-2
can be demonstrated by immunoprecipitation, flow
cytometry, and in situ hybridization in cancer cells
grown in vitro (18). BSP message was induced in
multiple cancers and its expression correlated with
paired MMP-2 expression as well as tumor stage
(19).

MMP-2, a gelatinase that can degrade
components of the extracellular matrix at
physiological pH, is regulated in vivo by the
naturally occurring TIMPs and RECK (28,29).
TIMP2 binding to MMP-2 involves distinct
domains on both the inhibitor and the enzyme (30-
32). The binding and kinetics of MMP-2 and
TIMP2 are more complex than simple competitive
inhibition. In our analyses we have used a mixed
linear model of mixed inhibition (25) and
observed inhibition constants in the ≤ nM range.
KI values in sub-nanamolar range for TIMP2 and
MMP-2 using the same substrate have been
reported in the literature (33-35), though a more
recent analysis has yielded 3- to 4-fold higher
estimation (23). The different reported values are
most likely due to differences in sources and
concentrations of substrate, enzyme and inhibitor.

SIBLING binding to active MMPs
inhibited by TIMP or small molecular weight
MMP-specific inhibitors could restore activity
through multiple mechanisms. Possible
mechanisms include blocking inhibitor access
(steric blocking), binding to the inhibitor
(stripping), or by altering inhibitor affinity. The
analysis of inhibitor kinetic parameters as well as
binding order effects can be used to distinguish
between steric blocking or affinity changes. Based
on the current studies with BSP, MMP-2 and
TIMP2, SIBLING binding to MMP did not
significantly alter Km values but did alter the
MMP’s affinity for its inhibitor. SIBLING binding
to inhibitor (stripping) was not observed.

BSP was found to significantly reduce the
affinity of a small molecular weight synthetic
inhibitor (illomastat) for MMP-2. Illomastat as a
hydroxamate class inhibitor blocks the activity of
multiple MMPs and has been used to disrupt
angiogenesis and metastasis (36-38).  Illomastat
blocked TNFα  processing (39), experimental
autoimmune encephalitis (40),  angiogenesis and
metastasis (36-38). The magnitude of change in
apparent inhibitor affinity for MMP-2 in the
presence of BSP indicates that SIBLING
modulation of MMP inhibition by small molecular
weight drugs can be physiologically significant.

Finally, a cell culture model system was
used to test whether BSP modulation of MMP-2
inhibition occurs in vitro. The in vitro model of
angiogenesis utilized human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) co-cultured with
normal adult human diploid dermal fibroblasts.
The endothelial cells form small islands amongst
the fibroblasts, proliferate, and migrate through the
co-culture matrix to form thread-like tubule
structures. These cord-like structures join up to
form a network of anastomosing tubules. These
linked tubules produce endothelial cell-specific
components such as von Willebrand Factor and
PECAM-1 (CD31) that can be stained
immunohistochemically and quantified.  The
observed effects of BSP (stimulating basal tubule
formation and restoring formation to TIMP2- or
illomastat-inhibited cultures) was consistent with
BSP modulating MMP-2 activity. Profiling MMP-
2 levels and activity in the in vitro system (by
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zymography and fluorescent substrate assays)
demonstrated changes with BSP treatment. BSP
has been shown to promote angiogenesis in the
chick chorioallantoic membrane system (41).
Thus, BSP has biochemical and biological
plausibility to be playing active roles in tumor
progression in vivo. BSP is induced by multiple
neoplasms in vivo and its modulation of MMP
activity might contribute to the relative lack of
efficacy seen in the recent clinical trials of MMP
inhibitors in numerous cancers (42).
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. BSP binding to MMP-2 does not require the hemopexin domain. Binding interactions between
mutant MMP-2 lacking the hemopexin domain and BSP were followed by intrinsic tryptophan
fluorescence of the MMP-2 protein (BSP has no tryptophans). 1 nM mutant MMP-2 was reacted with
increasing concentration of BSP. Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was monitored by excitation at 295 nm
and recording emission from 300 to 500 nm using a Photon Technology International Series M
fluorimeter (A). Binding saturation was followed by monitoring the change in the area under the emission
peak curve (inset). The area under the emission peak curve was used to determine a binding curve by
calculating fractional acceptor saturation versus nM BSP added (B) and the corresponding Scatchard plot
(C). The binding interaction between BSP and latent MMP-2 (A), active MMP-2 (E) and mutant
hemopexin-free MMP-2 (G) were investigated by solid phase binding assays (D). Scatchard plots derived
from solid phase binding assays of BSP and latent MMP-2, active MMP-2 and hemopexin-deleted MMP-
2 were determined (E.).

Figure 2. BSP binding to hemopexin-deleted MMP-2 keeps TIMP2 from inhibiting the protease activity.
The effect of BSP on the activity of the mutant MMP-2 was profiled using the fluorescein-labeled large
molecular weight (gelatin) substrate assay (A). Reaction conditions included mutant MMP2 (G), mutant
MMP2 + BSP (E), mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 (C), and mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 +BSP (H). The effect of a
varying substrate concentration on the relative velocity of the mutant enzyme in the presence (E) or
absence (G ) of BSP was analyzed by linear regression analysis over the first hour and the slope
determined at each substrate concentration (B). Similarly, the relative rates of 12.5 µg/ml substrate
cleavage by 1.4 nM mutant MMP-2 in the presence of increasing concentrations of TIMP2 were
compared by plotting the fluorescent change/min at each dose (C). Conditions included mutant MMP2
alone (G), mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 (C), and mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 + BSP (H). The effect of BSP on
mutant MMP-2 inhibition was studied by titrating a reaction mixture of 10 nM mutant MMP-2 + 10 nM
TIMP2 with increasing concentrations of BSP (D). Conditions included mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 (C) and
mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 + BSP (H ). The action of BSP on mutant MMP2 activity using a small
molecular weight substrate was determined by following pmol product evolution over time (E), velocity
plots (F), TIMP2 inhibition curves (G)., and BSP dose response of inhibition by 10 nM TIMP2 + 10 nM
mutant MMP-2 (H). Reaction conditions included mutant MMP2 (G), mutant MMP2 + BSP (E), mutant
MMP2 + TIMP2 (C), and mutant MMP2 + TIMP2 +BSP (H). For substrate titrations and TIMP2 dose
response, three separate experiments were combined and values plotted present the mean with error bars
representing the standard deviation.

Figure 3. BSP effects on TIMP2 inhibition of MMP-2. Small molecular weight substrate was incubated in
assay buffer at a final concentration of 100 µM with (A) 10 nM MMP-2 and different concentrations of
TIMP2 or (B) 10 nM preformed complex of [MMP-2+BSP] incubated with increasing concentrations of
TIMP2, or (C) simultaneously added 10 nM MMP-2 + BSP and different concentrations of TIMP2.
TIMP2 concentrations ranged from 0 (G), 1 (E), 5 (C), 10 (A), and 20 (S) nM TIMP2. MMP-2 and BSP
concentration was 10 nM. Reaction rates were profiled by increasing substrate concentration from 10 to
200 µM. Data from the first six minutes of each reaction condition were used to calculate V0 (pmols/sec)
values. Substrate-velocity plots of MMP-2 incubated with different concentrations of TIMP2 (D), of
[MMP-2+BSP] complexes incubated with varying concentrations of TIMP2 (E), or of MMP-2 incubated
simultaneously with  TIMP2  and BSP (F) were determined. Preformed complexes of [MMP-2+BSP]
were formed by incubation at 37oC for 30 minutes prior to addition to the reaction mixture. Six separate
experiments were combined for each condition and values shown represent the mean ± the standard
deviation.

Figure 4. BSP effects on illomastat (GM6001) inhibition of MMP-2. 100 µM peptide substrate was
incubated with 10 nM MMP-2 (G), 10 nM MMP2 + 1 nM illomastat (C), or [10 nM MMP2+10 nM BSP]
+ 1 nM illomastat (H) and the evolution of product followed by absorbance at 405 nm (A). In parallel
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experiments, peptide substrate was incubated with 10 nM MMP-2 (G), 10 nM MMP2 + 1 nM illomastat
(C), or 10 nM MMP2 + 1 nM illomastat + varying concentrations of BSP (H) to profile a dose response
(B). Substrate-velocity plots were generated by increasing substrate concentration at different fixed
inhibitor concentrations with the slope over the first six minutes being used to calculate V0 values (C, D).
Active MMP-2 was incubated with illomastat whose concentration varied from 0 (G), 0.1 (E), 0.5 (C), 1
(A), 5 (S), and 10 (2) nM. The inhibitor was added to either directly to MMP-2 (C) or to MMP-2+BSP
(D).

Figure 5. BSP stimulates angiogenesis and overcomes MMP-2 inhibitors in vitro. HUVEC cells were
treated starting on day 6 of culture with vehicle alone (A), 5 nM GM6001 (B), 5 nM TIMP2 (C), 5 nM
BSP (D), as well as combinations of 5 nM BSP + 5 nM GM6001 (E) or 5 nM BSP + 5 nM TIMP2 (F).
The cells were fixed on day 12 and probed with a PECAM1 antibody (blue) to visualize tubule formation.
Note that BSP stimulated tubule formation and in equimolar amounts overcame the inhibitory effects of
both natural (TIMP) and synthetic (GM6001) MMP-2 inhibitors.

Figure 6. Quantification of the effects of recombinant BSP on tubule formation and in overcoming the
effects of MMP-2 inhibitors. Two distinct fields from each triplicate well of the experimental conditions
described were digitized as TIFF files and analyzed using AngioSys Ver. 1.0 software (TCS Cell Works,
Buckingham UK). The image analysis package determined the number of tubules (A), the number of
branch points or junctions (B) between tubules, as well as the total tubule length in pixels (C). In each
case BSP stimulated the angiogenesis parameters even in the presence of the normally inhibitory effect of
both natural (TIMP) and synthetic (GM6001) MMP-2 protease inhibitors. In addition a cell surface-
associated pool from day 10 cohort cultures was assayed for MMP activity by the large fluorescein-
gelatin substrate assay (D) and by zymography (E). Note that BSP caused increased cell surface
accumulation of MMP-2 activity in the presence and absence of inhibitors. C, control, B, BSP; T, TIMP2;
T+B, TIMP2 + BSP: G, GM6001; G+B, GM6001 + BSP. The region of the zymogram corresponding to
active MMP-2 is shown. Asterisks represent ANOVA p values with *, p ≤ 0.05 and **, p ≤ 0.01.
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TABLES

Table I. BSP & MMP-2 kinetic values.
Km Vmax Kic Kiu

mMMP2 96 ± 13 0.20 ± 0.01
mMMP2+BSP 59 ± 14 0.18 ± 0.02
MMP2 103 ± 14 1.9 ± 0.1
MMP2+BSP 90 ± 10 2.1 ± 2
MMP2+TIMP2 103 ± 9 1.9 ± 0.8 0.67 ± 0.06 1.4 ± 0.2
[MMP2+BSP]+TIMP2 127 ± 18 2.1 ± 0.2 24 ± 12 9 ± 4
MMP2+TIMP2+BSP 98 ± 14 1.8 ± 0.1 10 ± 3 9 ± 2
MMP2+GM6001 106 ± 23 1.8 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.1 -
MMP2+BSP+GM6001 88 ± 10 1.6 ± 0.2 9.8 ± 0.3 -

For the small molecular weight substrate peptide substrate, Km values are µM and for TIMP2 and
illomastat the KI values are nM. Abreviations: mMMP2, mutant hemopexin-deleted MMP-2; BSP, bone
sialoprotein; TIMP2, tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase-2; GM6001, illomastat. Kic and K i u
values were determined by fitting the generalized linear mixed inhibition equation and KI values
determined using the equation for competitive inhibition.

FOOTNOTES
1 The abbreviations used are: SIBLING, Small, Integrin-Binding LIgand, N-linked Glycoprotein; BSP,
bone sialoprotein; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; proMMP, pro-matrix metalloproteinase; TIMP, tissue
inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase; TBS, Tris buffered saline; HRP, horse radish peroxidase; r, binding
function; CS, total ligand concentration; CA total acceptor concentration; fa, fractional acceptor saturation.
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